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ABSTRACT
Taylor, Marilyn Horton. PhD. The University of Memphis. May 2012. George
―Machine Gun‖ Kelly: His Life and Impact. Major Professor: Janann Sherman, PhD.
This is a biographical study of George Kelly and his evolution from small-time
bootlegger to bank robber to kidnapper. His progression into the criminal world mirrored
the society in which he lived. His career began during Prohibition, an experiment in the
government‘s attempt to control morality. A great portion of American society did not
want this control and continued to manufacture and partake of the illegal brew. Kelly
gladly became the middleman, selling and delivering whiskey. Once sentenced to prison,
Kelly took advantage of the education one receives when forced to live with those whose
criminal activity provides them the experience to become mentors.
Upon release Kelly graduated to bank robbery during a time American society,
suffering through the Great Depression, saw these thieves as heroes because they
attacked the institutions causing so much pain to the common man. Successful as a bank
robber, Kelly made the move to kidnapping shortly after Congress passed the Lindbergh
Kidnapping Law in 1932 in response to the public‘s outcry over the growth of violent
crime. It was this law that enabled the Bureau of Investigation to cross state lines in order
to capture Kelly and see him sentenced to life imprisonment. The society in which Kelly
began his criminal career changed to a public that desired protection from that element of
society.
As Kelly‘s criminal career evolved, J. Edgar Hoover worked to build a federal
police force, which the public admired and respected. Hoover‘s disregarded Bureau of
Investigation lacked support from the government and the American people. Many
feared the idea of a federal police force, but as the public turned from its criminal heroes,
v

Hoover hoped to make his agents the new champions for society‘s security. There were
few federal laws and each investigation in which the BI participated proved to be a
failure for Hoover. Kelly and his ill-timed kidnapping of oilman, Charles Urschel,
provided Hoover the crime his agents finally solved that served as the catalyst for support
and formation of the police force now called the Federal Bureau of Investigation and
place Hoover in the position of power he so desired.
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Chapter One
Introduction
I have always been intrigued by the history of the 1920s and early 1930s. Novels,
such as The Great Gatsby, showed how some of the more affluent Americans of the time
period held a disregard for the law. Movies, such as ―Rosewood,‖ demonstrated another
layer of this indifference to the law when citizens took their own justice as they lynched a
perceived troublemaker, refusing to wait for the courts to try a man who might be
acquitted in the process. Then there are the oral histories told by those who claimed to
have seen Bonnie and Clyde or John Dillinger drive through town as people along the
way cheered for them. As I considered these examples of how people ignored the law,
took it into their own hands, and rooted for those who broke it, I began to question the
public perceptions held at the time of law and order and of those charged with upholding
it.
As my research progressed I found that local law enforcement often turned a blind
eye to crime when payoffs were made to those in political power. It also accepted
vigilante justice when the belief systems of those seeking retribution outside the legal
system through lynch mobs concurred with those charged with enforcing the law. And,
once the Great Depression took the livelihoods from the common man, he seemed to
cheer the criminal instead of supporting local police officers. This led me to question
how the celebrity of the Depression Era bank robbers occurred and if it was a
happenstance in history or the apex of the combination of political machines, Prohibition,
and economic upheaval. As I searched for my answers, I also wanted to analyze the role
played by the federal government during the 1920s and 1930s in regard to law
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enforcement and the relationship between local police agencies and those working to
create a more federalized system criminal laws and their enforcement.
This study centers on the life of George ―Machine Gun‖ Kelly as a means of
addressing my questions and focusing my research. Kelly took advantage of the public‘s
resentment of Prohibition and began his criminal career delivering alcohol in cities
governed by political bosses. As the Depression spread across America, Kelly turned to
bank robbery and then graduated to kidnapping. As Kelly delved deeper into his life of
crime, J. Edgar Hoover was working to gain government and public support for a federal
police force that would lead the fight against criminals such as Kelly.
The literature about political corruption in local government and Prohibition, both
scholarly and popular, is copious. Much of it has been helpful in establishing the
grounding for this work. According to the available resources, corruption occurred in
many cities and grew with the enactment of Prohibition. It was often the political
machinery in these cities that protected bootleggers and profited highly from their
activities. Norman H. Clark‘s The Dry Years: Prohibition and Social Changes in
Washington (1988), William A Cook‘s George Remus: King of the Bootleggers (2008),
Lynn Dumenil‘s Modern Temper: American Culture and Society in the 1920s (1995),
Virginia Brainard Kunz‘s St. Paul: Saga of an American City (1977), Pendergast!
(1997) by Lawrence H. Larsen and Nancy J. Hulston, Richard Lindberg‘s Chicago by
Gaslight: A History of Chicago’s Netherland, 1880 – 1920 (1996), Judge John H. Lyle‘s
The Dry and Lawless Years: The Crusades against Public Enemies and Corrupt
Officials (1960), Mayors, Madams, and Madmen (1979) by Norman Mark, and Ronald L.
Trekell‘s History of the Tulsa Police Department, 1882 – 1990 (1990) are several notable
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works among this literature. Paul E. Isaac‘s Prohibition and Politics: Turbulent Years
in Tennessee, 1885 – 1920 provided a thorough background on the early Prohibition laws
passed in Tennessee and William D. Miller‘s Mr. Crump of Memphis (1964), John E.
Harkins‘ Metropolis of the American Bile: Memphis and Shelby County (1982), and John
Dougan‘s Images of America: Memphis (1998) recounts Memphis‘ defiance toward said
decrees. These sources provided a foundation which I used to place George Kelly into
the context of time and place, both as a child maturing in Memphis and as an adult
entering and establishing a life of crime.
Many scholars have focused on the culture of crime during the Prohibition and
Depression eras. For example, Kenneth Allsop‘s The Bootleggers and Their Era (1961),
Jess Carr‘s The Second Oldest Profession: An Informal History of Moonshining (1972),
discuss the lives and careers of bootleggers, telling about the various methods of delivery,
the dangers the different types of bootleggers faced, and the rewards gained through the
profession. L.L. Edge‘s Run the Cat Roads: A True Story of Bank Robbers in the 30s
(1981), J. Evertts Haley‘s Robbing Banks Was My Business: The Story of John Harvey
Bailey, Dillinger: The Untold Story by William J. Helmer and G. Russell Girardin, Bill
Trent‘s The Alvin Karpis Story (1971), Mary Matera‘s John Dillinger: The Life and
Death of America’s First Celebrity Criminal (2004), Brad Smith‘s Lawman to Outlaw:
Verne Miller and the Kansas City Massacre, Tony Stewart‘s Dillinger, The Hidden
Truth: A Tribute to Gangsters and G-Men of the Great Depression, and Michael Wallis‘
Pretty Boy Floyd: The Life and Times of Pretty Boy Floyd (1992) tell the stories of small
time bootleggers and individual bank robbers who were contemporaries of Kelly. Each
resource provided the life story, including the subject‘s introduction and progression into
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crime. I utilized these works to gain a deeper understanding of the criminals of the time
period and the public‘s reaction to them and their crimes. These works tend to
romanticize their subjects so I worked diligently to avoid this downfall as I told Kelly‘s
story. These studies also add little to the scholarship of the time period and they contain
little analysis as to why crimes and criminals came to be celebrated during this era which
is an important aspect included in my work.
Several authors have studied the phenomenon of criminals rising to the status of
hero in the public‘s eye. Paul Kooistra‘s Criminals as Heroes: Structure, Power, and
Identity (1989) and Eric Hobsbawn‘s Bandits (2000) are examples of this literature and
each of these authors use the term ―social bandits‖ to discuss criminals who gained
celebrity in the general public‘s eye for standing up against a perceived unjust
government or other powerful entity. When the concept of the ―social bandit‖ was used
in combination with David E. Ruth‘s study of the media and its role in creating celebrity
explained in his book, Inventing the Public Enemy: The Gangster in American Culture,
1918 – 1934 (1996), I achieved an understanding of the notoriety gained by bank robbers
during the Depression.
These works examine in depth the psychological and sociological reasons the
public lifts these criminals to hero status. Causes for this status include the perception
that the criminal is standing against an unjust system such as a bank that foreclosed on
local businesses or families, or an unwelcome law such as those associated with
Prohibition. I applied these concepts to George Kelly‘s career demonstrating how they
impacted him and his career. I also worked to shed more light on the reaction of law
enforcement and government agencies to this phenomenon and how that response
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affected Kelly‘s capture and trial. In his research, Paul Kooistra found that there was a
reciprocal relationship between the criminal and the status they achieved by gaining
national attention. He wrote,
The stature of the criminal may be raised by the attention
given to him by his detractors. His worth may be
determined by the quality of his foes. When the outlaw is
challenged only by local law enforcement officials, his
fame will be minimal. When he becomes the topic of
condemnation by state or national political figures, by
national organizations that wage war on crime, or by
powerful institutions, the outlaw may become a hero of
epic proportions.1
It is that national component that animates this study.
J. Edgar Hoover led the campaign for a national war on crime that encompassed
new federal laws and a police agency to enforce those laws. There are multiple accounts
on the life of J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI. Early works such as The Federal Bureau of
Investigation (1950) by Max Lowenthal, Melvin H. Purvis‘ The Violent Years (1960),
Andrew Tully‘s The FBI’s Most Famous Cases (1965), and Don Whitehead‘s The FBI
Story: A Report to the People (1956) paint the organization and its leader as virtuous,
righteous, the most moral of American citizens. These were popular books when
published, but lacked true scholarly merit. Later works, including Barry Denenberge‘s
The True Story of J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI (1993), Curt Gentry‘s J. Edgar Hoover:
The Man and the Secrets (1991), Ronald Kessler‘s The Bureau: The Secret History of the
FBI (2002), Richard Gid Powers‘ Secrecy and Power: The Life of J. Edgar Hoover
(1987), and Anthony Summers‘ Official and Confidential: The Secret Life of J. Edgar
Hoover (1993) offered a more nuanced look at J. Edgar Hoover and the work of his

1

Paul Kooistra, Criminals as Heroes: Structure, Power and Identity (Bowling Green: Bowling
Green State University Popular Press, 1989), 41.
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agency. These works provided an understanding of Hoover and his actions as well as
revealed the workings and evolution of the FBI. I attempted to place Hoover and his
bureau into a context that more clearly defines his actions as he saw the opportunity to
position his minor agency against the nationwide lawlessness he saw. By focusing on two
pivotal characters in this Prohibition and bank robbery epic, this study illuminates a
critical turning point in America‘s approach to crime, law enforcement, and justice.
In addition to these resources, I performed an extensive study of FBI files, trial
transcripts, Board of Prison Records files, local police files, interviews, and letters which
provided before unpublished information and insights into Kelly, his wife, and his partner
Albert Bates. These sources also allowed a timeline of the Urschel kidnapping and
subsequent chase to be created enabling a more complete version of the kidnapping that
ended Kelly‘s career.
What follows in the next eleven chapters is the story of George ―Machine Gun‖
Kelly and the impact his life and actions had on the drive to create a structure of
federalized laws and law enforcement in this country.

Chapter One lays the foundation

for the work, discussing the concept of the ―social bandit‖ and the causes of criminal
―celebrity‖ in American society during the 1920s and early 1930s. Chapter Two looks at
the political corruption in the cities most prominent in the life of George Kelly, including
Chicago, St. Paul, Kansas City, and Memphis, where he grew into manhood and took his
first steps into the criminal world. Chapter Three discusses Kelly‘s early adult years in
which he married into a family that provided him the inspiration to live his life without
crime. An unfortunate incident led to the death of his father-in-law and ended what Kelly
saw as his only opportunity to succeed in a legal business.
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Chapter Four delves into Kelly‘s life as he returns to bootlegging, and the lessons
he learned during his first incarcerations. Chapter Five provides an overview of the
Depression Era bank robbers, focusing on several who worked with George Kelly and
others who epitomized the criminal celebrity of the time period. The chapter elaborates
on each individual‘s rise to celebrity status and attempts to erase some of the myths that
helped create this rise. Chapter Six focuses on Kelly‘s meeting and marrying the woman
who became his partner in life and supporter of his criminal activity. It continues by
revealing Kelly‘s success as a bank robber, the methods he utilized in his work, and his
various partners.
Chapter Seven brings J. Edgar Hoover into the story. It tells about his life and
career in an attempt to compare his life path with that of George Kelly. Chapter Eight
provides details of the kidnapping that became Kelly‘s downfall, revealing many
previously unpublished facts and insights into Kelly‘s personality. Chapter Nine tells of
Hoover‘s investigation of the crime and the chase to bring Kelly to justice. It also gives
information about the trial of Kathryn Kelly‘s family, Kelly‘s partner in the kidnapping,
money changers from St. Paul, and a friend and fellow bank robber, Harvey Bailey.
Chapter Ten describes details of Kelly‘s capture and trial. It shows a man who feared
capture, but reveled in the celebrity that came with his arrest. Finally, Chapter Eleven
concludes this examination by analyzing and assessing the impact Kelly and his crime of
kidnapping had on the public‘s perception of crime and J. Edgar Hoover‘s campaign for a
federal police force.
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Chapter Two
The Context
Machine Gun Kelly was a social bandit, a termed first used by Eric Hobsbawn to
describe criminals who gain a fair amount of public favor. Kelly‘s exploits ranged from
hip pocket bootlegging to bank robbery to kidnapping. The Machine Gun Kelly persona
emerged at a time in history when factors converged to promote a number of common
criminals to the status of social bandit. John Dillinger, Pretty Boy Floyd, the Barkers and
many more rose to national prominence during a time that saw certain criminal activity
become glorified behavior and those who participated in these acts become heroes in the
public‘s mind. It took the crime of kidnapping and a campaign orchestrated by J. Edgar
Hoover to shift the public‘s idea of the American hero from their desperados to the new
government agents, or ―G-Men‖ as they became known. Specifically, it was Kelly‘s
venture into kidnapping that allowed Hoover to transform the public‘s view of the FBI
―from a collection of hacks, misfits and courthouse hangers-on into one of the world‘s
most effective and formidable law enforcement organizations.‖2
The process of creating heroes from criminals is demonstrated throughout history.
From Robin Hood who allegedly stole from the rich and gave to the poor to Jesse James
who fought the powerful railroad that pilfered from the poor farmer, the common man
has immortalized many of those who lived outside the law. These criminals supposedly
became heroes through the public‘s perception that they challenged unjust laws and
oppressors of the common man. The most modern phenomenon of social banditry began
with the acceptance of criminal activity associated with the political machines that
2

David E. Ruth, Inventing the Public Enemy: The Gangster in American Culture, 1918 – 1934
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 4 -6; Curt Gentry, J. Edgar Hoover: The Man and the
Secrets ( New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1991), 29; A hip pocket bootlegger is one who carries
small amounts of liquor to sell. These small bottles are easily concealed in his hip pocket.
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existed at the turn of the twentieth century. These machines were very much systems of
organized crime. Cities such as Kansas City, Chicago, St. Paul, and Memphis were run
by elected officials whose main purpose was personal profit and power. Citizens realized
that police officers were paid to turn a blind eye to the acts of certain people. Illegal acts
were overlooked if the proper payoffs were made. Votes could be bought just as jobs and
municipal contracts were purchased. If the proper person sent word to the jailor or judge,
crimes were forgotten and sentences left unserved. The Pendergast family in Kansas
City, Mike McDonald in Chicago, the O‘Connor system in St. Paul, and Boss Crump in
Memphis all ran their cities according to their own rules and the citizens continued to
elect these aberrant politicians to serve as leaders of their communities. The public was
willing to accept criminals and criminal activity in exchange for the responsiveness these
politicians had to the common man‘s needs. These government officials offered jobs,
removed bails, and provided commodities in return for political support. They were the
original good-hearted criminals.3
Prohibition was a Constitutional Amendment enforced by the Volstead Act which
made the delivery and selling of alcoholic beverages illegal. This Amendment was the
result of a multi-decade fight by a variety of organizations whose goal was to cure
society‘s ills through the banning of distilled spirits. People whose efforts went toward
this fight for temperance preached that the passing of Prohibition would eliminate crime
on the streets. Social reforming organizations such as the Anti-Saloon League and the
Women‘s Christian Temperance Union advocated for this Amendment and law to ensure
3

Lawrence H. Larsen and Nancy J. Hulston, Pendergast! (Columbia: University of Missouri
Press, 1997), 8 – 42; Richard Lindberg, Chicago by Gaslight: A History of Chicago’s Netherland, 1880 1920 (Chicago: Academy Chicago Publishers, 1996), 56 – 112; Paul E. Isaac, Prohibition and Politics:
Turbulent Years in Tennessee, 1885 – 1920 (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee Press, 1965) 127 –
182.
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that children would never see their parents in a drunken condition. These organizations
also believed that laws prohibition alcohol would encourage economic growth in the
nation; worker would forever be sober and therefore more productive. Instead,
Prohibition brought an era of criminal elevation. This elevation included a rise in crime
rates, a rise in the acceptance of criminal activity, and the rise of the ―celebrity‖
criminal.4
This criminal elevation began January 17, 1920, the launch date of the Volstead
Act and included crimes associated with the manufacturing and delivering of alcoholic
beverages. Many citizens not only accepted those participating in these crimes but began
to see the bootlegger as a hero of sorts, living an exciting life while fighting off those
who were determined to stifle personal rights. Criminal groups developed further to
establish a network of activities outside established norms. This allowed a level of
organized crime beyond that of the political machine to exist and grow rich and
powerful.5
Much of the American public refused to accept the legality of the government to
infringe upon personal rights and so this culture of accepted criminal activity continued
to grow. ―Stills,‖ or in-home distilleries, became a fixture in many American homes. In
the 1920‘s, police in Chicago estimated that there were over one hundred stills running
on every block in the West Madison area. In fact, ―the stench of malt, fermenting mash
and alcoholic distillate hung in a permanent miasmic pall over whole neighborhoods.‖6
4

Donald Barr Chidsey, On and Off the Wagon: A Sober Analysis of the Temperance Movement
from the Pilgrims through Prohibition (New York: Cowles Book Company, 1969), 78-79.
5

Ibid.

6

Kenneth Allsop, The Bootleggers and Their Era (Garden City, New York: Doubleday &
Company, Inc., 1961), 35.
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Speakeasies or ―blind pigs‖ opened for business as well an offered home-made
liquor and bootleg whiskey from Canada to those people who wanted to drink in the
company of others. It was estimated by federal officials that there were over 10,000
speakeasies in Chicago alone. This figure represented only about half of the number of
establishments in which one could actually buy liquor. Ice cream parlors were also a
popular fronts where liquor could be purchased; as well as tobacco stores, drug stores,
and grocery stores. Even though the consumption of alcohol dropped during the first
year of Prohibition, estimates show that by the late 1920s Americans consumed 684
million gallons of malt liquor, 200 million gallons of hard liquor and 118 million gallons
of wine during a single year of Prohibition. It was also estimated that professional
bootleggers cleared four billion dollars in a single year during the Prohibition Era,
making it the most profitable business in America.7
Elected officials helped the professional bootleggers earn these profits. The
government graft that was so prevalent at the turn of the century grew as a result of
Prohibition. Citizens accepted police forces that willingly looked the other way if
payoffs lined their pockets. The electorate continued to choose officials who allowed
saloons to remain open. People could not consider these officials criminals if they
allowed what the public wanted. Crime could not be considered that serious if one‘s
neighbor, store clerk, or postman joined in the illegal acts. And, with officials ignoring
crime or taking bribes, it is understandable how people began to believe that their
criminal actions were not truly wrong; they were merely another means of earning a

7

Jack S. Blocker, American Temperance Movements: Cycles of Reform (Boston: Twayne
Publishers, 1989), 119; Allsop, Bootleggers and Their Era, 33.
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living. After all, if no harm was done, one might question whether these activities were
actually crimes.
The United States saw this indifference to the law and acceptance of wrongdoing
as a public norm escalate to a higher level as the distress of the Great Depression made its
way through the country. Twenty-five percent of American workers found themselves
unemployed. Farmers, in the area that became know as the Dust Bowl, saw the land they
trusted dry up to worthlessness as crop prices dropped. The price of corn fell so low that
it was more cost effective for farmers to use it to heat their homes than to sell it; it cost
less than coal. The national income fell 45 billion dollars in the years from 1929 to
1932.8
Banks foreclosed on businesses, farms, and homes increased. Urban home
foreclosures rose from 3.6 per 1,000 in 1926 to 13.3 per 1,000 in 1933. This resulted in
an average of over 1,000 home foreclosures per day during the year 1933. The
foreclosure rate for farms was even higher with a rate of 39 per 1,000 in 1933, meaning
that an average of over 100,000 farms entered foreclosure each year of the Great
Depression. From this misery, new heroes emerged. Bank robbers, men stealing from
those who were taking homes and livelihoods from the common man, became people to
be admired and venerated.9
These Depression Era criminals that society lifted up as heroes were not a part of
the organized crime syndicates that emerged as a result of Prohibition. Many delivered
bootleg whiskey, but they did not become members of powerful organizations such as
8

R. J Unstead, The Thirties (London: MacDonald and Company, 1974), 4-6.

9

David C. Wheelock, ―Changing the Rules: State Mortgage Foreclosure Moratoria during the
Great Depression,‖ Federal Bank of St. Louis Review 90 (November 2008): 570; L. L. Edge, Run the Cat
Roads: A True Story of Bank Robbers in the 30s (New York: Dembner Books, 1981), 11 – 14.
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that symbolized by Al Capone in Chicago in which there were levels of power and
established positions much like that of a corporation. Depression Era criminals were
individuals who worked alone or with a few trusted associates to create a short but
attention-grabbing crime spree across the nation. There was no permanent association
and leadership and positions changed with each job. Even though the various groups
were often referred to as gangs, the term, in this instance, was misleading and often a
fabrication of the press or law officials. There were no distinct leaders, no membership
roles, and no initiations. The relationships were fluid and based on availability and
needs. One would plan a crime and then recruit those he may have worked with
previously or those who came recommended by other trusted associates. The great
majority of these bandits focused their exploits in the Midwest, the area of the nation hit
hardest by the economic and climatic conditions of the early 1930s. They focused on the
crime of robbery, mainly banks, becoming Robin Hoods in the public eye by often
tearing up mortgages or giving money to families in dire financial need.10
This was not a new phenomenon. Throughout history society has periodically
created heroes from criminals. Eric Hobsbawn termed such criminals ―social bandits‖
and stated that they could not exist in modern society. He theorized that this
phenomenon could only occur in peasant societies and the economies of industrialized
nations actually prevented this rise of what he considered a class protest. He defined
social bandits as ―peasant outlaws whom the lord and state regard as criminals, but who
remain within peasant society, and are considered by their people as heroes, as

10

Ruth, Inventing the Public Enemy, 87 – 117; Lew Louderback, The Bad Ones (Greenwich, CT:
Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1968), 11, 73, 132; Brad Smith, Lawman to Outlaw: Verne Miller and the
Kansas City Massacre (Bedford, IN: JoNa Books, 2002), 67.
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champions, avengers, fighters for justice, perhaps even leaders of liberation, and in any
case, as men to be admired, helped and supported.‖11
Hobsbawn later modified his beliefs stating ―social banditry may have existed in
the United States even as late as the 1930s because it was a recognized part of American
popular culture.‖ He continued, writing that these social bandits:
emerge in clusters at times when large numbers of people are touched by
turmoil, find their daily routines shattered, and become dissatisfied with the
agents of the prevailing political order. As many begin to feel they are victims of
social and economic injustice, and the political order fails to redress their
grievances, symbols of justice who are outside the law will be widely accepted
by social audiences. Consequently, these heroic lawbreakers emerge as national
figures at a time when society experiences upheavals such as the depressions of
the 1870s, 1890s, and 1930s. 12

Social bandits can be considered cultural products during periods when certain
preconditions of upheaval to normalcy appear. The actions of these criminals are often
assigned political meaning by a powerless portion of the public when the state justice
system fails to reflect that public‘s perception of justice. As the perception of the law as
unjust spreads, so does the heroic standing of the criminal. According to Dr. Paul
Kooistra of Furman University, ―when large numbers of people feel ‗outside the law‘ or
feel that the law is unjust . . . these criminals become national heroes.‖13
This phenomenon can be seen in the exploits of Jesse James. Born in 1847,
James matured amid the strongly-debated slavery issue. His family chose the side of the
Confederacy and Jesse joined the cause at the age of sixteen. Following the war, James
turned to robbery to survive as well as to gain revenge for the loss of political, financial,

11

Eric Hobsbawn, Bandits (New York: The New Press, 2000), 20.

12

Paul Kooistra, ―Criminals as Heroes: Linking Symbol to Structure,‖ Symbolic Interaction 13,
no. 2 (1990): 219-220.
13

Ibid., 223.
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and cultural power. Others in the Southern communities saw this as heroic and justified.
James then turned to train robbery. Justification for these deeds went beyond the South.
To the farmers of the West, the train companies were the corporations of evil. The small
farmer was the one most exploited by the growing railroad companies. Unjust fares and
kickbacks to the wealthy resulted in the small farmer seeing the railroad corporations as
businesses that deserved to be robbed because they cheated those who had little and
served those who had plenty.14
As Hobsbawn stated, this phenomenon did not end with the expanding West; it
occurred again during the 1930s. As the Depression affected more and more families, the
deeds and adventures of bank robbers such as Bonnie and Clyde, the Barkers, and
Machine Gun Kelly were repeated between friends, on the school yard, and at the dinner
table. These stories increased the notoriety of the social bandit and as their infamy rose,
media sources used their exploits to increase readership. Newspapers, dime novels,
magazines, and movies gave these social bandits a national audience.15
Mass media actually fed what seemed to be society‘s need for a steady production
of celebrities and heroes. Gone were the major sports heroes of the 1920s. Gone were
the personal funds that allowed many citizens to frequent sporting events. But
newspapers were available to most everyone. If one could not be purchased, a used
newspaper was still entertainment. And, in an attempt to increase street sales, they gave

14

T.J. Stiles, Jesse James: Last Rebel of the Civil War (New York: A.A. Knopf, 2002), 1 – 237.
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Hobsbawn, Bandits, 20 -22; Ruth, Inventing the Public Enemy, 90 -124.
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the public the stories it wanted. The headlines would announce the paper contained
stories of the bandits so admired during the period.16
To increase interest, many reporters used catchy nicknames such as ―Pretty Boy‖
Floyd, ―Baby Face‖ Nelson, and ―Machine Gun‖ Kelly. In addition to the nicknames,
reports were flowered with language that incited the imagination and added adventure to
the story. Accuracy was not of the utmost importance; satisfying the public‘s need for
inspiration from whatever means in order to sell papers was. ―In the history of
newspaper journalism in this country, reporters never developed more anti-heroes,
concocted more outright fabrications, and titillated the public more than in the period
from early 1932 until the crime picture changed in 1934. Even the well-publicized
gangland days of Chicago and Al Capone in the late 1920s never received the treatment
given the common bank robbers in those depression years.‖17
The adventures of bank robbers soon became like a serial to many Americans.
Headlines and articles were read as family entertainment. They became the heroes of the
day as people followed their exploits in newspapers and over the radio. One writer states,
―Early in 1932, an amazing phenomenon occurred in the United States. A wave of
idolatry swept the depression–wracked nation, not unlike the hero worship enjoyed by the
sports stars of the 1920s. Only this time the beneficiary was the common bank robber.‖18
Criminals, who did to the bankers what the bankers had done to America, were
the heroes in these stories. Beginning in early 1932, ―bank robbers were treated with
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respect normally reserved for royalty, their deeds broadcast daily and magnified by a
news-hungry press seeking headlines to sell newspapers. Even those bank robbers who
killed were excised by some, since it was usually ‗only a banker‘ who was murdered.‖19
Another factor adding to the fame of these Depression era social bandits was their
powerful enemies. Detractors of the criminal were very important in making large
audiences aware of his significance. When the offender was challenged only by local
officials, the attention gained was minimal. Once J. Edgar Hoover encouraged the
national government to identify certain laws as federal offenses, his Bureau of
Investigation brought as much attention to the criminals as they did to their own
enforcement of the law.20
Hero worship of the criminal element of society changed as crime changed.
Bootlegging and other crimes against laws designed to control morals evolved into an
increase in bank robbery which then escalated into a spree of kidnapping, a crime against
the individual. The crimes also seemed to increase in violence. When machine guns were
used against individuals and deaths occurred, the public was shocked into the realization
that crime was not merely entertainment, but a public menace. This evolution along with
an expanding network of federal laws enabled the Bureau of Investigation, under the
leadership of J. Edgar Hoover, to expand its power. This evolution also allowed the
Bureau of Investigation to create its own heroes by refocusing society‘s hero worship
from these social bandits to members of its own crime fighting league.21
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It was in this world that George Barnes, Jr. evolved from hip pocket bootlegger to
Machine Gun Kelly, bank robber and kidnapper, and thus became the catalyst for J.
Edgar Hoover‘s rise to power and fame.
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Chapter Three
The Setting
Political machines were quite prevalent at the turn of the twentieth century. Cities
such as Kansas City, St. Paul, Chicago, and Memphis were run by elected officials who
welcomed the criminal element into their cities as long as activity was controlled in a
manner that added to the prosperity and power of the machine. All manner of illicit
behavior and criminal activity became common place in many cities throughout middle
America, accepted by citizens, overseen by government officials, and reported on in wellknown media outlets An article by Fred Allhoff in Liberty magazine described Kansas
City by stating,
Kansas City has three hundred churches and heaven knows
how many gambling joints, at least one of which advertises
regularly in the newspapers. You can name your games and stakes
in dozens of wide-open gambling halls, in some cases operated or
partially controlled by ex-election judges, ex-precinct captains, and
ex-convicts; by relatives of police officers, garbage inspectors,
assistant prosecuting attorneys, and other fair-haired favorites of
the machine. Prostitution and gambling are the oil that runs the
machine that runs a great city. An oil made all the more effective
by the fact that when you toss your cash on Kansas City gambling
table you are pitting it against marked cards, marked and crooked
dice.1
Politics in Kansas City, Missouri was openly controlled by the Pendergast family,
first on a limited basis by James Francis Pendergast and then, city-wide, by his younger
brother Thomas Joseph. The Pendergasts of Kansas City were first generation IrishAmericans, born into a large family of nine siblings. Their father Mike was hardworking and maintained steady employment in a variety of occupations throughout their
childhood. Mary, their devoted mother ran the two-story home in which they were reared
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with stability and love. The children had chores to complete and the family attended
mass regularly. School records show the children maintained excellent attendance during
elementary school.2
James was sixteen years older than the youngest child, Tom, so the two barely
knew each other when the older sibling moved to Kansas City in search of work. He
quickly found employment in the industrial area of West Bottoms, the most western
portion of Kansas City. He first worked in a meatpacking plant and later in the local
foundries beginning first as a smelter and then advancing to the position of puddler,
where he poured the molten ore into molds. This was a very dangerous job; the heat was
practically unbearable and the chances of having molten iron splashed onto the body
were great. The work schedule was grueling as well. Puddlers usually worked six days a
week on ten to twelve hour shifts.3
Because of the long hours and the required skills, pay for a puddler was good, and
without a family to support, Pendergast built a savings even though he was known for
frequenting the gambling establishments that littered the West Bottoms. Jim bought his
first tavern, The American House, in the early 1880s. This two story establishment
included a saloon, boarding rooms, and hotel and was located at 1328 St. Louis Avenue
near Union Station in the heart of the vice district of Kansas City.4
Pendergast soon added to the business by purchasing the building next to the
American House in which he added an informal banking aspect to his enterprise and
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added greatly to his prestige and influence. It also contributed to his overwhelming
election as one of the eleven delegates to represent the West Bottoms at the Democratic
City Convention in 1884.5
Pendergast then became a Democratic Committeeman for the Fist Ward, the most
important section of the city‘s economy due to the variety of industries and businesses in
the area. The position gave him the responsibility of polling his constituency, which at
the time was a voice vote taken in a public place. He quickly learned to ensure that only
his true supporters knew when and where a vote would take place, guaranteeing the
referendums most profitable for his businesses passed. These votes usually took place on
the corner of a dance floor very late in the evening and were attended by the local
madams, gamblers, and a variety of lowlifes on which he could depend for support.6
Pendergast prided himself on being a friend to the working man, offering help
such as a quick release from jail for charges of drunkenness or disorderly conduct. He
ran his own welfare system, delivering coal and food to those in need and providing jobs
to those who promised their support. Pendergast also rewarded police officers who
turned a blind, and well-paid, eye to gambling and prostitution. This mutual
understanding between politician and police ensured profits for both parties and allowed
Pendergast to expand his business holdings. With the need for extra trusted employees,
he welcomed several of his siblings to Kansas City to work for him. Even though Jim
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never desired to go beyond the position of alderman and boss of the West Bottoms his
younger brother, Tom, developed bigger ideas and higher ambitions.7
When Tom Pendergast moved to Kansas City to work for his brother in 1890, he
found a growing and modernizing city. In addition to working in Jim‘s establishment,
Tom took a variety of jobs from hardware store clerk to bouncer. It was his position as a
bouncer that led people to be wary of his temper and think carefully before crossing him.
Eventually, Jim secured an appointed position for Tom as a deputy constable and later a
deputy marshal. These positions not only provided high salaries, they also gave Tom
time to serve on a variety of city and county committees to further expand Jim‘s power.8
Through these appointments, Tom learned the basics of corrupt politics. He
discovered not only how to get the voters to the polls; he became skilled at stealing
elections when necessary. In one election to change the city charter, the younger
Pendergast gained a vote favorable to his finances by 258 to 1. The Kansas City Star
reported that ―election crooks of all political parties, the unprincipled ward heelers, the
thugs, the roughs, the daredevils were gathered together under the leading politicians of
the crooked class in secret gatherings throughout the city [to steal the election] being
roundly paid [for their services].‖9 Tom Pendergast was the most prominent of these
politicians.10
Tom Pendergast did not gain his wealth from political dealings alone; he
maintained control of his city‘s darker side as well. It is estimated that his profits from
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the gambling industry was $20 million annually and his annual take from prostitution was
$12 million. A police force made up largely of patronage appointees protected these
businesses. One New York writer, Orland K. Armstrong reported, ―If you want
excitement with roulette, cards, dice, the races or a dozen other forms of chance ask a
patrolman on the Kansas City streets. He‘ll guide you. It‘s perfectly open. You just
walk in.‖11
An open city, also referred to as a safe city, is one that welcomed criminals as
long as they abided by rules set by the city leadership. Kansas City remained an open city
as Pendergast led it through prohibition and the Great Depression until he pled guilty to
tax evasion in 1939. During his years as political boss to Kansas City, Tom Pendergast
welcomed such notable outlaws as Verne Miller, Charles ―Pretty Boy‖ Floyd and George
―Machine Gun‖ Kelly into his city as long as the booze they delivered was his and his
banks and businesses remained safe and off limits to robbery. According to Maurice M.
Milligan, former U. S. District Attorney for the Western District of Missouri, ―Kansas
City was in the center of a crime corridor that stretched from St. Paul to the Southwest.
Criminals fleeing from the ends of the corridor found refuge, as well as protection, in the
center.‖12
St. Paul, Minnesota was controlled in much the same way as Kansas City. It was
considered an open city and safe refuge for gamblers, bank robbers, and other criminals.
This understanding was first established in the early 1900s when St. Paul police chief,
John O‘Connor proposed a ―layover agreement‖ to William H. ―Reddy‖ Griffin, a local
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salon keeper. This ―layover agreement‖ assured criminals they would be safe in St. Paul
as long as they did not commit crimes within the city‘s limits. This policy, originated by
O‘Connor maintained the support of the city‘s administration and civic leaders such as
brewer William Hamm, and banker Otto Bremer, both of whom would have family
members fall victim to the criminal element the O‘Connor plan protected.13
It was Griffin‘s job to collect money from gambling houses and brothels
throughout the city‘s entertainment district along Hill, St. Peter, and Washington Streets.
The protection fee would then be delivered directly to the police station. It was also
Griffin‘s job to see that all visiting criminals checked in at the police station within
twelve hours of entering the city and proffer them a variety of housing choices along
Wabasha Street. Clustering the visiting criminals into one area enabled O‘Connor to
keep track of who was in town and in what way he might serve them that would add to
his bank account. If a criminal chose to violate one of O‘Connor‘s rules, he would be
arrested and taken to police headquarters. Once there, he would be taken into Chief
O‘Connor‘s office. Several minutes later, the wayward criminal would limp from the
office having been beaten by the ―Big Guy‖ himself. O‘Connor ―took great pride in the
fact that all this police work of his was done by hand.‖14
In 1913, following Griffin‘s death, Daniel Hogan became the criminals‘ liaison to
John O‘Connor. ―Dapper Dan‖ ran his world of illegal activity from the Green Lantern
Saloon. Located on Wabasha Street, his establishment was a mere three blocks from the
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state capital building. The ―layover‖ rules remained much the same as they had under
Griffin and O‘Connor. With Hogan in charge the rules were: check in directly with
Hogan, donate a small bribe, and promise to only commit crimes outside the city limits of
St. Paul.15
Hogan masterminded other illegal exploits across the country from the saftery of
St. Paul. He laundered stolen merchandise for those finding safe haven in his city. He
also fenced government bonds, one of the hardest commodities to safely exchange for
cash. The Justice Department considered Hogan to be ―one of the most resourceful and
keenest criminals in the United States and [was] always able . . . to cover his tracks as to
avoid detection.‖16
Contrary to the rules that he demanded others follow, Hogan masterminded a
robbery in St. Paul in 1924, which netted $13,000.00. A Finkelstein and Ruben collection
wagon was collecting weekend receipts from the local movie theatres. As it sat at the
corner of Eight and Cedar Streets, the wagon was robbed. Since Hogan planned the
robbery, he received ten percent of the take. His arrangement with law officials ensured
his immunity against investigation resulting in a very profitable venture.17
Criminals of the day greatly respected Hogan‘s abilities. Harvey Bailey, one of
America‘s most successful bank robbers of the 1920s and early 1930s, entrusted Hogan
with $80,000.00 stolen from the Denver Mint. Even though Bailey only received thirtyfive to forty cents on the dollar for security bonds and eighty-five to ninety cents on the
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dollar for Liberty Bonds, he was confident that the exchange would be successful and
would be conducted in an honorable manner. His admiration for Hogan is revealed in this
comment made following the mutually lucrative operation, ―We made him make it good
and he did make it good. Oh yes, thieves is thieves, you know, but there‘s honesty
among us.‖18
Once Hogan gained his position as the liaison between crime and law in St. Paul,
he was never sentenced to serve time. Any indictment was quickly brought to an end as
witnesses began to change stories or mysteriously die. Hogan ruled the criminal element
of St. Paul with such an iron fist that even the BI reported in this 1926 memo that
The police of . . . St. Paul are said not to interfere with these
criminals, there being an understanding between Dan Hogan and
the St. Paul Police . . . that if the criminal gangs controlled by them
refrain from committing crime in the Twin Cities, that they will not
be disturbed. It is a well known fact in the community that a very
little crime such as bank robberies, etc. is committed here, the
criminals are safe as long as they live up to the pledge made by
Dan Hogan . . . to the local police.19
Try as they might, honest law enforcement never successfully connected ―Dapper
Dan‖ Hogan to any crime he orchestrated. It took his own close friend and trusted
associate, Harry ―Dutch‖ Sawyer, to bring Hogan‘s career to an end. Sawyer had a bomb
planted in Hogan‘s car so that on December 4, 1928, as Hogan cranked his car to go to
the Green Lantern, the car exploded. Hogan lived for nine hours and died never knowing
of the betrayal. 20
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Over three thousand mourners attended ―Dapper Dan‖ Hogan‘s funeral.
Gambling establishments and brothels closed for a short period of time and noted
criminals were seen pacing in front of the Hogan home to protect the family from another
attack. At the time no one realized it had been Hogan‘s close associate who committed
the murder. When Sawyer took over the Green Lantern and took control of the O‘Connor
system, St. Paul accepted him and his new crew of criminals.21
Under Sawyer, the O‘Connor system flourished. Everyone knew that as long as
crimes occurred outside the city limits, St. Paul would remain a safe harbor. Many of the
citizens of St. Paul did not seem to mind the arrangement. Their city was free of crime
and many, in fact, enjoyed the night clubs and gambling saloons that catered to those
with ill-gotten money to spend. A 1934 Division of Investigation memo reads,22
This city was a haven for criminals. The citizenry knew it, the
hoodlums knew it, and every police officer in the city knew.
Hoodlums from the entire United States knew they could come
into St. Paul, make their presence known to the Chief of Police,
and stay with immunity, provided that they committed no crimes in
the city. Every time they moved they notified the police
department. Other cities could try in vain to extradite or remove
criminals from St. Paul.23
Outlaws of all types rented nice homes, shopped, golfed, and lived like those who
maintained more common occupations. According to Alvin Karpis, kidnapper and bank
robber, ―Every criminal of any importance in the 1930s made his home at one time or
another in St. Paul. If you were looking for a guy you hadn‘t seen for a few months, you
usually thought of two places-prison or St. Paul. If he wasn‘t locked up in one, he was
21
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probably hanging out in the other.‖24 Criminals known to have called St. Paul their home
at one time or another include John Dillinger, Verne Miller, Harvey Bailey, Charles
―Baby Face‖ Nelson, Ma Barker, and of course, George ―Machine Gun‖ Kelly.25
Chicago, another city in the corridor of crime, was much the same as Kansas City
and St. Paul. Led politically by Mike McDonald, Chicago had a well-deserved reputation
for corruption. Mike McDonald, notorious gambler and Democratic ward boss, was able
to create a strong political machine in 1873, ensuring that the underworld would become
rich and the right politicians would be elected. Gambling institutes with MacDonald‘s
approval set up shop making downtown Chicago resemble the Las Vegas of today.26
Chicago had long been associated with ―rowdies, blacklegs and all species of
loafers‖27 who frequented the district filled with brothels, bare-fist prize-fighting booths,
grog-shops, and clip joints. As early as 1855 an attempt at enforcing a local prohibition
law was met with total mayhem and riots. The Chicago Tribune wrote in 1860, ―We are
beset on every side by a gang of desperate villains.‖28
A committee of citizens was formed in 1872 to fight crime and promote legal
reform, but in 1876, the Times demonstrated the lack of effectiveness of this committee.
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It reported that a wine house, owned by the police superintendent was the ―epitome of
hell‖ and ―Big thieves are boldly traversing our streets by day, planning their rackets.‖29
This proclivity for corruption continued into the 1890s with the election of Carter
Harrison for mayor. Harrison had the support of ward bosses John ―Bathhouse‖
Coughlin and Michael ―Hinky Dink‖ Kenna. These two, often referred to a the ―Lords of
the Levee‖ ruled the First Ward of Chicago by providing jobs for the jobless, insurance
for the brothels, and drink for those thirsting for a nip. Free drinks were given on
Election Day in the First Ward and free lunches were given out daily during the
depression years of the 1890s. This ensured the undying gratitude and support of those
working men who had little to offer beyond a vote, but that was what the ward bosses
wanted.30
Mayor Harrison was last elected in 1893 and was in office during the Colombian
Exposition, the 1896 World‘s Fair. Many believed he won this election because he
looked the most mayoral, being a dignified-looking gentleman with white hair and a
white beard. Others knew that Mike McDonald had gathered a significant fund from the
local gamblers and donated it to Harrison‘s election fund to be used to buy votes. Even
with the eyes of the world on Chicago through the World‘s Fair, Harrison continued his
support for the protection of the gambling institutes from police interference.31
McDonald and Harrison cooperated to ensure a positive public perception during
the Columbian Exhibition. They agreed that no one‘s pocket would be picked at the
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entrance of the fair. The agreement called for those caught picking pockets in close
proximity of the fair entrance to be held the complete length of their sentences. Those
caught picking pockets in the central area of the city would be immediately released from
the Central Station House ensuring petty thievery could continue, but not in the very
public arena of the World‘s Fair.32
Unfortunately for the major portion of the city, the people set on modernizing and
cleaning the city in preparation for the World‘s Fair were only concerned with the areas
that might be visited by tourists. Areas known as Little Cheyenne and Hell‘s Half Acre
along the levee saw no improvements. These areas were so crime ridden and dangerous
police would not go there alone. A London reporter, in Chicago to report on the progress
of the World‘s Fair construction observed that Chicago ―makes a more amazing open
display of evil than any other city known to me. Other places hide their blackness out of
sight; Chicago treasures it in the heart of the business quarter and gives it a veneer.‖33
During one six-month period in the early 1900s police officials recorded an
average of one burglary for every three hours, a hold up for every six hours, and a murder
for each day. In the book, If Christ Came to Chicago, W.T. Stead, a noted English
journalist in 1893 stated, ―A reign of terror is upon the city. No city in time of peace ever
held so high a place in the category of crime-ridden, terrorized, murder-breeding cities as
is now held by Chicago.‖34
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It was to this Chicago in 1894, filled with crime and danger that the Kellys, Irish
immigrants living in Memphis, sent their daughter, Elizabeth, to spend a summer
vacation with family. Family stories state that her parents believed it would be a more
appropriate trip than a summer spent in Europe with her high school friends. Her
cousins, Cora and Jim took her to a party where she met George Barnes from Texas.
They danced and Elizabeth was truly enamored with the tall, dark-haired, blue-eyed
Texan. Just two days after the party, George visited Elizabeth at her cousins‘ home and
asked permission to call on her.35
Whatever activities Barnes proffered Elizabeth, they must have charmed her
because later that summer, on the day she was to return home to Memphis, Elizabeth and
George Barnes married. At first her parents opposed the marriage, demanding that
Elizabeth return home and attend college. She reminded her parents that she was of age
and could marry without their permission. After reassurance from family members in
Chicago that George Barnes was a well-mannered young man with potential, Elizabeth‘s
parents sent money for the ceremony though they chose not to travel to attend the
wedding. This decision may have been a protest to the marriage or may have been
because the Panic of 1893 had affected their way of life and limited their cash flow.36
The marriage did not progress with the security Elizabeth and her cousins
predicted. George Barnes was not as settled and positioned as he appeared to be. He
35
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worked as a telegraph operator, but the couple added to their income by taking in
boarders. Several of the male boarders worked with Barnes as telegraph operators.
Barnes also tried his hand at selling insurance. The couple moved to Mississippi where
W. Inez, their first child was born in 1896. Five years later, while back in Chicago, a son,
George Francis Barnes, Jr. was born.37
By 1902, the Barnes family moved to Memphis. There may have been several
reasons for the move: closer proximity to Elizabeth‘s family, escape from the roughness
and crime of Chicago, a better environment for their children, or hopes of prosperity in a
new city. Whatever the reason, the Barnes family found Memphis to be a growing city.
The population had more than doubled in the last 20 years of the nineteenth century to
just over 102,000.38
Many of these new residents came from the rural areas just outside of Memphis in
north Mississippi, Arkansas, and the small towns surrounding the growing urban city.
This new population mixed with the more urbane population that settled in Memphis
years earlier which created a city filled with a variety of entertainment choices designed
to fulfill the desires of all Memphis‘ citizens. There were cheap gambling institutions
and saloons that catered to the working man who spent much of his pay on weekend
benders and brawls. Theatres such as the fancy Lyccum offered plays, operas, and ballet
for those with more refined tastes.39
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But, if the Barnes family moved to Memphis to offer their children a more familyfriendly environment, they found little difference from Chicago. The streets of Memphis
could easily be compared to the streets of the roughest sections of the city they left. The
streets were pitted to the point that the axles of delivery wagons often broke when their
wheels hit or actually fell into one of the many deep holes. According to reports from the
city‘s newspaper there were trash-littered sidewalks, streets, and alleys throughout the
city. Citizens and businesses used the lot adjacent to the public library on Front Street as
a dumping ground for packing boxes and wagons in need of repair. Even the Grand
Opera House backed up to a tract of land utilized as a dump. The finest areas of the city
were littered with debris, giving Memphis the appearance of being nothing more than a
grimy, contaminated settlement with no governing structure. The whistles and horns
from the steamboats traveling the Mississippi River, though, were a constant reminder
that Memphis was first and foremost a river town. One could often smell the rancid odor
of the Wolf River as it fed into the Mississippi, a sure reminder of the Chicago River or
the killing fields of the meat packing industry so prominent in the Barnes‘ former city.40
Crime was rampant in Memphis at the turn of the century. People of all classes
carried pistols as a part of their regular attire. The local newspaper, the Commercial
Appeal even stated, ―Killing is the most thriving industry in this part of the country.
They kills [sic] them next door to the city hall and shoot them in the parks.‖41
During the first decade of the century, the national annual average for homicides
was 7.2 per hundred thousand. Memphis proved that its nickname, the ―murder capital of
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the United States,‖ was justified with a total of 556 murders from 1901 – 1910. The
murder rate in 1910 was 47.1 per hundred thousand of population and grew to 89.9 per
hundred thousand in 1916. This was twice the rate of its nearest competitor, Atlanta,
Georgia.42
Murder was not the only crime faced by Memphians. In 1903, Memphis was
home to 504 saloons. The great majority of these saloons were of the worse type, dens of
robbery and gambling with a variety of sexual activities included. There was also a great
deal of prostitution outside of the saloons. An area known as the Tenderloin, centered on
Gayoso Street, offered brothels that ranged from the very classy to the most degrading
type dives. An article from the Commercial Appeal, May 7, 1907, stated ―Dives have
been flourishing as they have never flourished before. Hundreds of lewd women,
equipped with vials of chloral and knock out drops, have been imported. Street-walkers
have been as thick as wasps in summer time.‖43 A letter written to the St Louis PostDispatch by a St Louis visitor to Memphis stated the ―only difference between Memphis
and hell is that Memphis has a river running along side of it.‖44
Most of this crime was protected and dominated by a political machine led by
Mayor John Joseph Williams with the help of local criminal leaders Mike Haggerty,
Mike Shanley, and George Honan. Together these men were able to maintain an open
city that allowed business of all kinds including brothels and bars that never closed. This
is the city in which George and Elizabeth Barnes brought their young children to live.45
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George Barnes began his employment in Memphis as a telegraph operator for the
Frisco System. Most would have considered this a promising job because this was a time
period when too many were subjected to lives as workers with little hope of a bright
future. But Barnes appeared to be a man with ambition, who preferred an occupation that
required less servitude and provided a more prestigious and business-like persona. He
found this position in 1905, when he used his experience as an insurance salesman in
Chicago to secure a job as an agent for the New York Life Insurance Company. 46
Barnes‘ office was located in the basement of the prestigious Porter Building, an
eleven-story brick building. Its steel frame allowed the Porter Building to become
Memphis‘ first skyscraper and introduce the city to all the modernity that 1895, the year
it opened, would allow. It became a tourist site for the city as citizens would visit the
building and spend a dime to ride the elevator, one of the first in the South.47
Barnes‘ success as an insurance agent allowed the family to move into a large
two-story house at 1173 Mississippi Avenue. The family added to its income by
converting the lower floor of the home into a dry-goods store. Barnes Supply Company
was tended by Elizabeth while her husband sold insurance during the day. But, by 1912,
the dry goods store had closed. This closure may have been due to Barnes‘ advancement
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with New York Life or the fact that Elizabeth‘s health began to fail and she may not have
been able to care for the store, home, and family.48
Even though the family was Catholic and attended Sacred Heart Catholic Church,
Inez and George, Jr. did not attend one of the 14 parochial schools operating in Memphis.
Instead they enrolled in Idlewild Elementary School, a public school in 1909. George
was judged to be a bright and likeable child. Even with the closing of the dry goods
store, the family soon moved into a two story house located on the corner lot of 1992
Cowden Avenue, a more prestigious and newer part of town, where the family remained
throughout George, Jr.‘s high school years.49
George, Jr. entered Central High School in February, 1915, at the age of 14.
Central High School, referred to by the citizens of Memphis as ―the High School,‖
opened in 1910 and was the only public high school in the city. The large four-story
building with marble columns that accented the arched entry way was the perfect
environment for the high-school-aged children of Memphis most elite citizens, and it
became the alma mater of many of the city‘s leaders, judges, and doctors. George was an
average student, majoring in College Classics and then changing to College Science. He
took courses in Latin, rhetoric, elocution, plane geometry, ancient history, and general
science that would ensure his success in a college program. It was clear that his middle-
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class parents had high expectations for their only son to follow their ambitious path to
success. 50
Unfortunately, as often occurs, even in the homes of the most respected citizens,
financial success and comfort does not always guarantee a happy home with loving and
devoted family members. George, Jr. idolized his mother and she returned that devotion.
These same feelings did not exist between the father and his namesake. Much of their
relationship was based on the demands of a bellowing father and a silent, resentful son.
According to George Barnes, Jr.‘s son, Bruce Barnes, his father rarely recounted a story
about his grandfather that didn‘t consist of him yelling at or belittling the actions of
George, Jr. 51
Like his classmates, George grew up with the middle class amenities that
generally ensure a comfortable and secure childhood. Even with the material support
given by his parents, George had a paper route and served as a caddy at a local golf
course to earn extra spending money. He was remembered by his classmates as a quiet
loner who wasn‘t very friendly in school. Even though he did not maintain close
friendships, fellow students remember him as a fancy dresser and big spender. Possibly,
in an effort to earn even more spending money with less effort, George began selling
bootleg liquor to his classmates. He even began skipping school to make liquor runs to
Lakeview, Mississippi and Caruthersville, Missouri, a popular source for bootleg liquor
for Tennesseans who faced Prohibition earlier than most of the nation.52
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Prohibition became a part of the United States Constitution on January 16, 1919,
after more than a century of politicking and campaigning by teetotalers, drys, and
members of organizations set on ending the recreational use of liquor or spirits of any
kind. This crusade became an organized political force during the 1840s in the form of
the American Temperance Union. This fight for prohibition evolved after many years of
liquor being considered a staple much as bread or potatoes. In the colonial days distilled
and fermented beverages were referred to as ―the good creature of God‖ and one of the
main concerns for Sir Francis Wyatt, governor of Virginia in 1622, was that drunkenness
caused ―a waste of the good creature of God.‖53
Even the Puritans, who forbade all earthly pleasures and condemned intoxication,
tipped the bottle with consistency and were the first colonists in the new world to become
distillers of rum. When the main group of Puritans arrived in Massachusetts Bay in 1630,
the Arabella was loaded with a community supply of 10,000 gallons of beer, 120
hogshead of malt for brewing, and 12 gallons of distilled spirits. This count did not
include the private stores and stills carried by the passengers.54
Cider and beer were commonly drunk as part of everyday meals. Mothers used
rum mixed with opium to calm the crying baby and businessmen used it as a product to
barter. Farmers distilled their corn into whiskey when cash was low to barter for
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necessities and rum became a major product of barter in the transatlantic slave trade. At
this time, when water was not always safe, liquor of all sorts became the drink of choice
for all ages, sexes, and classes and was consumed throughout the day. In fact, the
traditional coffee break began in the colonies as the ― ‗leven o‘clock bitters‖ provided by
the employer for the purpose of ―stoking up a little in the morning.‖55
Full acceptance of alcohol as part of a normal diet for all people began to change
in the late 1700s as groups organized with the purpose of regulating the use of spirited
drink. One of these groups‘ first goals was to prevent the sale of alcohol on Sundays.
They desired laws that would restrict who sold liquor and to whom it was sold. They also
wanted to see laws established that would require fines for drunkenness.56
The supporters of these laws saw early success in Tennessee. The drive for the
restriction of alcohol sales in the state began as early as 1796, the year of statehood, when
state legislators placed special restrictions on tavern owners and innkeepers. In order to
maintain a license for selling alcohol in amounts of less than a quart, the applicants had to
be a ―person of substance and good reputation.‖57
Innkeepers had to post a bond as well as a guarantee to the county court assuring
that lodgings provided to customers would be respectable. These licenses cost three
dollars and were revoked if the innkeeper sold to common sailors against the wishes of
their captains or if slaves were given service without permission of their owners.
Innkeepers had to take an oath that no gambling occurred on the premises and assurances
55
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had to be made that the establishment was not merely a business to dispense liquor.
These regulations also set an amount of liquor that each innkeeper could sell on credit.
Laws for failing to maintain these directives resulted in fines from one to five dollars.
Establishments that sold alcohol to be consumed at locations other than the place of sale
had no such restrictions.58
By the 1820s, liquor laws in Tennessee began to change. These new regulations
made a distinction between spirituous liquor and those such as beer, ale, and cider.
Officials lifted laws that restricted the sale of fermented drinks, leaving only hard liquor
under government regulation. In 1831, realizing that many establishments sold liquor in
small amounts without proper license; the General Assembly solved the problem by
removing all restrictions while the state congress revised liquor laws. The law changed
by allowing anyone to sell liquor in small amounts as long as he paid a fifteen dollar tax
and posted a bond guaranteeing an orderly business. The only restrictions retained were
the selling of alcohol to free blacks, and slaves without the consent of their owners.
Eventually it became illegal for anyone to purchase alcohol to be consumed by or slave
without the consent of his/her owner or a free black.59
The liquor business also organized during this time. It lobbied for regulations
against the distilling of alcohol by individuals, ensuring better profits for businessmen.
Taxes, levied on the manufacture and sale of these beverages, strengthened the desire of
government even further to control the distilling of home-made liquor. With groups
desiring to control the behavior of others and profits for business and government
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increasing, laws controlling the purchasing and consumption of alcohol continued to be
passed across the country and at every level of jurisdiction.60
Laws imposing regulations failed to make the country safe from the ills of
alcohol; in fact they seemed to have the opposite effect. Alcohol was no longer merely a
dining or medicinal staple, but became more widely used as a recreational diversion.
This is not to say that men had not always gathered to share a drink while discussing
politics or the weather, but with a growing population the problems of urbanization such
as crime, unemployment, and poverty began to intensify. The problems of a growing
population were added to by the fact that many of these new residents were immigrants.
Many of the men and women new to America considered the use of alcohol an accepted
part of life and businesses were ready to cater to that way of life. Taverns became less of
the restaurant and inn type establishments and developed into rough and dirty dives
called gin-mills or dramshops. Immigration increased the number of working class people
visiting those establishments. The 1830 edition of The Old American Encyclopedia
stated that ―Sots were common in both sexes, of various ages, and of every condition.‖ 61
Society‘s reaction to these population shifts and the changing views toward
alcohol as well as the great number of alcoholics in all walks of life resulted in the
intensification of the temperance movement with the Methodist Church taking the lead.
The Second Great Awakening added enthusiasm to this drive for moral reform by
promoting the idea of perfecting man and society. The desire for a perfect society created
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an army of people who blamed the escalating and more public use of alcohol for growing
societal problems.62
Organizations such as American Society for the Promotion of Temperance, better
known as the American Temperance Society formed. These activists preached the ideas
published in Dr. Benjamin Rush‘s pamphlet, An Inquiry into the Effects of Ardent Spirits
upon the Human Body and Mind. Published in 1784, the argument presented in this
paper rested on the harmful effects of distilled spirits on the body and mind. The newly
formed organizations used these arguments and added that alcohol also caused a spiritual
and moral downfall for those who partook. By 1833, over five thousand temperance
societies boasting of memberships of well over one million were active in the United
States.63
As these temperance groups strengthened in membership and spread across the
nation, they became dissatisfied with legislation designed only to control the distilling
and selling of alcohol. They began to campaign for complete abstinence. These groups
preached that the only way to prevent the drunkenness that was taking over the country
was to eliminate alcohol completely. Along with this new goal came the ―teetotal pledge‖
and a new name for the most powerful of the temperance societies. In 1836, at a national
convention held by the teetotalers, the American Temperance Society merged with
several smaller groups and became the American Temperance Union.64
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The tippling act in Tennessee allowed the purchase of liquor by the drink and
removed restrictions for those establishments selling less than one quart. This became
the first crusade of drys in the state. One petition fighting this law declared that ―nearly
every crime and misdemeanor could be traced to a tippling house.‖65
The drys won and gained the repeal of the tippling law even though larger
amounts could be sold provided they were not drunk on the premises of the purchase.
This became know as the ―quart law‖ and it was designed to prevent the working man
from stopping off for a drink on his way home. It pertained only to distilled liquor;
fermented beverages could still be bought and sold without restriction.66
Regarded as the ―Magna Carta of Morality,‖ the quart law gave temperance
advocates the potency to fight the many challenges the wets attempted. Little advances
were made on either side until well after the Civil War when the Tennessee General
Assembly passed the ―Four Mile Law.‖ This legislation prohibited the retail sale of all
intoxicating beverages within a four mile radius of any chartered institution of learning
outside an incorporated city. Even though this law gained little attention from the wets
when it passed, communities across the state used it to dry up their areas of the state by
surrendering their municipal status and obtaining a charter for a school. The drys were
still not satisfied because the law left a loophole open. There was no regulation
preventing alcohol from being transported from a wet area to a dry community. And
drinking was still legal. 67
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This shift to teetotalism weakened the movement for a time and lessened the
number of true supporters. The wealthy, who supported the idea of a sober working
class, did not want to sacrifice the wine that flowed freely in their circle. They also
resented the idea that they should give up their liquor as an example to those lower in the
social hierarchy. The wealthy could support temperance as long as it did not affect their
way of life. Many church members also left the ranks of the temperance societies when
teetotalism became the norm because of the affect to the rituals of the church. They also
spoke against the belief that human control over human fate was a social issue and held
that temperance should be practiced and promoted as a religious idea, not as a means to
better society.68
The opinion shift failed to deter temperance groups and did not weaken the
resolve of the Anti-Saloon League in Tennessee. In 1901, a flood of petitions introduced
to the Tennessee General Assembly proposed local options and the extension of the
current Four Mile Law. Minor laws concerning where liquor could be sold and which
towns could be rechartered under the Four Mile Law passed. These laws did not produce
the effect of state wide prohibition. Larger Tennessee cities such as Memphis, Nashville,
and Knoxville made it clear they would never accept prohibition as long as it was a local
choice.69
The persistence seen in temperance groups across the United States not only
achieved changes through the legal systems, but also allowed reformers to serve as agents
of social and cultural change. Their ideas and efforts changed much of society‘s beliefs
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and values and shifted a great portion of the population‘s conviction to the belief that the
use of alcohol should be controlled. The idea of control in terms of alcohol became a
central element in the culture of America‘s middle class. This group of Americans began
to believe that ―drinking was incompatible with a standard of conduct suited to the
emerging possibilities and uncertainties of their society.‖70
A split occurred in the Tennessee Democratic Party in 1909 that demonstrated this
conviction of beliefs. It showed the division beween those who supported prohibition
and those who did not. Rural and small town Democrats supported prohibition and joined
forces with Republicans who not only supported it, but fought for election reform as well.
These Democrats aimed their dissent at Democratic governor, Malcolm R. Patterson and
what many considered his political machine and its support for anti-prohibition forces.
Together, the Republicans and rural Democrats successfully extended the Four Mile Law
and made the sale of liquor within four miles of any educational or state facility illegal.
This made prohibition the law in every city in the state of Tennessee. The law passed
even though groups sent by Memphis, Nashville, and Knoxville protested the passage and
Governor Patterson vetoed the bill.71
To further extend the power of prohibition beyond the sale of alcohol, the General
Assembly also passed a measure that stopped the manufacturing for sale of intoxicating
beverages in the state of Tennessee. Other measures passed by the prohibition assembly
that year prohibited ―anyone from soliciting, in person, orders for intoxicating beverages‖
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and made it a misdemeanor to ―drink intoxicants on vehicles employed in public
transportation.‖72
With the laws passed, enforcement became the main concern. Even those who
opposed prohibition deemed enforcement necessary now that it was law. The Memphis
Commercial Appeal, one of the most anti-prohibition publications, demanded that the law
be enforced because of the fear that politicians and bootleggers would form an alliance
detrimental to citizens and their safety. Even after the override of his veto, Governor
Patterson stated in his second inaugural address, ―however unjust we may as individuals
believe it to be; however reactionary and tyrannical its terms, we as a law-abiding
community, must submit to its exactions and do all in our power as good citizens to see
that it is enforced.‖73
Loopholes in the law prevented enforcement from becoming a major problem.
Many brewers and distillers simply moved their businesses into surrounding states.
Dealers stayed in business by doing the same. These businesses notified their customers
of the new locations and printed order blanks in the local newspapers to make the process
simple for the customer. Saloon owners converted their establishments into ―locker
clubs‖ and members could store their liquor at the club for a fee. Waiters then served this
liquor to them just as if it were a regular saloon. And, with the support of national liquor
interests, Tennessee dealers and distillers challenged the laws in court. Open
manipulation of the law made enforcement of the law more difficult in the larger cities.74
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Memphis proved to be the most challenging point of enforcement. With the
support of Mayor Crump, who openly declared that prohibition was not supported in
Memphis and would therefore not be enforced, police officials made no attempt to stop
violations. Saloons, hotel bars, and dealers continued to provide alcohol on request.
Some salons even had signs posted on the premises stating that it was illegal to sell
intoxicants, but continued to sell their drinks. To further prove that Memphis had no
intention of abiding by the state law, officials decided to regulate the saloons by creating
their own city laws. The laws required retail liquor dealers to have a city license with the
proceeds applied to the building of a hospital. They required saloons to close at midnight
and remain closed all day on Sundays. Saloon owners also had to remove liquor signs
and replace them with soft drink signs. Prohibition did not affect Memphis even when
temperance supporters filed suit in federal court. The judge in this case declared it a
state matter and therefore the federal courts had no jurisdiction.75
Unable to strengthen the existing liquor laws with a bevy of new petitions,
prohibition supporters introduced a measure that called for a law that would remove
county, municipal, or state officials who neglected their duties as elected officials. It also
allowed the removal from office of any official found guilty of violating a law involving
moral turpitude, appearing intoxicated in a public place, or found to be engaged in
gambling of any kind. Proceedings to remove an official using the new Ouster law could
be initiated by the governor, the state attorney general, a district attorney, a city or county
attorney, or a committee of ten freeholders. The case could be heard in a criminal, circuit,
or chancery court by a judge with no jury. Once a complaint was filed against an official,
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he could be suspended from office until a decision on the case was made. Passed in
1915, the Ouster Law gained immediate condemnation as ―one of the most revolutionary
and drastic‖ laws passed since the days of Reconstruction. The Memphis Commercial
Appeal continued its appraisal stating that the law belonged ―more properly in a volume
of ukases of a Russian autocrat of the eighteenth century, or in the commands of an
oriental despot, than in the capitulars of the citizens of a republic.‖ The writer also feared
that the law could be ―turned into an instrument of injustice and deviltry.‖76
Once the Ouster Law passed, Mayor Crump declared an end to the sale of alcohol
in the city of Memphis. According to the local paper, policemen made their way through
the city to personally deliver the message, ―We are sorry to tell you, but we have our
orders. No more intoxicating liquor is to be sold, and you must get your card tables out.
There must be no more ‗pitch‘ playing in the saloons.‖77
Police officers spent a few months shutting down saloons and destroying supplies.
Once Crump created the façade of adhering to the state‘s prohibition laws, enforcement
became nominal again. Police arrested dealers without destroying their supplies and only
required them to pay the arresting officer fifty dollars as a bond to appear in court. If one
chose not to appear, police forfeited the fifty dollars as the fine. Prohibition supporters
realized the farce and filed a suit against Mayor Crump and several other Memphis
officials. City officials fought the case, taking it to the State Supreme Court, which
declared the Ouster Law constitutional. Crump resigned from office, and even though he
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maintained control of the city, prohibition advocates thought they had won the war
against liquor in the city of Memphis. 78
With the many recent local victories across the nation, Prohibitionists continued
their drive to strengthen the laws against liquor. In 1913, Congress finally embraced their
cause and passed the Webb-Kenyon Act which supported the right of states to ban
shipments of liquor into their borders. The Tennessee General Assembly took advantage
of this law and passed its own ―Bone Dry Law.‖ Passed in 1917, this law prohibited the
transporting of any amount of alcohol into or within the state. It also made it illegal to
receive or possess alcohol delivered by an individual or common carrier.79
This law reflected the growing public support for prohibition as many saw it as a
patriotic duty with the onset of World War I. The public willingly sacrificed its liquor as
a patriotic act. Very strong anti-German sentiments grew, so when A. Mitchell Palmer,
Custodian of Alien Property, began investigating German owned breweries, the public
quickly solidified its support against these businesses by refusing to purchase liquor and
join the avocation of prohibition.80
The prohibitionists exploited this new observance of patriotic duty and promoted
a new dogma that embraced nativism and unity in the fight for democracy around the
world. Sober soldiers were necessary to win the war. Factory workers needed to abstain
from alcohol so that they would remain clear headed in order to supply the soldiers and
American people with the goods they needed to win the war. Grains were conserved in
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order to feed the soldiers and make the American people strong. The public saw this as
essential in order to win the war. Americans generally believed that food sacrificed for
liquor would only weaken the cause for global democracy and freedom. In an article that
advocated the death penalty for anyone convicted of selling alcohol to a soldier, the
Memphis Commercial Appeal stated, ―Why should the traitorous whiskey seller be
permitted to skulk about where soldiers are assembled . . . and defeat the War Department
efforts to develop and maintain soldierly efficiency without incurring the penalty that a
German spy would suffer for like offense?‖81
These ideas were promoted and accepted by the American people at a time when
the Anti-Saloon League correctly boasted that is was ―the strongest political organization
in the world.‖82 It was only natural that Congress pass legislation in support of patriotism
and prohibition. The first such measure was the Agriculture Appropriation Bill, which
prohibited the use of grain in the production of liquor. The drys continually pointed out
that there were starving children in Europe and ―yet Americans were permitting enough
grain for eleven million loaves of bread a day to go into the making of intoxicating
drinks.‖83 This was the first law in American history that went beyond prohibiting the
sale, transportation, purchase, and consumption of alcohol.84
Still not satisfied, the Anti-Saloon League wanted nothing less than an
amendment to the Constitution that made prohibition a federally recognized way of
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American life. This became realty on December 18, 1917 when the Eighteenth
Amendment passed Congress. Unwilling to wait for ratification by two thirds of the
states, Congress passed the Wartime Prohibition Act which went into effect on July 1,
1919 and served as the intermediary ban on alcohol during the ratification process.85
The swiftness with which the states ratified the Eighteenth Amendment amazed
many and delighted the Anti-Saloon League. It was approved by a greater percentage
and by more states than any of the previous amendments. Once the ratification process
was completed, Congress passed the Volstead Act on October 28, 1919 to ensure the
enforcement of the Amendment. 86
With the Eighteenth Amendment ratified and the Volstead Act were set to go into
effect on one minute past midnight, January 16, 1920. Both stated that the
manufacturing, sale, and transportation of intoxicating liquors would be prohibited under
federal law. Neither made statements regarding the possession of such substances. Since
the laws did not go into effect for one year after ratification, citizens had ample time to
stock up on their favorite beverage. So, instead of witnessing one final blow out on
January 15, many Americans could not find a saloon or bar open due to the fact that the
available liquor had been purchased for personal stocks.87
The war was over as was the time for personal sacrifices. Still, prohibition
became law. It was touted to be the cure to society‘s ills. Many believed that there
would no longer be crime in the streets. Children would never be witness to the
possibility of their parents partaking in alcohol. Business would grow because workers
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would forever be sober and therefore more productive. Instead, crime remained. In fact,
as soon as Prohibition went into effect, there was a rash of warehouse robberies in which
millions of gallons of whiskey was stolen. The homes of wealthy people known to have
stocks of liquor and wine were burglarized in greater numbers. Even on that first night as
the clock ticked past midnight, the new law was ignored. Many establishments remained
open until dawn with assurance from non-supporting authorities that a raid would not
occur. New businesses began to grow immediately, but it was not due to sober workers.
There were individuals and government officials who were willing to provide spirits to
those who believed it was their right to enjoy a drink, or many, when they so desired.88
Many people did not depend upon others to supply their liquid spirits. Using
official publications from the Department of Agriculture explaining the process of
distilling that continued to circulate after the advent of Prohibition and articles published
in newspapers and magazines, people rushed to produce their own home brewed alcohol.
Shops that specialized in the necessary ingredients to produce home brew opened along
with shops that offered equipment to produce and bottle it. Magazines and newspapers
published recipes that told how to create liquor from pumpkins, parsnips, or walnut tree
chips. With so little trouble in gaining the equipment and ingredients, stills became a
fixture in many American homes.89
Even with the Eighteenth Amendment, Memphis continued to be very resistant to
Prohibition and a problem for enforcement. Officials arrested very few small-time
bootleggers and they permitted wholesalers to escape arrest completely. In 1919, a
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county grand jury charged that both city and county officials protected the trafficking of
liquor. The Memphis Commercial Appeal supported this belief when it reported
―Whiskey is to be had in Memphis in a hundred places. Vast quantities which have been
confiscated represent but a trickle of the stream which has been flowing . . .‖90
As George Barnes, Jr. matured, Memphis changed little. Edward H. Crump grew
into Memphis‘ most powerful political boss and like his counterparts in Kansas City, St.
Paul and Chicago had the influence to get the proper people elected, protect those
businesses that paid his fees, and run his city as he saw fit. The people of Memphis
generally ignored the corruption. Alcohol was available and there was easy money to be
made by supplying it. These tolerances may have helped blur the line between right and
wrong for a young man with a strong aspiration for monetary rewards and little desire for
hard work. Whatever the impact, this was the atmosphere in which George Barnes, Jr.
matured and stepped into the world of bootlegging.
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Chapter Four
Maturing Years
Much like the cities of St. Paul and Kansas City, Memphis continued to operate
under the political boss structure in which its citizens were accustomed. E. H. Crump
remained in control even after the Tennessee State Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of the Ouster Law and he was forced to resign from the office of mayor.
This meant that even though prohibition advocates thought they had won the war against
alcohol in the city of Memphis, according to the Memphis Commercial Appeal, ―It is
known that [sic] clans of bootleggers exist . . . Certain men . . . have been arrested,
rearrested, convicted and then convicted again on charges of liquor law violation. But the
booze traffic has gone on and grown . . .‖1 Very few small-time bootleggers were
arrested and wholesalers were able to escape arrest completely. George Barnes, Jr., was
one such small-time bootlegger who ensured Memphians had liquor to buy. 2
Taking the success of selling liquor to his classmates, the young Barnes expanded
his clientele and began selling his wares on the streets. He also began making liquor runs
for local distributors. Reportedly, Barnes, Jr. made runs to Caruthersville, Missouri, a
city just across the Tennessee state line renowned for its many sources of privately
produced alcohol. Circa 1915, a journey from Memphis to Caruthersville would have
taken much more time than a trip using today‘s interstate system. Even though the United
States boasted 2.5 million miles of roads, most were dirt, very bumpy when dry, and
impassable when wet. Highways were often only roads from one small town to another
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placing them in very rural areas. These routes were generally graded roads with gravel or
brick roads found only in urban areas.3
A more common means of transporting liquor to Memphis was shipping the
goods down the Mississippi River in small private boats to a landing on the river levee
just south of Norfolk Landing. From there is would be taken to Lakeview for distribution
to Memphis and surrounding areas. A trip to Lakeview, Mississippi, unlike the lengthy
trip to Caruthersville, would have gone unnoticed by parents who believed their son was
in school attending classes. This endeavor became more effortless when a fifteen year old
George, Jr. caught his father in a compromising situation.4
As George, Jr. matured, the relationship between father and son did not improve.
His father remained distant and demanding and George felt that his father was not the
type of person his mother should have married. According to his son, Bruce, George, Jr.
often remarked that his mother married below her social position. For this reason and for
personality traits portrayed by his father, such as being a braggart and a big talker,
George, Jr. had little respect for his father. The two often engaged in yelling contests or
lived in virtual silence. There is no evidence of physical abuse, but considering the times
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and the relationship, it is very probable that this was another aspect of the relationship.
This left Mrs. Barnes the sole recipient of George, Jr.‘s love and devotion. 5
The relationship between father and son acquired further damage one afternoon as
George Barnes, Jr. walked home from school. He was in an area known as Crosstown on
Madison Avenue selling his hip pocket liquor. He stopped and made a sale to a Mr.
Purdy. As George, Jr. turned to pick up his lunch bucket and school satchel, he spotted
his father parking the family car a short distance down the street. George, Jr. quickly hid
behind a tree as his father pulled to the curb. He followed his father, unsure of why he
would be in this neighborhood at this hour.6
Much to George Jr.‘s surprise, his father went to the door of Pearl Dunbar, a redhaired woman with an artificial leg. The extent of the relationship between the two adults
became immediately obvious. George, Jr. was enraged. As he rushed toward home, he
contemplated on what to do with this information. Would he tell his mother? No, her
health was failing and she did not deserve the hurt that would come with a cheating
husband. Instead he thought of revenge and how he could use this information and profit
from the blackmail planned.7
Instead of heading straight to school the next morning, George, Jr. took a detour
to the Porter Building and made a surprise visit to his father‘s office. Once there,
George, Jr. revealed to his father what he saw the previous afternoon. Unwilling to face
the repercussions of his indiscretion, George, Sr. begrudgingly met his son‘s demands.
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George, Jr. insisted upon a larger allowance and the unrestricted use of the family car.
With access to the family car, he could permanently cut the middle man out of his
bootleg operation and more easily purchase his liquor in much larger quantities from the
producers. He could also expand the number of runs he made increasing his delivery
area. This arrangement took George, Jr. from a mere hip pocket bootlegger to a true
bootlegger and distributor of prohibited goods. It also gave George, Jr. much more
spending money, raising his status among his classmates as they later recalled that he was
in fact a ―big spender.‖ Initially, Elizabeth argued against the idea of her 15 year old son
having such easy access to the family car but George, Jr. changed her mind by explaining
the importance of keeping up appearances with his fellow Central students. After all,
these were the sons and daughters of Memphis elite and her son had to appear as
privileged as the others. 8
The desire to maintain the appearance of wealth and importance may have been a
family issue. From the paternal side, Barnes, Sr. appeared quite ambitious, opening the
dry goods store on the lower level of their home and owning several rental properties.
On the maternal side, Barnes, Jr. often repeated to his family members that he believed
his mother married below her status when she married Barnes, Sr. This is not usually a
thought that comes to one without the idea being prevalent in a family. Elizabeth Barnes
may have resented the fact her home had to serve as a dry goods store in order for the
family to live in the desired neighborhood or have the proper possessions that come with
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the life she felt she deserved. The desire to appear affluent was so deep-seated in Barnes,
Jr. that it was probably instilled from both sides; a strong part of the family make up.9
George, Jr.‘s smooth ability to manipulate helped keep him out of trouble with
law enforcement officers that caught him in his business pursuits. Being an obvious
middle class, clean cut young man, George, Jr. successfully pleaded each time officers
caught him selling his illegal goods that it was his first time and that he just needed a
little extra cash for an upcoming date or some other important pending event. He gave
the impression he was making only ―hip pocket‖ sales so that his total involvement in the
business would not be detected. ―Hip pocket‖ sales were very common at this time.
These sells were those of a person who had just enough liquor for one or two sales; not a
true business endeavor. Most officers ignored these offences or addressed the offenders
with a lecture and demanded a promise from the culprit to never participate in the illegal
business again.10
The ploy worked well until one afternoon during George, Jr.‘s last semester of his
tenth grade year. Using the family car, George made a run to Kentucky and upon
returning to Memphis, drove the car into a rented garage used to store his merchandise.
Three policemen appeared and demanded access to search the car. Recognizing George,
Jr, one of the police officers refused to accept the story of this being his first offense and
that he was just doing it for a friend. They arrested him and took him to police
headquarters, where he was booked and fingerprinted.11
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George related this story to his son, Bruce, saying that his dad got him out of jail
within forty-five minutes and had the judge turn him over to his parent‘s custody.
Evidently, some of the power and prestige George, Sr. sought had been gained.
Unfortunately, this incident did not deter George, Jr. and his desire for easy money and
the chance to brag of his exploits. It possibly created a sense of security in George, Jr.
The ease with which he got out of jail and avoided punishment reinforced the belief that
society did not see prohibition laws as serious. It may have also further instilled the belief
that laws were something to be negotiated and that he was somehow immune to
repercussions for his actions.12
As with most young men who find there is easy money to be made, George Jr.
failed to finish high school at Central High School. His many bootlegging trips are
certain to have played a part in failing grades and certainly raised inquiries to George,
Jr.‘s many absences from school. So by 1916, George Barnes, Jr. was a high school
dropout, not the success his parents had foreseen.13
One can imagine the dismay felt by Elizabeth Barnes when she discovered the
many days missed from school and the shock when she realized that the child she was so
sure would find success was no longer a part of the academic world. Adding to his
cavalier attitude toward school was the lack of input from George, Sr. Due to the earlier
agreement that blackmailed his father into abetting George, Jr‘s secret life; the son had no
fear of the father.
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Determined for her son to be educated, Elizabeth Barnes wrote a letter to the
president of Mississippi A & M, now known as Mississippi State University, asking
about requirements for attendance and necessary fees. In a hand-written note, Mrs.
Barnes wrote,
Mr. Smith,
Dear Sir,
As I wish my son to enter your college in Sept, I would like to
know the fee for the entire term. [Also] what his outfit is to consist
of. Please send certificate for principle to fill out. Son wishes to
know the number of unites the following subjects are equivalent
too, Latin, Chemistry, Physics, and General Sciences.
Sincerely,
Mrs. G. F. Barnes
1992 Cowden Ave.14
Even though a high school transcript was not provided, President William Hall
Smith responded with the following letter:
July 21, 1917
Mrs. G.F. Barnes,
1992 Camden Ave.,
Memphis, Tenn.
Dear Madam:
Replying to your favor of 16th inst. I am mailing under
separate cover, a copy of the catalog of the Mississippi A & M
College together with an application blank, which will furnish you
the information desired. Any of your sons high school teachers will
be able to fill out the blank according to the requirements.
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Assuring you that we shall be glad to have your son with us,
and that we will endeavor to serve his best interest, I am
Very respectfully,
President.15
With this, the college admitted George Barnes, Jr. as a probationary student in
September, 1917.16
Records show that George, Jr. claimed to be 21 years of age when he entered
Mississippi A & M College. According to his high school records and U.S. Census
reports, he was actually only 17. One may believe this façade was created so that
George, Jr. could appear to be older and therefore more sophisticated to the other
students. This conjecture would certainly fit the traits of George Jr.‘s developing
personality. It seems more likely that Elizabeth created this falsehood to increase the
likelihood her son would be accepted without a high school diploma. She may have
hoped that President Smith perceived George, Jr. as a young man who made a mistake by
quitting school and now he wanted to complete his education but was too old to return to
high school.17
Unfortunately, the lie also made George, Jr. eligible for the draft that became a
reality on May 18, after the United States entered World War I on April 6, 1917. It was
15
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well publicized that all young men ages 21 to 30 were subject to be drafted with few
exceptions. One group of exemptions was those majoring in agricultural sciences. The
government knew that large and well developed crops would be necessary to feed the
troops and help provide food to the war-torn countries of Europe. This is most likely the
reason George, Jr. chose agriculture as his major. One might speculate that he was brave
when attempting to put money in his pocket and prove he was above the law, but he did
not see the need to risk his life for a cause that would not allow him the direct spotlight
and not benefit him directly.18
On November 8, 1917, just over a month after George entered college, Elizabeth
Kelly Barnes died. Heartbroken, George returned to school after the funeral in an attempt
to complete the education his mother wanted so much for him. Even though some of the
more prestigious families in the area of Mississippi A & M became very fond of George
and he mixed well in their circles, his college career was no more impressive than that of
his high school years at Central. He failed mechanical engineering, botany, and forestry
and barely passed English, history, hygiene, poultry, animal husbandry, and military
science. 19
Demerits were also a part of a college career during this time period and Barnes,
Jr. earned more than his share. He accumulated 31 demerits during his first semester and
24 during the first few weeks of his second semester. These were the numbers after
several were erased when he was asked by one of his professors, Matthew L. Freeman to
18
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repair the pulley on a flag pole. Barnes, Jr. climbed to the top of the flagpole and mended
the pulley with one hand while holding on with the other. One must consider Barnes,
Jr.‘s personality when considering his willingness to perform such an act. It certainly put
him in the center of attention and made him a bigwig if even for a short period of time.20
It was during his time at Mississippi A & M that Barnes, Jr. set in motion a
metamorphosis. He changed his name from George Francis Barnes, Jr. to George K.
Barnes. The ―K‖ came from his mother‘s maiden name, Kelly. This helped him
disassociate himself from a father he resented. It is as if he were trying to separate
himself from what he saw as failure. Barnes, Jr. did not want to become the pencil
pusher he believed his father to be and did not want to find himself with a woman who
did not measure up to the status he felt he deserved.21
Unfortunately, it seems that his narcissistic personality prevented Barnes, Jr. from
putting anyone‘s wishes before his own desires. So, by the middle of January, George,
Jr. was completely unhappy. He did not like the small town atmosphere surrounding the
college and admitted he really did not want the hassle of college. He withdrew from
Mississippi A & M on January 27, 1918 and returned to Memphis as George K. Barnes.22
George K. Barnes began his own life as a cab driver for the 784 Cab Company
located at 110 Monroe. The 784 Cab Company was owned by John J. Collins who was
20
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also a mortician that owned a funeral parlor located on Union Avenue in Memphis.
Collins was a very successful business man. In addition to his main cab hub on Monroe,
he opened branches at 153 Union Avenue and in the lobby of the Hotel Chisca. As
Barnes drove the Appersons, Jack Rabbits, and Peerlesses that made up the 784 fleet, he
was able to reestablish his side line bootlegging business.23
This side line was made even more profitable due to the fact that Barnes worked
under manager Harry Hall. Harry Hall was the perfect manager for someone who
worked as a cab driver knowing the kind of easy money that could be made by running
whiskey and providing it to those who required transportation throughout the city. Hall
was on his way to becoming a leading Memphis crime boss. He became Barnes main
link to the liquor business during the early federal Prohibition years and was to become
known as ―Silk Hat Harry Hall, Boss of Beale Street‖ by the 1930s. By the time Barnes,
Jr. became headline news; Hall controlled much of the vice that took place on the famous
Beale Street, including the gambling and liquor business.24
During an interview in 1933, Barnes admitted that he took the job with 784
because of the easy money that could be made running liquor on the side. He recalled
that all of the cabbies took part in this endeavor picking up moonshine at location known
as the Whiskey Chute on the south side of Memphis. From here they would deliver it to
gambling halls, pool rooms, restaurants, drug stores, hotels, and even homes. ―There was
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even a big demand in Tennessee for A-1 hootch . . . The hootch known as Seven Eight
Four, red-bottled-in-bond, then was selling for $20. a quart.‖25
With the whiskey known as Seven Eight Four, one cannot question that Barnes,
Jr. knew what his position as a cab driver for 784 would require, but, it was this extra
income Barnes, Jr. needed to enable him to maintain the lifestyle he desired as began to
pursue Geneva Ramsey. Geneva lived with her parents, George and Della Ramsey, and
five siblings in an impressive home at 157 Clark Place in Memphis. Ramsey, a very
successful contractor, made his career building levees along the Mississippi River.26
Barnes knew Geneva from Central High School where she was two years behind
him. Barnes knew of her family‘s affluence because Geneva drove the family Cadillac to
school as early as the ninth grade. She also dressed well and carried herself as a lady of
true status; something Barnes considered a must for his wife. A family friend described
Geneva as a ―young Joan Crawford‖ and spoke of her poise and assertiveness.27
George and Geneva most likely attended the same parties during their time at
Central High School. Family stories tell of the young Barnes vying for Geneva‘s
attention during this time without a great deal of reciprocation from the young girl. This
changed when Barnes returned to Memphis from college following his mother‘s death.
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His attention, and her willingness to accept this attention, caused her parents concern.
Geneva never focused her attention on one specific young man and George Barnes, Jr.
did not display the characteristics her parents hoped would catch her eye. He appeared
too comfortable in their company; too self-assured to be so young. His charm and
demeanor caused her parents to question his motives with their young daughter. The
Ramseys also knew of his reputation for being a bit wild and dealing with the petty
criminals around Memphis.28
They hoped this infatuation would pass so they tolerated the relationship until
early 1919. As the bond between Barnes and their daughter grew they felt it necessary to
take action. In an attempt to separate the two, the Ramseys enrolled Geneva in boarding
school for the remaining portion of her high school senior year. They sent her to the
Columbia Institute, a finishing school for young ladies from across the country.
Columbia Institute, established by Reverend Daniel Stephens as the Stephens School in
1834, became the Columbia Institute for Females when the Episcopal Church of
Tennessee, Reverend James H. Otley, Bishop of Tennessee and Leoidas Polk, who later
became the Bishop of Louisiana worked together to erect a new building on West 7th
Street in Columbia, Tennessee. The building emulated an English castle with three
stories, and beautiful turrets and windows. Most students came from the local area, but
the school also boarded about fifty young ladies. Reverend Walter B. Capers served as
principal during Geneva Ramsey‘s enrollment.29
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The Columbia Institute for Females, a very exclusive school, accepted Geneva
even though the spring term was already in progress. Convincing the school to allow
Geneva to begin mid-term may very well speak to the Ramsey‘s determination to keep
their daughter from George K. Barnes. Still, the couple continued corresponding by mail
and saw one another when Geneva visited home. According to family stories, Barnes
convinced the Columbia Institute‘s administration that he had the Ramsey‘s permission
to visit Geneva at the school, which he did several times. Of course, school personnel
always chaperoned so little progress could be made in the relationship. 30
Geneva did not graduate from the Columbia Institute. She suffered an
appendicitis attack in the late spring. Wanting his daughter to receive the best care, Mr.
Ramsey and the family doctor retrieved her from the school and returned her to Memphis
for the operation and recuperation. Still determined to keep her away from Barnes,
Ramsey enrolled her in a finishing school in New York while she recovered with an
arrival date set for late September, 1919.31
Following Geneva‘s operation, Ramsey returned to his worksite on the
Mississippi River. He left the children, including Geneva in the care of their mother
Della. More permissive than Geneva‘s protective father, Della succumbed to Barnes‘
charm and charisma and allowed George and Geneva to keep steady company while Mr.
Ramsey worked out of town. As Geneva‘s New York departure date for Tarrytown
Finishing School approached, she and George decided they did not want to be separated
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again so on September 25, 1919, at the ages of nineteen and seventeen, the couple eloped
to Clarksdale, Mississippi.32
In order to avoid facing the retribution and the disappointment of her parents,
Geneva sent her family a telegram announcing the news. Car trouble prevented the
couple from returning to Memphis so they spent their wedding night in a Clarksdale
hotel. The next morning while George saw to the car, Geneva called Earlene Brewer, a
friend she met during her short stay at the Columbia Institute. Earlene‘s mother, Minnie,
answered the phone and surprised Geneva by addressing her as Mrs. Barnes. The
telegram from Clarksdale had prompted the Ramseys to phone the Brewers to inquire if
Geneva called Earlene.33
Minnie Brewer invited the newlyweds to stay with her family to celebrate their
marriage and provide George Ramsey time to adjust to his daughter‘s marriage. Earlene
met Geneva at the hotel and the two drove to the Brewer home at 91 John Street. Earl
Brewer, a former governor of Mississippi and successful lawyer afforded for his family a
mansion of beauty and southern charm. The entry foyer encircled a grand staircase that
branched into two upstairs corridors and the dining room accommodated about fifty
people. Geneva remembered that the family employed a cook, a butler, and two
housekeepers. The couple stayed at the Brewers‘ home for several days attending a
variety of luncheons, dinners, and parties given in their honor. The Ramseys had many
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friends in the Clarksdale area and they all received and congratulated Geneva and her
new husband. 34
Upon their return to Memphis, the Ramseys greeted the newlyweds with open
arms and welcomed George into the family. The family always loved and supported one
another so this acceptance seemed typical to Geneva, but surprised George. The
Ramseys recognized that the marriage had taken place and, after recovering from the
initial shock, decided it best to move forward and trust the decision their daughter made.
This support continued throughout the marriage in many different forms.35
Even though George failed to complete college, or even high school, Mr. Ramsey
offered him a job with his levee contracting firm as a commissary clerk. This surprised
and impressed George. His own father spent years ridiculing and disappointing George.
The fact that Mr. Ramsey loved his daughter enough to accept her actions and to accept
George with seemingly open arms differed greatly from the father image he knew. This
acceptance delighted George and he worked hard to gain Mr. Ramsey‘s respect.36
The relationship between George and Ramsey might have served as the turning
point in Barnes‘ life of crime. George respected and admired his father-in-law and
wanted this feeling reciprocated. Unlike the image he held of his own father, George saw
Ramsey as a man of importance, much more than a pencil pusher who talked big but
answered to others. Ramsey built his own successful business and continued to stay in
charge by remaining in the middle of the action. He took part in the manly work of
34
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dynamiting earth and constructing levees that were so needed along the river banks of the
South. George wanted to emulate Ramsey, a man of kindness, status, wealth, and power.
He found the father figure he so desired throughout his childhood and youth in Ramsey.
Barnes even reflected on this relationship while in prison as he talked with his younger
son stating that if his own father had been like Mr. Ramsey, his life may have been very
different.37
George and Geneva moved to a work site with her father and began living in the
same type tent the workers used. George also accompanied Mr. Ramsey on trips to
purchase supplies and conduct other business. George impressed his father – in - law
with his intelligence, poise, and willingness to follow instruction. Ramsey‘s trust in his
son-in-law grew and the elder business man eventually put his apprentice in charge of the
commissary. Through this working relationship a true bond formed between the two
men.38
During the spring of 1920, while living at a worksite near Hickman, Kentucky,
Geneva discovered that she was pregnant. She remained on the construction site with her
husband, living the life of a levee worker‘s wife and continued to participate in all the
activities she loved such as horseback riding and hiking along the levees. It was early fall
before George and her parents convinced Geneva to return to Memphis to await her late
October due date.39
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Around the middle of October, George and Mr. Ramsey returned to Memphis to
settle some business matters and visit the family. George stayed in Memphis to be with
his wife during the last days of her pregnancy while Mr. Ramsey returned to the work
site. On October 22, 1920, the Ramsey home received a telegram stating that George
Ramsey suffered injuries in a dynamite explosion. The telegram instructed them to have
an ambulance waiting at the train station to transport him to the hospital. Ramsey died
before the train made the station in Memphis. George K. Barnes lost the role model that
had become so dear to him and his future quickly returned to the prospects of his earlier
years.40
With Ramsey‘s death, his construction business closed. Unemployed, George,
Geneva, and their new son, George (Sonny) Ramsey Barnes moved in with Della at the
Ramsey home on Clark Place in Memphis. With few prospects for employment, and a
desire to become a businessman like his father-in-law, George allowed his mother-in-law
to finance his venture into the world of entrepreneurship. He purchased a parking garage
at 301-305 Madison and opened the Madison Storage Garage. This type of business
seemed to fit the profile of the pre-Ramsey Barnes. His own business gave him status
and power over other employees, and it required little actual work. Located near the
popular Lyric Theatre, the garage should have been a thriving business, yet it failed.41
After the Madison Storage Garage closed, but Della Ramsey made several other
attempts to help the young couple. She was a doting mother who wanted the best for her
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daughter and grandchild. She also succumbed easily to the charms of her son-in-law.
Della gave George the money to purchase a used car lot which also closed within one
year. She then invested money that allowed George to buy a goat farm. Goat‘s milk was
a health fad across the country because of its use by John Rockefeller. Unfortunately, the
fad failed to gain popularity in Memphis. The couple, unable to make a profit and
maintain the farm, once again lost the money Della invested.42
Della also purchased a house for the couple at 266 Malvern so they could remain
close to her home, yet have a place of their own. Unable to succeed in his own business,
George turned to his father for a job. He still resented his father for what he perceived to
be a lack of breeding and success which made this move very difficult move for the
younger Barnes to make. He felt totally disgusted at becoming what seemed to be a
replica of his father‘s reality. George believed himself destined to be the owner of great
businesses, not the employee following the orders of those less competent so he resented
starting at the bottom of the insurance career ladder. The younger Barnes felt he should
be paid according to his self worth. This would ensure the finest clothes and material
possessions for himself and his family. He did not feel as though he should have to
submit himself to the piety life of an insurance salesman.43
The older Barnes recommended his son to another insurance company. The
position required travel throughout the west Tennessee region. Much to George‘s
chagrin, the salary acquired through his efforts did not match his idea of his family‘s
needs and his own desires. In order to supplement this income, and ensure Geneva was
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able to maintain the life to which she was accustomed, George returned to what he knew
best – bootlegging. His position as an insurance salesman gave him the perfect cover.
As he traveled between Memphis and Paris, Tennessee, George picked up and delivered
bootleg liquor across the state.44
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Chapter Five
The Bootlegger
Bootlegging, the manufacturing and/or the delivery of alcoholic beverages
became a booming business as soon as federal Prohibition took effect. Opportunities
arose in all areas of the nation for those willing to provide what the government banned.
Rum-running, one such bootlegging operation brought liquor in from foreign nations,
most often Canada and distributed it across the nation. Rum runners were not exclusive
to the northern areas; they could be found in all coastal and river-border areas. Rural and
urban areas saw a rise in moonshiners, individuals who brewed their own liquor for
personal use or for sale to individuals usually in their own community. Sometimes, rural
moonshiners with a larger than usual operation provided their home brew to the many
roadhouses that provided liquor on the sly. Urban moonshiners brewed their own liquor
for private and social use. Many groups continued to manufacture alcohol on a large
scale in the United States; some under the guise of medicinal purposes and others under
the façade of a legal business. These organizations resulted in partnerships that grew into
crime syndicates that often replaced the corrupt political structure in place in many cities.
Finally, there were those who merely transported the illegal brew. Often called runners
or simply bootleggers, these people delivered alcohol from warehouse to customer
whether it was across a city or across the country. These bootleggers were the least
protected and most likely to find themselves under arrest. Even though they varied in
size and political impact, each of these bootlegging operations provided its clientele with
a product banned by constitutional amendment.1
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Rum-running became one of the most important means of providing alcohol to the
United States during Prohibition. Other nations continued to produce alcohol or returned
to producing it following World War I. Businesses in these countries gladly sold their
products to those with means of getting it past the obstacles set by U. S. border patrols.
Many different types of people became involved in rum-running. The profits could not
be ignored by those with the means, attitude, and guile necessary for this type of
business. Rum runners could be found from Florida to Washington, from Texas to
Detroit. These illegal ventures varied from small operations comprised of family
members with fishing boats to those who turned the art of rum-running into an organized
and very lucrative business. Both types supplied great areas of the nation with the
whiskey that many willingly paid a premium price in which to indulge.2
One of the most prominent rum runners, Roy Olstead, entered the work force as a
laborer in the shipyards of Seattle. He joined the police department in 1906 and earned
recognition as a ―quick and responsive . . . upright . . . bright and competent‖ officer.3
Olmstead soon became the youngest lieutenant in the Seattle Police Department and
became very influential in decisions made by the court. This influence soon turned into
profits which needed to be reinvested. Olmstead chose rum-running. Federal agents
arrested him after they caught him unloading ―the largest shipment of liquor ever seized
in the Northwest.‖4
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Arraigned on federal charges, Olmstead quickly met his bail. Dismissed from the
police department, he found the extra time allowed him to devote his full attention to the
profession which proved much more profitable. He entered a plea of guilty, paid a five
hundred dollar fine and became a public figure. This fame gave Olmstead the ability to
create a huge organization that included bookkeepers, lawyers, boatmen, and laborers. It
allowed him to actively work toward putting his competition out of business. He
purchased Seattle‘s first radio station, the American Radio Telephone Company, with his
profits. His newly acquired wealth and access to banned liquor also provided him a
prominent position among Seattle‘s elite society.
Public officials, professional men, merchants and bankers
waved cheery greetings to him. Twenty men would speak to him
in one block on Second Avenue. He had the power that goes with
good liquor, easy to get, and good money, easy to give. He was
the toast of parties where popping corks warmed the gregarious
spirit. . . .It made a man feel important to casually remark, ‗As Roy
Olmstead was telling me today . . .5
Olmstead included Seattle police officers to his organization. They served as
salesmen for his operation. This not only filled the need of a stable distribution system
for his product, but created a built in protection layer for his customers and his
organization. Many referred to Olmstead as the ―unofficial chief of police in Seattle.‖6
He could telephone any police station in Seattle at any hour and find a friend willing to
work with him to prevent one of his employees from being booked. He used these
connections to gain information about planned raids as well. This influence did not end
with the police department. At one point Olmstead‘s organization had difficulties
5
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controlling police action. A wire tap revealed how much political control Olmstead held
when in response to an unanticipated raid by a small group of police officers, a recording
revealed him saying, ―We will just have to take things easy and look after our best
customers only until Doc (Dr. Edwin J. Brown, the mayor of Seattle) gets back,‖7 proof
that the mayor was controlled by Olmstead‘s organization. 8
The Purple Gang of Detroit, another group of rum runners able to exert control
over local officials, began as a group of petty criminals. They turned to rum-running
when they saw the profits that could be made due to Prohibition. This group controlled
the Detroit River and all liquor that passed over it from Canada. Instead of actually
running their own goods, the Purple Gang shipped the goods purchased by others. The
purchasers of the liquor paid the Canadian customs officers the required tariff on alcohol
exported to the United States. No other country required such a tariff, but Canadian
officials knew illegal importers would happily pay the tariff and it allowed their country
to reap the benefits of Prohibition. The Purple Gang members took possession of the
purchased goods and transported them across the Detroit River. Representative of the
purchasing agent met gang members on the U. S. shore.9
The Purple Gang continued their operations regardless of the weather. During the
winter months the Detroit River often froze. Rum-running continued. During these
times the Purple Gang abandoned the use of their boats and drove across the river in
trucks and cars loaded with the illegal liquor. For transporting goods across the river, the
7
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Purple Gang charged a twenty-five percent protection fee based on the retail market price
of the goods. This allowed the Purple Gang to avoid any loss of profit if it became
necessary to dump the load into the Detroit River. They received payment regardless of
the delivery status of the goods. Those who purchased the prohibited alcohol suffered the
loss. The Purple Gang became so powerful that anyone who chose not to use its services
would suffer physical or financial harm.10
Rum-running became a lucrative business, but moonshiners, those who
manufactured and delivered liquor to the public, served as very important cog to this
system as well. Large-scale moonshiners, those organizations that produced great
amounts of alcohol accumulated great wealth and power, but the many individuals who
worked as moonshiners faced great hardships and rarely made large profits.
Moonshining began long before Prohibition. Generally associated with
mountainous or rural areas, it served as a means for the small farmer willing to risk arrest
to earn the extra cash his crops could not provide. Often isolated from mainstream
America these moonshiners generally resented the government‘s demand for taxes of any
kind, especially on the liquor they produced. Usually the poorest of the farming
community, the revenue they made from their product provided their main means of
existence. Even when the demand for alcohol grew during Prohibition, the small time
moonshiner rarely reaped great benefits. His operation and means of delivery kept his
ventures small. Without a large customer base, the moonshiner subsisted according to
the whims of his customers, delivering goods on an individual basis.11
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In small communities most knew the moonshiner‘s true identity. Even so, the
seller held the exchange incognito. In many instances, a moonshiner waited for
customers to leave a container with payment stuck in the opening of the bottle or jar. The
customer gave a signal, left, and then returned in a short time to collect the filled
container. This type of transaction led to long hours and low profits, but to some extent
protected the moonshiner from officials outside of the community. Selling to urban
customers did not produces greater profits for these individuals, so with the added risk of
arrest, most moonshiners remained in their own communities and scraped by on the
meager profits earned from their local customers. Unlike their counterparts in the cities,
rural moonshiners had little means of avoiding prison once they were caught. 12
Rarely did officials refer to the urban moonshiner as such. This individual usually
operated a still in the home and often used official publications distributed by the
Department of Agriculture for recipes. Articles published in newspapers and magazines
also provided instructions in the process of producing home- brewed alcohol. Shops that
specialized in the necessary ingredients to brew this alcohol opened along with shops that
offered equipment to manufacture and bottle it. Ordinary hardware stores sold
prefabricated copper stills designed to be portable and easily concealed for the home for a
cost of as little as five dollars.13
Prohibition put many wineries out of business. Others remained profitable by
abetting others in illegal operations. These wineries produced raisin cakes. They
marketed these cakes as a modern means of providing fresh grape juice to the family.
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Urban moonshiners improved their skills by listening to the customer service
representatives of these former wineries as they instructed grocery store customers on the
use of their raisin cakes. The demonstrators followed a script that cautioned customers
―not to place the liquid in a jug and put it aside for twenty-one days because it would turn
into wine . . . [and] . . . do not stop the bottle with a cork because this is necessary only if
fermentation occurs.‖14 The raisin cake packaging even contained a label that warned,
―Caution: will ferment and turn into wine.‖15
These urban moonshiners rarely reaped great profits or developed into any type of
association that evoked political power, but examples of organized efforts evolved.
Officials located large distilleries capable of producing hundreds of gallons of liquor
daily on islands in the Mississippi River near St. Paul. George Remus of Cincinnati
became a multi-millionaire as the owner of a medical distillery, an enterprise that
appeared completely legal based on government authorization for the dispensing of
medicinal alcohol. The Gennas brothers of Chicago assembled their own means of
manufacturing large amounts of alcohol without the need of a centralized physical
structure for production.16
The Gennas brothers took the idea of the individual moonshiner and created a
network of distilleries that police and prohibition agents ignored. These officials rarely
addressed the individual moonshiner in large urban areas, preferring to focus on large,
publicity gaining raids. Using this fact, the Gennas organized poor immigrants into a
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tenement network of alcohol cookers. Unlike the shutting down of a large distillery, if
officials shut one down, it had little impact on the larger organization. The fifteen dollar
a day wage paid for the operation of a still enabled the newly arrived immigrants to
provide for their families and delivered even larger profits to the organizers.17
The Gennas maintained a three story warehouse, located a mere four blocks from
the Maxwell police station in Chicago, where workers took the raw alcohol after each
week‘s collection. To ensure their gross monthly profits of $350,000, the Gennas paid
the necessary overhead for police and political protection. This protection allowed the
operation to run twenty-four hours a day, employing two shifts of twelve hours each.
According to an ex-Genna manager,
The warehouse was run openly and in full view of everybody,
unmolested by the State authorities other than an occasional raid.
But notification of twenty-four hours was always given to the
Gennas. There would be a clean up, then a raid, then a reopening .
. . When a long haul was to be made through strange territory, the
Gennas on the proceeding night would call certain numbers and
say, ‗Tomorrow at seven.‘ On the next morning at seven a
uniformed squad of police would remain in the offing until a
truckload of alcohol would start from the Genna warehouse. This
squad would convoy them through the zones of danger.18
George Remus of Cincinnati took another approach to the mass distilling of
alcohol. A licensed pharmacist and practicing lawyer, Remus invested about one
hundred thousand dollars in the purchase of one of the largest whiskey distilleries in the
nation after its value dropped following the passage of Prohibition. He then opened a
string of pharmaceutical companies in order to legally sell medicinal alcohol. Each case
of the medicinal alcohol required a permit. The cost of the permits ranged from $1.50 to
17
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$2.50 per case for whiskey that Remus sold for $75.00 to $90.00 per case. Remus
purchased most of these permits from Jeff Smith, an agent for the United States
Department of Justice. Judge Hart, the Federal Director of Prohibition also issued several
directly to Remus. This indicates that Smith likely distributed the protection money paid
by Remus to a variety of agents in the Department of Justice.19
These permits and the protection money paid to federal and local officials allowed
Remus to produce and sell alcohol to a great portion of the nation with little fear of
interference. His organization owned 147 trucks and a fleet of cars with altered engines
designed to outrun police. This collection of vehicles delivered alcohol to operations in
nine Midwestern states. This massive enterprise enabled Remus to live the life usually
reserved for the most successful robber barons. He and his wife owned a thirty-one
room mansion and gave elaborate parties. At one such event, Remus reportedly
presented each of the fifty women present a new car. His business operations also made
Remus akin to the robber barons of the early 1900‘s. Paul Y. Anderson wrote in the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, ―Remus was to bootlegging what Rockefeller was to oil. In the
sheer imagination of his plan, in the insolent sweep of his ambition and power, Remus
can bear comparison with the captains of industry.‖20
Mabel Walker Willebrandt, Director of Prohibition Enforcement in the United
State Justice Department described Remus as ―the most notorious and defiant
bootlegger.‖21 Arrested when two officials of the United States Justice Department led a
19
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raid on his Death Valley Farm warehouse outside of Cincinnati, Remus claimed that
those leading the raid on his business were the only two who ever turned down his offers
for protection. Remus added, ―I tried to corner the graft market, but I learnt that there
isn‘t enough money in the world to buy up all the public officials that demand their share
of it.‖22
Others altered vehicle engines in order to outrun police officers who chose to
uphold the law. Often time, they removed all seats except the driver‘s seat to allow more
room for alcohol. Many bootleggers moved their radiators to the trunk. They added air
scoops and replaces the hoses connecting the radiator and engine with larger hoses to
allow for more cooling water to flow. Both of these alterations helped maintain a low
engine temperature. Some also installed a thick metal plate in place of the radiator to
protect the engine. It also confused officers who thought they could shoot a hole into the
radiator and leisurely follow the bootlegger waiting for the car to overheat.23
Some added extra springs to the rear axles to increase the amount of liquor that
the vehicle could carry. Other adjustments, such as larger bore ratios and altered
carburetors also made the engines more powerful and faster. All of these steps increased
the speeds the vehicles could reach. Often times bootleggers placed brakes on the front
right wheel to ensure a ―bootleg turn,‖ a 180 degree turn made when the driver stopped
while turning to immediately proceed in the opposite direction, could be made. These
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alterations cost money that bootleggers had and willingly spent at a time police
departments had no funds to spare.24
Many individuals such as Harvey Bailey, Albert Bates, and George Barnes began
their criminal careers as drivers who delivered bootleg whiskey. For Barnes, traveling to
sell insurance was the perfect cover for running whiskey across the state of Tennessee.
The fact that being caught could only embarrass his father was probably an unconscious
plus in George Barnes‘ decision to begin this endeavor of self-employment under the
cover of a job arranged by the senior Barnes. One must also be aware that law officers in
other areas of Tennessee were not as lenient with the Prohibition laws as those in
Memphis.
Geneva first became aware of George‘s bootlegging when officers caught him
transporting his goods while driving through Jackson, Tennessee in 1923 on his insurance
route. This arrest only added to the heartbreak of what Geneva and her family considered
George‘s downfall. In less than three years, he went from a successful commissary clerk
with his father-in-law‘s business to losing three businesses, at least one other job, and
ultimately returned to bootlegging as the major means of supporting his family. George
called Geneva from Jackson to bring bail money, which she did. The judge fined George
$150.00 and sentenced him to ninety days in jail. Once again, Barnes avoided serving his
sentence. His attorney, A. D. Bearman of Memphis, arranged to have Governor Alfred
Taylor write a letter of pardon which cleared Barnes‘ record and prevented him from
serving time.25
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This arrest was only the beginning of Barnes‘ encounters with law officials. His
prominence around Memphis as a ―hip-pocket bootlegger‖ and small-time criminal grew.
No longer able to slip by police because of his youth, officers frequently caught George
selling small bottles of liquor, usually half-pints, on the streets of downtown Memphis.
As with other hip-pocket bootleggers, George kept his larger quantities in a safe place,
holding only a couple of the small bottles on his person. Selling this way kept him from
major trouble until May 30, 1924, when officers caught him with enough liquor to be
indicted on more serious charges.26
While investigating reports of a great deal of traffic to and from an area known as
the Smith Farm, and believing that this traffic resulted from the operation of a still,
Deputy Sheriffs A. E. Beaty and Brill Willis caught George Barnes, V. M. ―Commodore‖
Stepp and Frank Stuhl with several cases of red whiskey. The Smith Farm was located
in a very sparsely populated area outside the city limits of Memphis two miles north of
the rural area of Ridgeway near the land Barnes purchased for his goat farm. It is not
clear when Barnes became acquainted with the owner of the Smith farm or if a still had
been in operation at the time of the goat farm venture.27
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Jesse Edgington represented George during his trial for this offense. He went
before Judge Thomas Harsh in the Second Criminal Court on October 10, 1924. Even
though a still had not been found, the three defendants were caught in possession of three
cases of red whiskey and therefore fined $500.00. The fact that Barnes initially gave his
name as Bonner to the arresting officers did not aid in his defense. Stepp appealed his
conviction and the case was nolle prosequi. Barnes and Stuhl appealed their convictions
as well, but lost. Instead of reducing their sentence, Judge Harsh added six months in
prison to the $500.00 fine.28
George never served the six months sentence. In a letter to Governor Austin Peay
dated December 17, 1925, Dr. J J. Neely wrote that Barnes came from a good family and
had two children to support. It also made mention of a serious health issue, but gave no
details as to the source of these health problems. In response, Governor Peay penciled a
note to then Attorney General McLain requesting a careful investigation of the case.
Since George served no time, it is probable the governor granted the pardon. This speaks
to the influence the Ramsey name still carried in the state of Tennessee.29
George was arrested again soon after the Smith farm incident, this time for the
theft of ―fine whiskey‖ from the Van Vleet home at 205 North Claybrook, Cleared of all
charges in that case, he continued his life of petty crime. This, combined with his heavy
drinking, caused Geneva‘s patience to run out. She now had two sons to consider and felt
separation from her husband to be her best avenue. She moved out of the family home,
purchased by her mother, and returned to the Ramsey home on Clark Place. Despondent,
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George attempted suicide by drinking bichloride of mercury. Doctors at the Methodist
Hospital pumped his stomach, so his attempted suicide failed as did his attempt to win
Geneva back with this ploy. Unable to regain his family, Barnes left Memphis in 1925.
He also ended all communications with Geneva and his sons after receiving several
negative responses to letters asking for a reconciliation of their marriage. Geneva filed
for a divorce, which was granted on January 1, 1926. Geneva advertised notice to gain
the divorce because she ―did not know where to reach him.‖30
During the divorce process, George lived for a time in Chicago and then moved to
Kansas City, Missouri, both considered to be open cities. Gambling establishments and
alcohol-serving clubs operated in both cities and these businesses willingly paid people
such as George K. Barnes to deliver the alcohol their customers demanded.31
George began working as a clerk in a small grocery store in Kansas City. This
possibly originated as a ploy to give Geneva the impression her husband was making an
honest attempt to be the man she wanted him to be. For a short time Barnes wrote
Geneva often asking her to reconcile. While Barnes made pleas to his wife and promised
a new way of life, he also embezzled from the small store in which he worked. This
stolen money enabled Barnes to quit the market and buy a truck for hauling liquor.32
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Barnes‘ bootlegging business flourished. Willie Radkey, a criminal of that era,
recalled Barnes backing a truck up to a number of clubs in which he worked to unload his
goods. Barnes reinvested his profits, bought several additional trucks and hired drivers to
deliver whiskey to a number of states including Tennessee, Texas, Arkansas, and
Kentucky. He later expanded his operation into Oklahoma and New Mexico. As with
many bootleggers of the period, Barnes believed these areas to be as safe. According to
Willis Newton of the infamous Newton Boys, ―In Oklahoma you could do anything you
was big enough to do. Any law‘d [sic] take money. Anybody. It was just grafting and
thieving and oil wells and joints and gambling halls and everything else. It was twice as
wide open as Texas ever was.‖33
Without the responsibility of a family and with his business booming, Barnes
lived the life he desired. He bought the finest clothes and the flashiest cars. He
completed the transformation by changing his name from George K. Barnes to George R.
Kelly. The R honored the father-in-law he so admired, George Ramsey. He may have
maintained his given name of George not only for convenience, but to retain his
closeness with Ramsey‘s memory. It is certain he did not retain the name George to
honor his father in any way. To completely dissolve that association, he changed his
family name to Kelly, his beloved mother‘s maiden name. From the choices he made,
one can discern that he changed his name in an effort to become someone new, not as a
criminal pseudonym. Kelly‘s personality did not allow him to perceive his activity as
truly criminal. He saw himself as a successful businessman, smart enough to choose a
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profession that reaped large monetary benefits without an excess of labor or mundane
pencil pushing.34
Kelly‘s luck ended abruptly on March 14, 1927, in Santa Fe, New Mexico when
an honest police officer arrested him for bootlegging. The judge fined Kelly $250.00 and
sentenced him to serve several months in the state prison. He apparently considered this
arrest and sentence a fluke because he immediately continued his work as a bootlegger,
upon release from the New Mexico prison.35
He moved to Tulsa, Oklahoma and joined Little Stevie Stephens in his bootleg
business. Arrested again on July 24, 1927, in Miami, Oklahoma, officers charge Kelly
with vagrancy, a charge often made when a person suspected of bootlegging was caught
with no liquor. Little Stevie‘ wife, Bess, paid Kelly‘s $1500 bond in cash. A few days
after Kelly‘s release, he and Bess were at a small party with friends. Kelly took off his
gun and laid it on the piano. One of the guests picked up the gun and shot herself. Kelly
immediately left town and went to Kansas City.36
The most important factor of Kelly‘s business in Oklahoma concerned his
introduction to Little Stevie‘s girl friend, Kathryn Thorne. They met at a party and both
felt the instant chemistry and rapport. They both talked big and appreciated the life that
big spending provided. But before that relationship blossomed, Kelly spent a great deal
of time with Little Stevie‘s wife.37
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Within six months of forfeiting the bail paid by Bess Stephens, officers arrested
Kelly once again on the much more serious offence of transporting liquor in an area
designated as an Indian reservation. Kelly hid under the floor of Little Stevie‘s home at
1308 S. Quaker Avenue in Tulsa when officers arrived on January 12, 1928. They found
him and took him to the county jail where Little Stevie was serving time. Officers made
certain Little Stevie knew where they arrested Kelly.38
Once charged, Kelly found his crime not only violated the federal Prohibition
laws; it violated the strict enforcement policy maintained by the Indian Affairs
Department. With the case in federal court, Kelly found that local governments may have
turned a blind eye to the Eighteenth Amendment, but the federal government took it
seriously. The Federal Court at Tulsa sentenced Kelly to serve three years in
Leavenworth Penitentiary.39
He entered Leavenworth on February 11, 1928 as George R. Kelly. He listed his
parents as deceased even though his father still lived in Memphis. He also claimed he did
not know the whereabouts of his ex-wife. He listed a friend, Mrs. Dwaine Reed of
Oklahoma, as his sister and only family member. As his sister Mrs. Reed could visit and
correspond with him. Kelly‘s only sister, Inez, lived in Memphis. Kelly also listed Mrs.
Reed as the person to be notified and receive his possessions in case of his death. She
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failed to visit Kelly during most of his sentence as she was serving a sentence at Alderson
Federal Women‘s Prison for Prohibition violations. 40
Once sentenced, Kelly returned the car he bought from Foster-Davis Motor
Corporation to cover the unpaid balance. He also relinquished possession of all material
effects when he entered the prison. This included a fountain pen, a yellow gold ring set
valued at thirty-five dollars, a Hamilton watch and chain valued at sixty dollars, and a
stick pin valued at five dollars, all totaled one hundred dollars. Kelly exchanged his new
clothes for drab prison attire. George R. Kelly became Prisoner 29362.41
Shocked by this change in fortune and stunned that a court actually saw
bootlegging as a real crime; Kelly tried to maneuver his way into the best possible
situation. He attempted to elude hard labor by claiming a heart condition. This ploy had
worked earlier and allowed him to avoid a sentence in a Tennessee prison. The federal
officials at Leavenworth, though, appeared determined that Kelly served the full extent of
his sentence. One of the prison doctors, K.E. Conklin, examined Kelly and reported him
to be in good condition and neither confinement nor hard labor would be detrimental to
his health. Doctors reported Kelly‘s only malady as enlarged tonsils, not considered a
major problem to Kelly‘s health.42
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Kelly turned his time in Leavenworth into a learning experience. Still feeling
superior to most people and more intelligent than the common person, Kelly quickly
determined which inmates he considered professional criminals and set out to learn their
mistakes and how they might have avoided arrest and detainment. Leavenworth became
a turning point for Kelly. If he continued to pursue illegal activity, he preferred not to be
a petty criminal and bootlegger. He also did not want to be part of the growing criminal
syndicates that monopolized the illegal whiskey business. He wanted to work for
himself. And, if he could not easily become the successful business man that would
outshine his father, he would take another route. Kelly quickly learned from his new
associates that they considered bootlegging small time; real money could be attained
through bank robbery. Like bootlegging, bank robbery did not fall into the category of a
forty hour a week, mundane office job. It fit Kelly‘s expectations for a profession and
way of life. The true George R. Kelly could emerge through bank robbery as it allowed
him to work a few days a month and reap the rewards that enabled him to become a
flashy, big-spender.43
Kelly was working as an orderly in the parole room when he asked for a transfer
to the photography office of the prison‘s records department. The deputy warden
approved the request which gave Kelly the opportunity to ensure his future in the
criminal world. Francis Keating and Thomas Holden, well established members of the
criminal world, serving twenty-five year sentences in Leavenworth for a 1926 train
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robbery in Evergreen Park, Illinois that netted $135,000, devised an escape plan. They
arranged to have civilian clothing brought into the prison, but needed prison passes in
order to complete the disguise that would allow them to leave the prison undetected.
These passes required photographs. Kelly, with the charm he had honed over his life,
easily gained the trust of prison officials. This trust permitted him to work unsupervised
in the photography offices after regular hours when guards were needed elsewhere. This
enabled him to produce the passes necessary for Keating‘s and Holden‘s escape.44
On February 28, 1930, the perfect situation arose. The officer in charge assigned
a newly hired man to the position of gate guard. Keating and Holden took advantage of
the new guard‘s inexperience and merely walked out of the prison gate. Prior to their
leaving, in return for providing the essential portion of their escape, Keating and Holden
invited Kelly to join them in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota after his release.45
Officials failed to connect Kelly with the Keating-Holden escape until his final
arrest in 1933. In fact, the Leavenworth warden considered him a model prisoner with
only one infraction on his record. This violation occurred on January 7, 1929 when Kelly
placed paper shades on the lights in the parole room office. It gave the room more of a
business type appearance, which placed Kelly in the atmosphere he considered
appropriate to his self-perceived status in life. Unfortunately, the prison regulations
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required an atmosphere of a prison and considered safety above décor. The rules forbade
the use of paper shades on the lights.46
Kelly corresponded with Mrs. Reed throughout most of his sentence. She visited
him several times but the relationship faltered. So Barnes wrote friends in an attempt to
reconnect with Kathryn Thorne, a woman he had not seen for several years. His friends
sent Thorne‘s address and information concerning her health. It is probable that this
information came in the form of a telegram dated April 26, 1930. These mutual friends
noted their concern for Thorne‘s health and her hospitalization with double pneumonia
and malaria. The following day Kelly sent his own telegram to Thorne,
Words are such puny things in times like this but I want
you to know that I am praying hard for your speedy return
to good health. I love you,
George.47
With good behavior, officials released Kelly from Leavenworth Prison on July 3,
1930. He left the prison with the possessions he had upon arrival, a voucher for travel on
the Missouri Pacific, Wabash, and New York Central Railroads to the city of New York,
and $20.69. Kelly‘s reported destination was to be New York, but remembering his
invitation from Keating and Holden it is much more likely he headed straight for the
―open city‖ of St. Paul, Minnesota to begin his new life as a professional bank robber.48
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Chapter Six
The New American Celebrity
Nine thousand banks failed during the Depression and by 1933, depositors lost
$140 billion through these failures. Not only did banks close, losing the hard earned
money of the people who trusted them, the banks that remained in business foreclosed on
thousands of businesses, farms, and homes. At the height of the Great Depression, each
month banks and mortgage companies evicted seventeen thousand families per month
from their homes and farms across the country. Statistics show that farmers of the
Midwest and Great Plains suffered the most pervasive economic struggles. As many as
twenty-five percent of American workers found themselves unemployed at the height of
the Great Depression, and farmers in the area that became known as the Dust Bowl saw
the land they trusted dry up to worthlessness as crop prices dropped. The price of corn
fell so low that it became more cost effective to use it to heat homes than to sell it; it cost
less than coal. The national income fell 45 billion dollars in the years from 1929 to
1932.1
From this misery emerged a new perception of criminals as heroic. Bank robbers,
men stealing from those who took homes and livelihoods from the common man, became
people to be admired and venerated. As the Great Depression spread its despair and
affected more and more families, the exploits of bank robbers became a national
fascination. Stories from a variety of media led to these outlaws becoming champions of
the common man. And as this period of social tensions progressed, nostalgia for rugged
individualism added to the appreciation for these men who seemed to live on their own
with no apparent ties to family and home and with little need for organized society. Their
1
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deeds and adventures became stories repeated among friends, on the school yard, and at
the dinner table. During this time of economic depression and emotional distress, these
criminals did to the bankers what the public perceived the bankers did to the American
public. They even became the heroes of the stories reported in newspapers. ―Bank
robbers were treated with respect normally reserved for royalty, their deeds broadcast
daily and magnified by a news-hungry press seeking headlines to sell newspapers. Even
those bank robbers who killed were excused by some, since it was usually ‗only a banker‘
who was murdered.‖2
Another writer eloquently expressed these feelings with the following:
Vicariously, the people standing in bread lines and eating in soup
kitchens rejoiced at the good fortune of those who struck it rich simply by
taking from the wealthy bankers. The acceptance of bank robbing as a
way of life increased as the depression deepened, and respect for the
minions of law and order declined as a result. Not only did the millions of
poor and idle Americans find someone to admire, they also found
someone to hate – the banker, a symbol of greed and avarice. Anyone
who had lost a home or farm by repossession applauded the bank losses.
The act of robbery not only became excusable, it was laudatory in the
minds of many.3
The early thirties found few sports heroes to replace those of the twenties. The
lackluster economy of the Great Depression also prohibited many families from attending
sports events thus limiting the creation of sports heroes. Movies cost little to attend, but
remained beyond the means of many people. Radio availability grew common, but for
those evicted from their homes access to a radio became an unattainable luxury. Yet,
almost everyone maintained access to newspapers. If one could not purchase a current
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issue, a used newspaper still provided great entertainment. The adventures of bank
robbers soon became like a serial drama to many Americans. Families read the news
articles as entertainment, which helped define the bank robbers as heroes of the time
period. One writer stated, ―Early in 1932, an amazing phenomenon occurred in the
United States. A wave of idolatry swept the depression –wracked nation, not unlike the
hero worship enjoyed by the sports stars of the 1920s. Only this time the beneficiary was
the common bank robber.‖4
This phenomenon is not unique. Often, during periods of widespread economic
depression, portions of a population see laws or political practices as unjust. Their lives
become disrupted and they perceive corruption and political insensitivity to be more
odious. This perception is heightened when the cycle of economic depression follows a
period of political corruption. It is in this particular juncture of history when a demand
for symbolic champions outside the law emerges, and society sees the advent of heroic
criminals.5
Robin Hood is the most common face for social banditry. The legends abound of
his fight against the evils of King John and the Sheriff of Nottingham. As the peasants
starved, it became the criminal who fought their battles against political corruption at a
time of famine and economic distress. Even though a specific person has never been
identified as the Robin Hood of legends, the persona is an enduring symbol of the
criminal hero. Rob Roy of Scotland, Mehmet Efe of Turkey, and the haiduks of the
Balkins are examples of men who lived outside the state‘s law but were honored and
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celebrated by a great portion of the citizenry who admired their perceived victories
against the oppressors of the time and place. Each of these figures surfaced during a time
of political corruption and economic turmoil, avoided capture, and was commemorated
through the media of the time period.
The Great Depression followed years of political corruption in many of America‘s
cities. People became accustomed to police who accepted payment to turn a blind eye to
crime and to mayors who encouraged such activity. Prohibition encouraged the growth
of this type of corruption. Illegal alcohol could be found and purchased at any time
almost anywhere. And with the economic turmoil of the Great Depression, it appeared to
many that the only ones not suffering were those who were either part of the established
corrupt political systems or those paying the bribes.
Some of the more politically corrupt cities such as St. Paul, Kansas City, and Hot
Springs, Arkansas remained safe cities, or cities where criminals could go and hide after
major heists. As long as the criminals kept their robberies outside of these cities, they
could spend their ill gotten riches on fine clothing, cars, and a multitude of illegal
recreational activities. One can also assume that all business owners welcomed the influx
of capital that these bandits brought with them. During a time when the economy was in
such a downturn, it is certain that even profits attained through the loss of others was
appreciated.
In the context of a politico and economic climate, and with the influence of a
sympathetic media‘s glamorization of criminal exploits, the rise of the social bandit
during the early 1930s is not surprising. The public reveled in the stories of the bank
robber and his quick and daring getaway. Authors turned news accounts into dime
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novels and serials in popular crime story magazines. Hollywood quickly followed,
producing movies such as ―Public Enemy.‖ Many of these movies portrayed the criminal
as a poor farm boy who merely happened into a life of crime, usually because he had
little other choice in life. These movies appealed to a cross-ethnic and cross-class
audience and allowed the protagonist, and then the actual bank robber, to become a
symbol of rebellion in the imagination of the law abiding citizens who could only
vicariously live outside the realm of conventional society. The movies became so
popular that ―Public Enemy‖ played 24 hours per day during its early run in New York
and Chicago.6
Names such as John Dillinger, Baby Face Nelson, and Pretty Boy Floyd became
renowned for criminal acts that many in the public interpreted as heroic. Media invented
colorful nicknames for these characters, which added a Hollywood flavor and excitement
to the personas the media created. With the Great Depression wreaking havoc on their
pocketbooks, many Americans utilized newspapers and magazines primarily as
entertainment sources. Editors knew that excitement and adventure in stories often meant
more to readers than accuracy. Reporters complied. ―In the history of newspaper
journalism in this country, reporters never developed more anti-heroes, concocted more
outright fabrications, and titillated the public more than in the period from early 1932
until the crime picture changed in 1934. Even the well-publicized gangland days of
Chicago and Al Capone in the late 1920s never received the treatment given the common
bank robbers in those depression years.‖7
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Along with the new attention gained by the nicknames and stories of adventure
and daring provided by the various media, bank robbers possessed new technologies that
made their exploits even more exhilarating. Cars were faster and performed in ways
never imagined. Guns made bank robbery a lucrative and seemingly exciting way of life.
The use of guns in bank robbery seemed reminiscent of the stories of the old West, but
the guns used by the bank robbers of the 1930s far surpassed the accuracy and deadliness
of those used by Jesse James and other early legends. These advancements in weaponry
combined with a lack of infrastructure that hampered collaboration among police
agencies, added to the entertainment value of social bandits during the Depression years.8
Cars, still a relatively new technology in the early 1930s, were a common sight,
but roads and highways did not accommodate easy travel because most roads remained
unpaved and were extremely narrow. Street lighting, except for the most urban areas,
was unknown. Many U.S. roads, especially those in the Midwest where the majority of
bank robberies occurred were referred to as cat roads because only ―cats could maneuver
the roads after dark.‖9 If nature added rain to the mix, most roads became impassable.
Still, cars made bank robbery a much more lucrative business in the early 1930s. They
increased the range in which a bandit could operate. Automobiles also offered protection
as the bandits made their escape and allowed the bank robber to put distance between
himself and his crime. Cars could easily be switched to avoid detection with new ones
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bought or stolen, and cars used in a robbery sold, abandoned, or hidden in the garage of a
friend.10
Cars used in bank robberies, like those used in bootlegging, often contained
engines specially altered to allow them to go faster than standard factory cars. Men like
Joe Bergl of Chicago made a very comfortable living modifying cars by reinforcing doors
to stop bullets. He also bored out the cylinders in the engine blocks, allowing the
utilization of larger pistons which in turn increased the horsepower. Adjusted carburetors
increased the fuel influx to the engine. Dual exhaust manifolds expelled the expended
oxygen and gas mixture more quickly from the engine, allowing the new mixture to enter
more quickly for combustion. This added even more to the horsepower to the
automobile.11
Reinforced and widened framing helped prevent rollovers in sharp curves made
too quickly. Protective plates placed in front of radiators prevented damage from bullets.
Canisters filled with a variety of substances or objects produced a smoke screen, dropped
a load of tacks on the road, or spilled oil across the road to ensure that pursuing police
cars lost traction. These modifications allowed bank robbers of the 1930s a distinct
advantage over law officials. Under-funded due to the falling tax base resulting from the
Great Depression, local law agencies could not afford alterations to their small fleet of
squad cars. Most bank robberies took place in small towns with few officers and even
fewer police cars. Often these officers and local mechanics lacked the refined knowledge
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in the workings of automobiles needed to understand the extent to which these getaway
cars had been adapted.12
Weaponry used by these increasingly mobile bandits represented another
technological advancement that challenged police officers of the early thirties. The days
when law officers faced a Colt revolver or Winchester rifle ended when a new ―diabolical
engine of death‖ commonly called the ―Tommygun‖ emerged. It made the lives of local
police officers more dangerous and the lives of the Depression Era bank robbers seem
more daring and thrilling to those who venerated them as social bandits. 13
Brigadier General John T. Thompson developed and introduced this smaller,
lighter machine gun at an Auto-Ordnance board of directors meeting in 1919 following
the end of World War I. Colt quickly purchased the rights to produce the gun. The
company promoted the newly named Thompson Submachine Gun to the military, stating
that it would deter any aggressor. The company assumed this to be a viable market
because of the vows made by the military that it would never be caught unprepared as it
had been at the outbreak of World War I. It also promoted the new submachine gun as a
police weapon and advertised the gun as a highly effective tool against ―labor rioters‖ and
―new motorized bandits.‖ Colt recommended this ―antibandit‖ gun
for the police in chasing thieves and other lawbreakers who
attempt to escape in automobiles, and even an inexperienced
man, it is claimed, can fire with the effect of an expert
marksman, and moving targets can be hit with the ease that a
fireman sprays a hose on a flame.14
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Unfortunately for Colt, the military, both domestic and foreign, failed to place the
orders expected. The U.S. Army rated the gun and its performance very highly but
considered it to be tactically valueless. The submachine gun did not fit the norm the
Army expected of its guns, being too small to be a rifle, yet too large to be considered a
pistol. With the military budget cut because of the Great Depression and a prevailing
mood of antimilitarism in the country, the Army purchased only a few for testing
purposes. The Marines and Navy followed the advice of the Army and its small-arms
policy and failed to order large quantities of the gun.15
The submachine gun fared no better for the company as a weapon for police
service. Despite public demonstrations of its effectiveness against getaway cars and the
gifts of samples to police departments across the country, orders for the gun remained
low. Even though police departments voiced enthusiasm for the submachine guns, they
purchased fewer than 3,000. Again, the Great Depression forced government agencies to
make drastic cuts in their spending. Colt lowered the price from $225.00 to $175.00, but
the number of orders from police agencies failed to increase. Colt‘s promise that police
could ―sweep a street clear from curb to curb‖16 did not sway police departments as the
company hoped.17
Throughout the twenties orders from military and law enforcement organizations
only declined in numbers, but Colt‘s advertising appealed greatly to another population.
Promoted as a machine pistol ―which can be carried under the coat for instant use,‖18 the
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submachine gun quickly caught the interest of those on the other side of the law. Gun
control laws of the time period made the submachine gun even more attractive to
criminals. In most cities pistols of any size required registration and a permit. The
Thompson submachine gun required no registration or a permit for ownership and it was
legally available to anyone.19
The submachine gun first appeared in criminal use during the years of Prohibition
after bootlegging grew into an organized business. Gangs in various cities used the
submachine gun to threaten competitors and maintain the turf rights they claimed. As the
Depression hit and the surge of social bandits grew, the gun appeared to be the weapon of
choice for bank robbery. Bandits such as John Dillinger, Pretty Boy Floyd, and George
Kelly used it more as a flamboyant prop than an actual weapon. Several bandits rushed
into a bank waving the submachine gun. Customers and bank employees quickly
responded to orders to lie on the floor or gather in a specific spot in the bank. The
bandits then left the bank with their plunder and hostages to cover their escape having
rarely used the gun in the actual holdups. It served as a demonstration of intent and a
means of survival against capture.20
As with making decisions not to purchase the Thompson submachine gun, police
departments across the nation worked in isolation when investigating crimes and
pursuing villains. In the absence of cooperation among various law officials, the speed in
which a bank robber could travel from one jurisdiction to another was of major
importance. Local police generally stopped pursuit at the city or county line. The state
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line was the robbers‘ objective because state police held the widest range of authority, but
once a criminal left the state, its officials dropped the pursuit. Cooperation among
agencies seldom occurred. Officers in several states often pursued the same criminals,
but rarely shared information or worked in conjunction for the apprehension of a
common absconder.21
With no federal police system or federal anticrime legislation responsibility for
law enforcement fell to each individual state. The Republican administration of the
1920s fought against any change to this system. William D. Mitchell, attorney general
under Herbert Hoover, even told Congress, ―You are never going to correct the crime
situation in this country by having Washington jump in.‖22
The failing economy, along with a sympathetic media, more advanced
automobiles, newly developed weaponry, and the lack of a federal law enforcement
agency gave rise to the perfect storm that allowed these bank robbers to become the new
American social bandit. One of the most famous of these social bandits was John
Dillinger. Born and reared in Indianapolis, Dillinger spent much of his childhood
working with his father at the family-owned grocery and shooting pool in the local pool
hall. One night as Dillinger shot pool and shared moonshine with William Singleton, the
two decided to rob a local merchant. The attempt turned into a fiasco and Singleton
escaped leaving Dillinger to be captured. 23
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The prosecutor assured Dillinger‘s father that his son would receive only
probation if he agreed to plead guilty to the charges. Confident of the outcome,
Dillinger‘s father did not hire a lawyer for his son or attend the hearing with the young
Dillinger. Not as lenient as the prosecutor promised, the judge sentenced Dillinger to ten
to twenty years at the Indiana State Reformatory at Pendleton. During his transport to
Pendleton Dillinger attempted an escape, an art which would give him great fame and
embarrass many prison officials through time. He avoided the many bullets discharged in
his direction, but his getaway failed.24
Dillinger‘s schooling in bank robbery began in Pendleton where he met several
true professionals such as Harry Pierpont and Charles Mackley. The three became quick
friends and planned to become associates following their paroles. Dillinger‘s criminal
education continued when he requested a transfer to the Indiana State Prison at Michigan
City, claiming it had a better baseball team on which he wanted to play. He never played
on the team but reunited with Pierpont and Mackley whom officials had transferred there
previously.25
While in Indiana State Prison, Dillinger also met Walter Detrich, who became his
professor in bank robbery. Detrich had worked with Baron Lamm, a former Prussian
officer from World War I. Lamm took his military skills and applied them to robbing
banks. Known as the scientific method of bank robbery, Lamm planned each step of a
robbery precisely, detailing the timing and position of each person taking part. Lamm
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met his death at the hands of a posse following a robbery in Clinton, Indiana. He never
gained the fame of many of the Depression Era bank robbers who served as his protégés
and utilized his method of bank robbery, but he made his mark through the acts of
Dillinger and many others.26
Two hundred members of Dillinger‘s home community, including the man he had
attempted to rob, petitioned for his release. The first of his new group of friends to be
paroled, he returned to free society on May 22, 1933, during the height of the Depression.
Unable to find a job of his liking in Mooresville, Dillinger went to Indianapolis to make
contact with friends of Harry Pierpont. The group would then execute a plan previously
made Pierpont, Mackley, and Detrich from prison, one that would require a good deal of
money. Thus Dillinger began his new career following a list of places Pierpont advised
him to rob, adding to the number of bank robberies being committed across the country.27
His crime spree began in Indianapolis and spread to all areas of Indiana and into
Ohio and Kentucky. Reaching his first goal, Dillinger raised the necessary funds to
achieve Pierpont‘s escape from prison. He paid a middleman to place three .38
automatics in a crate of thread to be shipped to the prison from the Henry Myer
Manufacturing Company in Chicago to the Gordon East Coast Shirt Factory located in
the prison where Pierpont worked. Pierpont easily identified the box marked with an X
and used the weapons for a successful prison break. With his liberator incarcerated in a
local jail at the time of his escape, Pierpont immediately began scheming to repay the
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favor and free Dillinger. Facing fewer guards than in an actual prison, Pierpont merely
walked into the sheriff‘s office and demanded Dillinger‘s release after shooting in the air
and pistol whipping the sheriff.28
During his short fourteen month career, Dillinger admitted to eleven bank
robberies netting about $240,000, and officials suspected him of involvement in many
more. Incarcerated three times, Dillinger escaped through a variety of means including
the use of a wooden gun. The most common myth concerning this weapon declared that
Dillinger whittled it from the top rail of a washboard using a razor blade. Supposedly, he
used the handle from a safety razor for the barrel and blackened it with shoe polish. It is
more probable that money supplied by Baby Face Nelson provided bribes that enabled a
deputy to smuggle it into the prison. Dillinger also survived four gun battles with federal
agents before FBI agents led by Melvin Purvis killed him on July 22, 1934, as Dillinger
left the Biograph Theatre at 2433 N. Lincoln, in Chicago.29
An associate of John Dillinger, Baby Face Nelson also gained fame during this
period. Born Lester Gillis, he grew up playing in the packing district of Chicago where
he was in and out of state reformatory schools beginning at age 12. At 18 years of age
Gillis married Helen Wawrzyniak. The couple lived with Gillis‘ widowed mother and
had two children.30
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To better support his family Gillis, now using the pseudonym of Nelson,
transported bootleg liquor. He did not want to join the organized gangs that formed in
Chicago, so he turned to home burglary and robbery to maintain his desired life style.
Nelson‘s first reported bank robbery took place on October 3, 1930 in Itasca, Illinois. His
second attempt in Plainsfield, Illinois was unsuccessful due to bullet proof cashier cages.
This blunder became emblematic of Nelson. He did not case his targets before he acted
and tended to act before he thought which caused many to dread the idea of working with
him. Police arrested Nelson in February, 1931 for robbing a bank at Wheaton, Illinois.
Sentenced to one year to life, Nelson escaped during his transport to the Illinois State
Prison at Joliet.31
From Chicago, Nelson moved with his wife and children to San Francisco. He
found success in bootlegging and rum-running, but failed to find satisfaction.
Bootlegging required too much time and effort, and Nelson missed the excitement of
robbery. In the fall of 1932, fearing arrest following the publication of his picture in a
detective magazine, Nelson took his family to Reno where he met Alvin Karpis, another
Depression Era bank robber, who told him of the opportunities available in St. Paul.
Nelson moved his family to the safe city of St. Paul, expecting to join Karpis in his next
job. Instead, Karpis refused to accept Nelson as an associate because friends in Reno
warned him of Nelson‘s temper and his lack of constraint when his temper flared. To
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placate Nelson, Karpis introduced him to Eddie Bentz, a very successful yegg, or safe
cracker, from earlier years.32
Nelson moved his wife, children and mother to a lake house next door to Bentz‘s
home and across the street from Karpis. Bentz and Nelson spent days walking along the
lake‘s shore discussing the ins and outs of bank robbery. When asked about the other
men Nelson planned to use in his first robbery, Bentz discovered that none of them had
any experience. After warning Nelson that this was an ill-fated plot, Bentz agreed to plan
the job for an even split of the spoils. This robbery became the fiasco Bentz feared.
Officers caught two of Nelson‘s accomplices, and the getaway driver failed to have the
car in its assigned place. This forced Nelson to use a string of stolen cars to make his
way along an escape route he had to recall from memory because the map remained in
the original getaway car. Even though each man received less than six hundred dollars
from the robbery of the Peoples Savings Bank outside of Grand Haven, Indiana, Baby
Face Nelson had found his new career.33
In October, 1933, Nelson and several others robbed the First National Bank in
Brainerd, Minnesota. He later shot a police officer during the robbery of the Security
National Bank in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Nelson assembled a group of bandits joined
by John Dillinger in March, 1934 for a bank robbery in South Dakota. Nelson, again
with Dillinger, robbed the Merchants National Bank at South Bend in June, 1934, where
he killed a police officer. Less than a month later Nelson shot and wounded two police
officers who happened upon a meeting with several of his associates. Unlike Dillinger,
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who never killed anyone, Nelson not only killed during his robberies, but willingly
murdered for pay. 34
Like Dillinger, Nelson met a brutal end, possibly the most dramatic in the history
of the Depression Era bank robbers. On November 27, 1934, outside of Fox Rover
Grove, Illinois, government agents spotted Nelson, his wife, and John Paul Chase,
another bank robber of the time period. A chase ensued. Nelson‘s car crashed along the
side of the road. His wife and Chase ran into the woods to hide. Reportedly, Nelson
arose from the wreckage with his machinegun held at hip level. Following orders to
shoot to kill on sight given by Melvin Purvis, the agents opened fire. Nelson walked
toward the two agents, returning gun fire and killing both agents. Chase and Helen,
Nelson‘s wife, returned and placed the badly wounded Nelson into the agents‘ car to
escape. The next morning, locals found Baby Face Nelson‘s body in a ditch along the
road. One newspaper called Nelson‘s killing ―the work of cowards.‖ Displaying once
again the media support that had made Nelson and other bandits social heroes. 35
Another Depression Era bank robber who worked with Dillinger was Charles
Arthur Floyd. Floyd spent his childhood and early teens following a horse and plow in
cotton fields, hunting wild game, and monitoring his father‘s still. He decided early to
find another career when he reached adulthood. He married Ruby Hardgraves when she
became pregnant with his child and became a proud and doting father. He provided for
his family as well as the meager wages of a farmer and small time bootlegger allowed.36
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Just after their first wedding anniversary, Floyd left home with the intention of
providing a more substantial income for his family. He traded a gallon of his moonshine
for a pistol and returned two weeks later with a new car, new wardrobe, and plenty of
spare cash. Suspicious of Floyd‘s new wealth, the local sheriff searched the new car and
found rolls of money still in paper wrappers stamped with the logo of the Tower Grove
Bank of St. Louis. Officers returned Floyd to St. Louis for trial where the judge
sentenced him to five years in the state penitentiary at Jefferson City, Missouri for
robbing couriers of the Kroger Grocery and Baking Company payroll on September 11,
1925.37
During his imprisonment, Floyd gained an education from the more experienced
incarcerated criminals. Upon his release, he headed for Kansas City, a wide open city
recommended by his mentors as a place where a man could make a good living. Dubbed
Pretty Boy Floyd by the media, Floyd became known as ―the Robin Hood of the
Cookson‘s‖38 to those in Oklahoma. People spread stories of him robbing banks and, in
the process, burning the mortgages of local farmers. Adding to the allegory of Pretty Boy
Floyd, he escaped following his arrest and conviction for the robbery of the Farmers and
Merchants Bank in Sylvania, Ohio. Handcuffed to other prisoners, Floyd broke the
chains that bound him and escaped from a moving train by smashing through the
restroom window. For the next three years and ten months Pretty Boy Floyd remained
free robbing banks, enjoying life, and adding to his legacy. Floyd first gained national
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attention when officials linked his name to the ambush of six police officers near
Springfield, Missouri. This inaccurate allegation of involvement in what the media
termed a massacre served as an omen for Floyd‘s future, for it would be another false
accusation of a massacre that ensured Floyd‘s end. 39
Floyd went into hiding in the fall of 1933 after being accused of being a part of
the Union Station Massacre in Kansas City. In this event two gunmen used machine guns
in an attempt to free fellow criminal Frank Nash, who had escaped from Leavenworth
Prison in Kansas. Federal agents recaptured him in Hot Springs, Arkansas, a city most
criminals considered safe and open. As officers led Nash from the train station to a
waiting car, the gunmen opened fire, killing two Kansas City detectives, the Kansas City
police chief, a federal agent, and Frank Nash. Floyd‘s brother swore that he was not in
Kansas City at the time of the massacre, and Floyd wrote a letter to the Kansas City
Police stating,
Dear Sirs:
I – Charles Floyd want to make it known that I did not participate in the massacre
of officers at Kansas City.
Charles Floyd40

Still, the crime remains on his record in FBI files. Officers who knew Floyd personally
believed the note to be sincere. His autopsy also failed to show the bullet wound that
should have been on the shoulder of the shooter that accusers claimed to be Floyd.41
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Due to the extra attention brought on by the accusation of the Union Station
Massacre and the pressure that accompanied the search for the assumed culprits, Floyd
went into hiding. He spent over a year living in a quiet neighborhood in Buffalo, New
York with Adam Richetti and their girlfriends. There is little evidence that Floyd worked
during this year even though the press was continuously full of stories about Pretty Boy
Floyd spottings and his criminal activity, sometimes fact, mostly fictional. Officials
accused him of two robberies that occurred on the same morning on different coasts.
Citizens called police to report sighting Floyd. One such spotting resulted in police
circling a seventy year old black man napping in the cab of his old pickup truck. Even
though there is a lack of proof, several witnesses identified Floyd as one of the
accomplices in John Dillinger‘s last job as he and Baby Face Nelson robbed the
Merchants National Bank in South Bend, Indiana on June 30, 1934.42
Like Dillinger and Nelson, Floyd met death at the guns of lawmen. On October
22, 1934, after officials rejected his multiple offers to surrender to federal officers in
exchange for a promise not to be sentenced to death, Floyd returned to Oklahoma trying
to get home to the sanctuary of his beloved Cookson Hills. He accepted a ride from a
farmer after seeing the front page of the local paper filled with news of the massive man
hunt for him led by government agent Melvin Purvis. Just as Floyd and the farmer got
into the car, two cars filled with federal agents drove by. Floyd panicked and ordered the
farmer to immediately drive behind an upcoming corn crib. This sudden move by the
farmer‘s car made the agents stop. They took chase as Floyd leapt from the car and ran
across the pasture. Purvis ordered his officers to fire. The first shot knocked Floyd off
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his feet. Floyd confirmed his identity to Purvis. In turn, Purvis ordered his agents to
shoot again, thus killing Pretty Boy Floyd. Although Floyd was clearly dead, officers
still handcuffed him and bound his legs to deliver him to the coroner.43
A précis of social bandits during the Great Depression remains incomplete
without the story of Bonnie and Clyde. Said to be no more than ―goddamn Texas
screwballs‖ and ―just a couple of cheap filling station and car thieves‖ by other bank
robbers of the time, Bonnie and Clyde actually did spend more time robbing gas stations
and small grocery stores than banks. Still, their exploits became fodder for
sensationalized stories as much as the bank robbers who considered themselves to be the
true professionals of crime.44
Born in small towns in Texas, neither Clyde Barrow nor Bonnie Parker finished
school and both had several relationships before meeting in the home of a mutual friend
in January, 1930. The attraction was immediate. Clyde was already a petty thief with a
record of burglary, the first arrest being for stealing a flock of turkeys. Police arrested
him the following month at the home of Bonnie‘s mother. Bonnie continued to visit him
in prison. During one visit she smuggled a gun into the prison so that he could make an
escape which provided him a month of freedom. Officials paroled Clyde on February 2,
1932, and he made an attempt to earn an honest living working in construction in
Massachusetts where he had no record. Loneliness persuaded him to return to Texas
where local police harassed him and accused him of every petty crime committed in the
area. After being arrested and released for suspicion of burglary, Clyde prophetically
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announced to his mother, ―I‘ll never [be arrested] again . . . . I‘m not ever going back to
that [prison] hellhole. I‘ll die first. I swear it, they‘re gonna have to kill me.‖45
Clyde returned to his life of crime. Bonnie took no part in these early crimes and
served only as an occasional passenger in the getaway car. Following one such
occurrence a posse cornered the couple. They arrested Bonnie while Clyde escaped. She
remained in jail for three months during which time Clyde‘s crimes became more violent.
On August 6, 1932, following her release from jail, Raymond Hamilton appeared at
Bonnie‘s doorstep to take her to join a cloistered Clyde. This became the beginning of
their life as Bonnie and Clyde.46
Unlike other bandits of the time, Bonnie and Clyde maintained no real base. They
roamed from state to state, rambling with no focus or real planning for their robberies.
They lived in their car for great lengths of time, giving up cleanliness and any sense of
normalcy. They aspired to become successful bank robbers, but proved to be tremendous
failures. Their largest robbery, barely $3,800, was far less than those of the more
accomplished bank robbers of the era. In less than two years the team of Bonnie and
Clyde committed at least seventeen robberies, stole a multitude of cars, killed twenty-two
people, twenty of whom were officers of the law, and took part in at least eleven gun
fights and ambushes. Texas Rangers took both their lives in an ambush eight miles south
of Gibsland, Louisiana on May 23, 1934.47
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Each of these Depression Era criminals remained a part of social memory due in
part to their notorious deaths at the hand of law enforcement officers at the local and
federal levels. Not the most successful bank robbers of the time period, they merely
gained attention through media-hyped names and brutal slayings. Even after their deaths
the media continued to sensationalize their existence, and people responded in heroworship fashion. A picture of John Dillinger‘s body on display at the Cook County
Morgue made the front pages of newspapers across the nation. Over fifteen thousand
people visited the morgue to view the body of the slain bank robber. The morgue even
held the body an extra day in response to the public‘s demand for access to the morbid
exhibition.48
Those associated with the deaths of these bandits gained their own fame. The
woman who served Pretty Boy Floyd his last meal found her picture, along with that of
dishes used by Floyd on the front pages of newspapers. The local police chief hired extra
men when Floyd‘s family buried their son. Estimates vary between twenty and forty
thousand sightseers who made their way to the graveside services for Floyd. The crowds
forced the seven-mile route from the family home to the cemetery to become an hourlong drive for the hearse. It took five cars to carry all of the floral arrangements sent in
his honor. Lee‘s Flowers of Fort Smith, Arkansas reported that two men in suits stopped
in their shop and bought every flower in stock and ordered them to, ―Send it to Pretty
Boy.‖ Even in death, Pretty Boy Floyd remained a hero to the people. One attendee
stated to a reporter for the Oklahoma News, ―That Floyd, he was a great fella, he was.‖49
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Officers towed the car containing the mangled bodies of Bonnie and Clyde to the
town of Arcadia, Louisiana where the bodies and car were put on display for the curious.
Over two thousand people visited the morbid display, cutting pieces of Bonnie‘s hair and
of the two‘s clothing. They also collected shattered glass, bullets, and pieces of the car.
Some even went to the ambush site to cut down the trees in order to remove the bullets
that lodged in their trunks. The crowds grew when family members moved the bodies to
Dallas for the funerals. People looking for a profit set up stands to sell hotdogs and
lemonade.50
The social climate of the time period allowed the media to create a great deal of
the myths that led to the celebrity for these commonplace people. Many of those who
followed the exploits of these social bandits felt they died as martyrs, and throughout
history martyrs have lived long in the social memory and in stories that are carried on
long after their deaths. Information provided by J. Edgar Hoover added to the myths and
creation of martyrdom for these criminals. This can be seen in the case of what Hoover
labeled ―the Ma Barker Gang.‖ According to the hype promoted by J. Edgar Hoover,
Arizona Clark ―Ma‖ Barker led this group of bank robbers made up of Arthur and Fred
Barker and Alvin Karpis. Those who knew her revealed that Ma Barker did not have the
capacity or the penchant to plan the many crimes for which this group is credited. Alvin
Karpis, who cared for Mrs. Barker as if she were his own mother stated:
. . she just didn‘t have the brains or the know-how to
direct us [the Ma Barker Gang] on a robbery. It wouldn‘t have
occurred to her to get involved with our business, and we
always made a point of only discussing our scores when Ma
wasn‘t around. We‘d leave her at home when we were
arranging a job, or we‘d send her to a movie. Ma saw a lot of
.
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movies. You only had to spend a few hours with Ma to see she
wasn‘t the criminal type. She was just an old-fashioned
homebody from the Ozarks.51
Alvin Karpis served as one of the main organizers of the various crimes
committed by this group. Yet, the only name maintained in the myth of social bandit is
the Barkers‘. Karpis lived to be captured and imprisoned while Freddie and Ma Barker
met with a bullet-ridden death at the hands of the government agents. Once again, a
violent death at the hands of police officers or federal agents helped create a place for the
dead in the social memory.52
J. Edgar Hoover actually created the persona of Ma Barker as the gun toting
criminal commander after his agents unmercifully killed her in the attempt to capture her
sons and Karpis. On January 16, 1935, federal agents surrounded the house in Oklawaha,
Florida where Fred and Ma Barker stayed. Agents called for the Barkers to surrender.
They refused so the agents fired over fifteen hundred rounds into the home before they
entered to find Fred and Ma dead. Agents hit Fred fourteen times and Ma once. They
found a machine gun on the floor between their two victims. Hoover informed
newspaper reporters that Ma wielded a ―smoking‖ machine gun with a hundred-round
magazine while her son‘s machine gun held a magazine of only fifty rounds. According
to government reports, agents found Ma Barker, ―lying on her back, her machine gun still
hot, lay across her body. The barrel was still smoking.‖ This picture of a heartless gun
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moll allowed Hoover to sustain and expand the virtuous and heroic image he created for
the men of the organization he built.53
Alvin Karpis and the Barkers became far more successful in the business of
robbing banks than did John Dillinger, Baby Face Nelson, Pretty Boy Floyd and Bonnie
and Clyde. These bandits generally made profits of a few thousand dollars from their
robberies whereas Karpis and the Barkers planned jobs that resulted in takes of hundreds
of thousands. Yet only Ma Barker remained in the league of those remembered in the
folklore of social banditry because of her horrific death at the hands of federal agents and
the story created by Hoover. The story immortalized her and caused her to remain a part
of social memory. On the other hand, Alvin Karpis did not become immortalized through
a public and violent death; he remained only a man sentenced to prison. Without
continued exploits to keep his name of the front pages of newspapers, Karpis soon faded
from the public‘s memory.
Another who failed to maintain his notoriety through history was Harvey Bailey,
one of the most successful Depression Era bank robbers. He admittedly robbed scores of
banks, but government records only tie him to two. Bailey made a good living robbing
banks for over fifteen years. During that time he never murdered anyone and only lost
one of his partners during a crime. He planned carefully, trusted very few and above all
maintained pride in the fact that he was ―an honest thief.‖54
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Born in Jane Lew, West Virginia on August 23, 1887, Bailey lived there and
attended grammar school until the age of thirteen. At that time his family moved to
Sullivan County, Missouri in hopes that the move westward would provide more
opportunities than farming in West Virginia. In 1905, Bailey left home to become a
cooper in Sioux City, Iowa. He married at the age of twenty and had two sons. During
World War I, Bailey found work as an engineer on passenger trains which provided a
good income until the soldiers returned home. Former engineers who served in Europe
returned to their jobs on the railways causing Bailey to lose seniority and be relegated to
serving as a substitute engineer. This made the work very unstable.55
In an attempt to better support his family, Bailey, like many of his future fellow
bank robbers, began running illegal alcohol. He delivered throughout Iowa and
Nebraska, two states that passed their own dry laws prior to national prohibition. Bailey
bought his whiskey in Kansas City and stored it in warehouses owned by Tom
Pendergast‘s brother, John. This close connection with the Pendergasts ensured him safe
haven from arrest in Kansas City. Once the Eighteenth Amendment became law, Bailey
moved his operation to Minot, North Dakota. Bailey recognized that transporting was the
most dangerous aspect of the bootlegging trade so he bought a mechanic‘s shop that
served as a cover for a bootleg liquor warehouse. He went to Canada and transported the
goods across the border, but left the transporting within the states to others. His main
service area was St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha.56
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Bootlegging became more competitive and gangs organized around the business.
Unwilling to join the violence that came with the structured bootlegging business, Bailey
changed occupations. In November, 1920, he entered the world of robbing banks. Bailey
knew a couple of yeggs or ―safe‖ men. He drove these acquaintances to a bank in
northwestern North Dakota and helped them break into it, making five thousand dollars.
Such quick and easy profit amazed Bailey; he stated, ―Man, this is alright. The first time
out - $5,000. That‘s pretty good.‖57
Bailey robbed several other banks with his mentors before he began planning his
own jobs. Thorough in his preparation, Bailey studied his target banks carefully and
requested county maps from local surveyors in order to plot the most discreet and secure
escape routes. He also proved to be conscientious about whom he invited to join him on
his jobs. Bailey also considered the weather, rain or snow would ruin a bank robber‘s
career because of the lack of paved roads during the time period.58
Bailey lived as a good family man using the name Tom Brennan. He farmed a
small patch of land and raised chickens which he sold to local markets. He also hauled
coal for a local distributor. His wife never followed him as did the spouses of many other
bank robbers of the time. He even warned others about their relationships and the
dangers of mixing women with their business. ―One thing I never got mixed up with, and
that was them women. I told the boys – ‗Now they‘re your women, and I‘m married to
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my wife.‘ And I didn‘t tell her nothing! She had her work to do at home, and I had mine.
And that‘s how I stayed out of trouble.‖59
Bailey made enough money robbing banks that he moved his family to a
subdivision of Chicago in 1923, and began to buy real estate. He and a business partner,
W. R. Williams, bought two Standard Oil service stations in which they added one of the
first conveyer car wash systems. Their business became so profitable that it maintained a
favorable Dunn and Bradstreet listing.60
Bailey remained in the legitimate business world until November 12, 1926, when
the call of bank robbery returned and he joined a group of bandits to rob the People‘s
Trust and Savings Bank in LaPorte, Indiana. The job netted $140,000 in cash and
securities. Within a month the same group robbed the Olmstead County Bank. This
robbery netted only $30,000. Unhappy with this small return, Bailey decided that if he
returned to the business of bank robbery full time, he wanted to choose and plan his own
jobs. For the next three years, Bailey robbed a number of banks, each job resulting in
high profile takes. He and his chosen companions scored $70,000 in LaCrosse,
Wisconsin; $225,000 in Washington Court House, Ohio; $55,000 in Washington, Iowa;
and $80,000 in Sturgis, Michigan.61
Bailey sold his service stations during his three years of illicit activity but
maintained his real estate and investments. This enabled him once again to retire from
the business of bank robbery. In October, 1929, these business ventures met the fate of
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many across America as the stock market crashed and the Great Depression ensued.
Bailey lost almost everything except for the bank robbery profits he kept in a local bank‘s
lock box. He took the cash and moved his family to Kenosha County, Wisconsin, where
he made a down payment on a one hundred-sixty acre dairy farm. Unknown to Bailey,
his farm had no ―milk rights‖ so he converted it to a stock farm. Money remained scarce
and the mortgage became difficult to maintain. Bailey refused to go on relief. Instead,
he returned once again to the business he knew best.62
He worked with many of the bank robbers of the time period. Pretty Boy Floyd
introduced him to the Cookson Hills of Oklahoma, an area that proved to be one of the
most secure hiding places for bandits during the time period. Native Americans who
lived in the hills willingly helped Bailey hide from government officials. In return Bailey
generously shared what bounty he possessed. Additional partners included Verne Miller,
Frank Nash, Alvin Karpis, Freddie Barker, and numerous others, among who were
Tommy Holden and Francis Keating. The latter two were responsible for Bailey‘s fateful
introduction to George Kelly. 63
Bailey committed robberies across the United States, always returning to the safe
cities of St. Paul; Kansas City; Hot Springs, Arkansas; or the Cookson Hills. He
followed the proven method of using multiple getaway cars with a carefully mapped
escape route. Bailey successfully participated in bank robberies that netted in total well
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over a million dollars before government agents captured him on a golf course outside of
Kansas City, Kansas. 64
Officials captured and charged him with robbing the Citizens National Bank in
Fort Scott on June 16, 1932. Bailey, Alvin Karpis, Pretty Boy Floyd and several others
participated in this daylight robbery. Bailey took all possible precautions. One member
of the group, Eddie Duval, retraced the escape route and made certain the path was free
of construction, the roads were not being graded, and all bridges were intact. The group
arrived at the Fort Scott bank in the early morning hours and made away with $32,000 in
cash and securities. As was customary for Bailey robberies, the culprits seized two young
women from the bank to serve as shields for the robbers as they made their way to the
car. They pushed the two girls into the back seat and placed them by the windows to
discourage haphazard shooting by police. The bandits released their victims just blocks
from the bank. At this time, the robbers tossed roofing nails on the road in hopes of
puncturing the tires of anyone who tried to pursue them.65
Pretty Boy Floyd returned to the Cookson Hills while the others, including Bailey,
went to Kansas City. Local officers captured three men who escaped from the Oklahoma
Penitentiary at McAlester in the vicinity of the bank robbery. Found heavily armed and
in a stolen car, they were charged with and later convicted of the Fort Scott robbery. That
same day Bailey met with associates to exchange his profits from the Fort Scott robbery
for money he could spend without worry. His contact missed the meeting so Bailey went
to the alternate meeting place accompanied by Tommie Holden, Francis Keating and
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Freddie Barker. As the appointment took place at a golf course, Bailey, Keating and
Holden decided to play a few holes of golf while they waited. Police officers met the trio
on the 18th hole with their guns drawn. The officers arrested Holden and Keating for
their escape from Leavenworth Penitentiary on February 28, 1930. They took Bailey to
jail where the bonds he carried tied him to the Fort Scott robbery. The court convicted
him and sentenced him to serve from ten to fifty years in the Kansas State Prison.66
Using the same analytical methods he employed when planning a bank robbery,
Bailey plotted his escape. He found the weak points of security, arranged to have money
and a weapon smuggled into the prison, and waited for the perfect time. That time came
on Memorial Day, 1933, when the whole prison became involved in a baseball game
between inmates. Bailey and several others took the prison warden as hostage. The
warden ordered the guards to drop their guns as those making the break began to climb
the wall. As they dropped on the other side, the farm foreman shot, hitting Bailey in the
knee. A waiting car, prearranged by Bailey, took the escapees and the warden across the
state line. Bailey released the warden that night in Welch, Oklahoma and headed for the
Cookson Hills where he received medical attention from the Native Americans he had
met through Pretty Boy Floyd.67
Most of Bailey‘s fame came after he healed from the wound received in the prison
break. As he visited the home of a close friend‘s in-laws, officials arrested and charged
him with a kidnapping of which he knew nothing. Like his friend Alvin Karpis and
others such as Albert Bates, Bailey did not die in a hail of gunfire. He served his
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sentence and died a quiet death. Even though Bailey and these others found far more
success than most in the business of robbing banks, their names did not remain a part of
the social consciousness. Bailey lost only one accomplice in the twenty-nine robberies in
which he admitted participation and his robberies never resulted in the death of a bank
official or bystander. Albert Bates and Alvin Karpis never displayed violence in their
crimes either. The lack of brazenness in their crimes very possibly prevented legends
from growing about these bank robbers. They also lacked the martyrdom that media
created for those who died at the hands of the law. This prevented bank robbers such as
Bailey and others from becoming solidified as social bandits. Bank robbers who survived
capture by law officials and lived to serve jail time faded from public memory. Perceived
as mere mortals, not heroes, they rarely took a permanent place in social memory.68
Another example of a successful Depression Era bank robber who faded from
public memory after his arrest and conviction was George Kelly. Even the moniker of
―Machine Gun Kelly‖ did not overcome the fact that officials eventually took him
without gunfire. Released from Leavenworth Penitentiary in 1930, after serving three
years for bootlegging George Kelly wanted the life he learned about while at
Leavenworth. He wanted the big paychecks that others promised came from a life of
robbing banks. He wanted the adventure, but more importantly, he wanted to live
extravagantly without the hard work required in an honest living. Instead of going to
New York City as he told officials, Kelly headed straight for St. Paul, the safe city about
which Holden and Keating told him.69
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Once Kelly arrived in St. Paul, Holden and Keating introduced him to Harvey
Bailey, also known as Tom Brennan. Criminal compatriots and law enforcement agents
alike considered Bailey the preeminent bank robber of the time period. Kelly wanted this
type of reputation and skill. Bailey studied his target and knew the bank before the
robbery took place. He knew all the escape routes, the major thoroughfares as well as the
back roads. He made maps of the area. He timed the getaway, including specific places
and times for refueling and car swaps. Bailey even insisted upon rehearsals that included
everyone involved to ensure no mistakes. These rehearsals included several scenarios
ensuring that everyone knew what to do no matter what occurred.70
Bailey invited Kelly to join his group on an upcoming job, the robbery of the
Bank of Willmar in southern Minnesota. Everyone knew his assigned job. Kelly served
as the guard for the bank‘s inside entrance. Dutch Joe Sawyer guarded the outside while
Tommy Holden, Frisco Dutch and ―Jew Sammie‖ Stein assisted in the robbery on July
15, 1930, just twelve days after Kelly‘s release from Leavenworth Penitentiary.71
A bank employee set off the alarm as Bailey emptied the safe. Bailey grabbed the
teller who set off the alarm and used him as a shield as he and his companions made their
way to the getaway car. Officers fired shots as the escaping thieves approached the
seven- passenger Buick that waited to take them out of danger. Bullets hit two
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bystanders and Jew Sammie in the back of the head. This shot killed Jew Sammie as the
bank robbers drove away.72
The net take of $70,000 made up for the danger of gunfire and even the death of
Jew Sammie, whose body was dropped into some overgrowth along the highway. Kelly
had found his calling. This route to big money - with no menial labor, no hum-drum
nine-to-five, no answering to those beneath him in intelligence and status - became the
career path he intended to follow.73
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Chapter Seven
The Bank Robber and His Beauty
With his new success as a bank robber, Kelly needed a beautiful and stylish
woman by his side. Kathryn Thorne, born on March 18, 1904 in Saltillo, a small town in
Lee County, Mississippi was the perfect woman. Her parents, James Emory and Ora
Lillian Coleman Brooks named their daughter Cleo and like most births in that area of the
country during this time period, a midwife delivered her at home. Cleo spent her early
years in this small, but lively town. Formed in 1845, Saltillo served as a trade center due
to its location along the Mobile and Ohio Railroad. In 1909, the town constructed an
opera house in 1909 which added to the many different entertainment opportunities
available to residents of the area. Local talent produced and performed in plays at the
opera house, also a venue for fiddling contests, magicians, and band concerts. Silent
movies were added to the bill offered at the opera house in 1915. Saltillo held a great
deal of promise until it lost its bid to become the permanent county seat of Lee County to
nearby Tupelo.1
Cleo‘s early life did not develop as securely as the one enjoyed by Kelly. Her
family moved to the small community of Oak Grove in Itawamba County, Mississippi
where she started school. Mr. Brooks traded farming for the job of operating a general
store. The family moved again in 1915. This move took the family to Coleman County,
Texas. Within a couple of years the family moved again. This time, James Brooks took
his family to Asher, Oklahoma where he tried his hand at farming again. Ora‘s parents,
T.M. and Mary Coleman followed the family to this small town in the southern portion of
Pottawatomie County, Oklahoma. Unable to support his family by farming, Brooks once
1
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again found work operating a general store. Even with the hardships faced by the family,
Ora Brooks doted on and spoiled her daughter, creating a self-centered but very bright
and beautiful child. A cousin remembered relatives describing her as ―the meanest little
girl they‘d ever known.‖2
The Brooks eventually opened a hotel and café at the crossroads of state highways
17 and 31 in Asher. The café became Cleo‘s introduction to a world she had previously
been unaware existed. For the first time in her life, Cleo found that the world consisted
of more than small farming communities, but included people who owned beautiful and
stylish clothes, fashionable people who traveled to different places and enjoyed a world
beyond the one she knew. Her family failed to provide her with all the elegant
possessions she wanted, but they acquiesced to her request to be called Kathryn, a name
she felt suited her better than the unsophisticated Cleo.3
Like Kelly, Kathryn preferred not to gain her status through education and hard
work. She quit school in the eighth grade and at the young age of fifteen married the
seventeen year old son of a Stratford, Oklahoma preacher. Lonnie Fry and his new bride
settled on a farm about two miles south of Asher. The proximity to the Brook‘s farm
(just three miles separated them) allowed Ora and Kathryn to remain very close. Mother
and daughter spent much of their time together and because of their love for music were
often seen at local community singings that took place at the rural schools in the area.
Within one year, Kathryn gave birth to a daughter, Pauline. In less than two years the
marriage ended in divorce. There was a battle for custody of Pauline until both parents
2
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agreed that Ora be awarded custody of the child. Ora took Pauline as her own and from
this point, Pauline referred to Ora as ―Mother‖ and to her birth mother as ―Kathryn‖4
Still looking for the man who could give her the things for which she longed,
Kathryn married A. L. Brewer about a year after her first divorce. Brewer owned the
movie theater where Kathryn sold tickets. He seemed to hold a certain prestige, at least
in his theater, and certainly made more money than Kathryn and her family. He
possessed the status, power, and wealth she found lacking in her own life, yet she soon
realized he lacked adventure. Within three years of the marriage they divorced.5
Following her divorce from Brewer, Kathryn moved several times - from
Wanette, Oklahoma, to Oklahoma City, and to Fort Worth, Texas. Her occupations
changed as much. She worked in a department store, gave manicures in a barber shop,
and ran a café. During this time Kathryn established her reputation as a woman of style
and extravagance. ―Kathryn always looked as if she just stepped out of one of the
fashion or movie magazines she read all the time. Her hair was always just perfect and
her face was always in full makeup. If you didn‘t know her, you‘d think she had real
money.‖6
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Kathryn married again in 1924. Charles Thorne, a cattleman who bootlegged on
the side, became husband number three. Thorne owned a ranch in Coleman, Texas where
the couple lived. They also opened a café, ―The American Café,‖ which they operated
together. Both Kathryn and Thorne could be confrontational. This, together with
Thorne‘s drinking problem, created an atmosphere of drama and discord.7
Thorne‘s drinking became heavier, and he often threatened suicide. He also
threatened Kathryn‘s life when the arguments escalated. On Sunday afternoon, April 29,
1928, Kathryn stopped to refuel her car. As always, Kathryn flirted and chatted freely
with the gas station attendant who pumped her gas. During the conversation, the young
man asked Kathryn what her plans for the evening happened to be. She replied, ―I‘m
going home to kill Charlie Thorne.‖8
When Kathryn returned home about 6:00 that evening, Thorne was drinking. The
two began to argue, he yelled angrily at Kathryn, pulled a pistol, and threatened to kill
her. No one to back down to a challenge, Kathryn yelled back at him and told him to go
ahead and shoot. At this, the drive to fight left Thorne immediately and he replied that he
just couldn‘t do it. He sat down, dropped the gun, and hung his head. Kathryn and her
maid took the opportunity and escaped to the kitchen. They heard a shot and returned to
find Thorne with a wound that entered above his right temple and exited through the top
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of his skull. The two women rushed him to Overall Hospital where he died about six
hours later.9
After just three years of marriage, the widow inherited Thorne‘s estate valued at
ten to fifteen thousand dollars. This enabled Kathryn to live the flashy life style she so
desired. She purchased a home at 857 Mulkey Street in Fort Worth, Texas, paying
almost $12,000 for the property. She also bought a new maroon La Salle. Kathryn
continued to buy the nicest clothes in the latest fashions and live life in the highest of
styles.10
While Kelly ran illegal alcohol and served time for that offense, Kathryn began
her own life of crime. Officers in Oklahoma City arrested Kathryn with several others
for involvement in a conspiracy to commit robbery. Under the name Catherine Williams,
she was assigned prison number 3113. The court sentenced her to five years for the
crime, but a later court overturned the verdict and the charges were expunged from her
record.11
Police later arrested Kathryn for a robbery perpetrated by Willie Russo, a smalltime criminal with whom Kathryn became romantically involved. Russo stole several
expensive furs, and police found the merchandise in Kathryn‘s home in Fort Worth.
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Although Kathryn was released due to a lack of evidence, Russo received five years in
the Texas State Penitentiary.12
Kathryn knew what life was like living with someone who drank heavily even
before she married Thorne. Her father, James, had a drinking problem and after twenty
years of marriage, Ora divorced him because the problem was growing worse. This
occurred during the time Kathryn suffered through the same problem with Thorne.
Following her divorce, Ora moved several times. She lived in Coleman, Texas where she
ran the Windsor Hotel. She then moved to Shawnee, Oklahoma where she worked at the
Shawnee City Hospital. Ora then moved to Enid, Oklahoma where she worked as a nurse
in a state mental institution. The unstable life forced Pauline to spend her childhood
facing divorces and a series of different homes.13
Following her divorce Ora wrote for a weekly newspaper read by farmers in the
region. She composed special interest articles about bygone days. E.G. ―Boss‖ Shannon,
a widower with several children, read and enjoyed the articles so much that he wrote Ora
a letter. ―Boss‖ got his nickname from his father instead of from any political position he
held in the community; he farmed and never ran for public office. Ora did not answer the
first letter, but when a second letter arrived, she became intrigued and began a nine
month pen pal relationship. The couple decided to meet and arranged a rendezvous at the
home of one of Ora‘s friends in Forth Worth, Texas. Two months later, in 1928, the
couple married.14
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Ora moved with Shannon to his farm in Paradise, Texas, where she helped work
the farm and reared his children and her granddaughter, Pauline. The family blended
smoothly and Ora became a kind and loving mother to Boss‘ children. The community
welcomed Ora as well. The Shannons lived a quiet life. They opened a soap business,
attended church regularly, and participated in community and charitable events. After
two years of small town bliss, Ora received a telegram from Kathryn with news that she
had married.15

Kelly contacted Kathryn and asked her to meet him in Minneapolis. She did, and
on September 24, 1930, Reverend J. J. Ellington married the couple and they embarked
upon their life together. This adventure began with a honeymoon tour of the northern
United States and Canada that lasted about four months. Kathryn Kelly believed she had
found the man who could give her the material possessions she so desired as well as the
good time for which she had always looked.16
As Kelly was still an unknown bank robber, Kathryn‘s family had no idea what
type of man they entertained when he and Kathryn made their first visit to the family
farm in Paradise, Texas. He did not appear to be the sort with whom Kathryn usually
associated. Unlike Kathryn‘s usual suitors who generally worked as petty thieves, Kelly
charmed the Shannons with his poise and well-mannered behavior. He dressed stylishly
and drove a new 16-cylinder Cadillac. The citizens of this rural community believed he
15
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worked as an oil man who implied his interest in procuring more land for investment
purposes. Kelly often bragged about realty investments he held and spoke specifically
about a roadhouse in Chicago and an apartment building in Minneapolis. In reality, Kelly
owned no property.17
The $12,000 Kelly earned for his first bank robbery in Willmar did not last the big
spender and his new wife very long. So on March 15, 1931, Kelly and Kathryn made
their way to Kansas City in order to meet with Verne Miller, a friend Kelly had met in St.
Paul.18
Miller served in the United States Army during World War I and participated in
the military efforts to find Pancho Villa in Mexico. Following his stint in the army,
Miller worked as a barnstormer and parachute jumper in traveling carnivals. He also
competed as a boxer and wrestler. Eventually, Miller settled in Huron, South Dakota
where he worked as a policeman. Perceived as an American hero, he was elected sheriff
of the small. While sheriff, he was arrested and convicted of embezzlement and
bootlegging. Upon release, Miller made his way to St. Paul and made the connections
that led to his involvement with a number of bank robberies.19
Kelly knew Miller could reconnect him with Harvey Bailey, who happened to be
in Kansas City to meet with the group he referred to as his ―best men.‖ As one of these
men, Miller advised Kelly to check into the President Hotel where Bailey stayed. He also
told Kelly to visit Bailey alone because Harvey Bailey did not like interfering wives
17
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(Bailey had quickly developed a strong dislike for Kathryn Kelly during their short
acquaintance in St. Paul). Bailey didn‘t like to talk to women about his business, and he
found Kathryn Kelly to be even stronger-willed, more demanding, and more meddlesome
than most other women.20
Kelly did as Miller advised and went to Bailey‘s room. When Kelly admitted he
had no money, Bailey pulled out a roll of bills and gave Kelly $1000. Bailey then told
Kelly to leave because he planned to meet with others. Bailey promised Kelly the
possibility of a call after the meeting. Miller and Bailey discussed an upcoming job and
decided to include Kelly in the job. Bailey outlined the plan and assigned each
accomplice a role. Bailey and Kelly met in Dallas. They drove to Sherman, Texas and
investigated the town‘s bank. They evaluated the ease with which the bank could be
raided and explored the condition of the various escape routes. Bailey wired their
findings to Verne Miller who was staying in Hot Springs, Arkansas, another town very
friendly toward outlaws.21
The men decided to rob the Central State Bank in Sherman and chose the early
afternoon of April 8, 1931, Election Day, for the job. The town was busy, but the
elections better ensured the bank would be quiet. Bailey led the actual robbery while
Miller circled the town square twice and then waited in front of the bank. Kelly parked at
Caddo Lake, near the Louisiana border in Bailey‘s Cadillac and waited. Bailey, Miller,
and the others met Kelly following the robbery and split up. Some remained in the
20
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getaway car while others joined Kelly in Bailey‘s Cadillac. They took different routes to
help avoid detection, a common practice for a robbery led by Harvey Bailey. 22
Everything progressed as planned. With the bank quiet, the robbery caused no
great commotion. The bandits escaped almost unnoticed. After separating, the two
groups reunited at the Arlington, a well-known hotel in Hot Springs. Verne Miller and the
offices of a local deputy sheriff made the arrangements for the apartment. The robbery
netted the group about $40,000 in cash and Liberty bonds which they quickly divided and
began their journeys to various parts of the country to lay low for the next month.23
Kathryn waited at her parents‘ home in Paradise. She explained that Kelly was on
a business trip. The two spent a great deal of time on the Texas farm. They even called
the farm home after they leased out Kathyrn‘s house in Fort Worth about a year after
their marriage. During the year in which Kathryn leased her house, the Shannons gave
the couple a room to call their own. Kelly paid Boss to build a two car garage on the farm
where the couple stored a large quantity of personal items and parked their cars. Kelly
kept the key and never offered the Shannons the use of the garage.24
Kelly and his in-laws grew so close that the older couple often loaned the
newlyweds money. Sometimes the loans amounted to a thousand dollars when Kelly and
Kathryn complained of a money flow shortage. They used these funds for items such as
cars that allowed the Kellys to maintain their high life style. Kelly always repaid the
loans which gave the Shannons more certainty of Kelly‘s business success. Kelly dressed
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well and maintained every appearance of being the man he claimed to be. Always
generous to his in-laws, he often bought groceries and other necessities for the home. He
also bought the family a radio and a bedroom suite for Kathryn‘s daughter, Pauline, and
Shannon‘s youngest daughter, Ruth, a very generous gesture at a time when many
farmers had little more than the very basics in terms of furniture. Kelly even bought a car
for the thirteen year old Pauline, which the family used. He appeared to be a much better
choice for a husband than Kathryn‘s earlier three.25
This living arrangement also enabled Kathryn to spend time with the mother she
loved so dearly and her daughter Pauline, who loved being a part of the Shannon clan.
This close family relationship extended to Kathryn‘s grandparents, T. M. and Mary
Coleman. They lived in Stratford, Oklahoma and Kathryn often stayed with them when
Kelly took one of his extended business trips. Kathryn accompanied Kelly on some these
business trips, and when she did, the couple rented apartments in Chicago and
Minneapolis. During one of these stays Kathryn complained of being lonely and bored.
The following day, Kelly brought her a pair of blond, pedigreed Pekingese puppies to
keep her company.26
Kelly became very comfortable in Paradise. He shopped and socialized with
people in the small town and in other communities in the area. He never tried to hide his
identity. They knew him as George Kelly, the name he adopted following his first
divorce. F. A. Davenport, a former county and district attorney for Wise County
remained the only official who questioned the legitimacy of Kelly‘s business. With the
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country in a major economic depression, people living in small country towns rarely
owned large, flashy cars so when neighbors voiced suspicions Davenport‘s office
checked the ownership of four cars seen in the possession of George and Kathryn Kelly.
Each one was registered to either George or Kathryn.27
Kelly‘s business trips proved quite successful. He learned well from his mentor,
Harvey Bailey, and they often worked together. Francis Keating and Thomas Holden, the
two inmates Kelly helped escape from Leavenworth, became Kelly‘s close associates as
did Eddie Doll, Eddie Bentz, Albert Bates, Verne Miller and Frank Nash. When working
with Kelly, members of the group utilized a revised version of Harvey Bailey‘s ploy of
two getaway cars. A driver left his own car in a designated location along the escape
route while the rest of the group utilized a stolen car to drive to and escape from the bank.
They left the stolen car when they reached the waiting driver‘s vehicle. Police officers
looked for the first car while the bank robbers retreated to a safe city or location without
raising suspicion.28
Kelly maintained a relationship with Verne Miller even after Harvey Bailey
refused to work with him. Miller‘s tendency for violence and the revelation that he once
worked as a police officer resulted in Bailey‘s refusal to include him in any future plans.
Unlike Kelly, Miller used his gun quickly and killed several people during bank robberies
and over personal disagreements. Even with Miller‘s tendency towards violence, Kelly
and Kathryn maintained a close relationship with Miller and his girlfriend, Vivian
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Matthews. The two couples rented apartments in the same buildings in Kansas City,
Chicago, and Minneapolis-St. Paul.29
Kelly and four others robbed the bank in Blue Ridge, Texas on August 31, 1932.
One of the unmasked men slightly injured a female customer. They escaped in a large
black car which an armed posse trailed almost to the Red River, which served as the state
line where law officials stopped the pursuit. Very rarely did officers cross state lines;
with no jurisdiction officers considered the effort fruitless. Local officials soon named
Kelly as one of the suspects.30
Following the Blue Ridge robbery Kelly traveled to the Northwest with Albert
Bates whose girlfriend had family in Washington. This provided an opportunity for the
band of robbers to find a safe sanctuary. It also allowed them to prepare their next move.
The new plan did not take long to develop. On September 21, 1932, Kelly, Bates and
Eddie Bentz robbed the First Trust and Savings Bank in Colfax, Washington netting
$77,000. By September 22, 1932, officials named Kelly and Bentz as suspects in the
robbery. Kelly‘s reputation grew and his name quickly became more familiar to officers
across the country.31
Kelly took his role as bank robber seriously. He planned well and demanded the
best from those with whom he worked. An example of his thoroughness came with the
29
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robbery of The Citizens Bank in Tupelo, Mississippi. Kelly and Albert Bates cased the
bank completely before they struck. Kelly and Kathryn actually arrived in Tupelo two
weeks early in order to prepare for the operation. They rented rooms on North Church
Street from a local school teacher, Mrs. James Kincanon. They gave every appearance of
being an average couple who enjoyed taking long walks and shopping for groceries
together. The bank‘s location, only a few blocks from the house, allowed the couple to
case the bank very easily without raising suspicion. A day or two before the robbery, all
of those involved met at a tourist camp just east of Tupelo. Kathryn registered and used
one of her aliases, Mrs. Cass Coleman of Texas.32
The extra effort ensured the robbers knew the layout of the bank and the names of
every employee when they entered on November 28, 1932. They fanned out to precise
places as soon as they entered the bank. Concern grew when they missed Clyde Riley,
one of the tellers. One of the robbers nervously asked of his whereabouts, and bank
employees responded that he was out that day to attend a funeral. Bookkeepers Margaret
Lumpkin and Gamble Stevens; Vice President L. T. Wesson; chief teller Homer
Edgeworth; and Thad Shannon, all employees of the bank followed all instructions given
by the bank robbers.33
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Reverend S. V. Hicks withdrew $165.00 from his account just before the robbery
occurred. Della Fair Reese, a merchant in the area, entered the bank as the robbery
began. She reported an uneasy feeling as she entered, but laughed it off as she told Kelly
that at first glance she thought he was robbing the bank. Kelly pulled a machine gun
from a burlap bag and told her that she was correct. Hicks tried to slip out the back door,
but one of the culprits stopped him and took his money. The bandits told Hicks and
Reese, along with Brit Rogers, Jr., and C.E. Gentry to lie on the floor. When one of the
robbers shoved Reese, Kelly told him, ―Now, don‘t you hurt that pretty little thing.‖34
Pat Truman entered the bank and saw the customers on the floor. He recalled the
scene,
They were already holding services when I got there, and I
meekly marched around to the ‗moaners bench‘ like that
mean-looking man with the mean-looking machine gun
told me to-except the ‗moaners bench was flat on the
floor.35
Kelly ordered Edgeworth to open the safe and put the money and bonds into a
bag. With a gun in his back, Edgeworth quickly obeyed. He emptied the tellers‘ cages as
well. Once he completed the task, the robbers led the employees into an inside vault and
escorted the customers to an outside vault. Vice President Wesson asked that the air-tight
vaults not be locked for safety reasons. Kelly honored the request. The bank robbers told
the victims to stay in the vaults and as the robbers left through the back door, Kelly
shouted that the first person who stuck his head out would be shot. Margaret Lumpkin,
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the bookkeeper, later recalled that she took Kelly‘s threat seriously and left the vault
last.36
A pedestrian saw the band of robbers leave the bank and notified Sheriff Will
Kelly that ―some thugs‖ robbed the bank. Sheriff Kelly told his son, Chief Deputy Roman
Thomas Kelly, to go to the bank and investigate the allegations. Before the younger
Kelly left the office his father called him back, saying, ―Son, maybe you ought to take a
gun. Those fellows might be armed.‖37
The deputy arrived too late to catch George Kelly and his comrades. It took only
ten minutes for Kelly‘s crew to rob The Citizens Bank of Tupelo of $19,000 in cash,
$15,000 in negotiable bonds, and $10,000 in travelers‘ checks. They left only two
dollars in the bank.38
The bandits met an accomplice in the real getaway car and abandoned the car
used in the robbery. Kelly added his own special flair by leaving a map of the supposed
escape route to Birmingham, Alabama. To add more confusion, he purposely dropped
another map in the bank vault that detailed the distance between Tupelo and Memphis.
In fact, the band of robbers headed for New Orleans. They stopped in Columbia,
Mississippi where the group camped and burned the bonds stolen from the Citizens Bank
because they could not be traded for cash and were thus useless to the bandits.39
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Mid-South newspapers described the map found in the bank vault in detail.
Along with listing exact distances between towns from Memphis to Tupelo, the map
contained a drawing of the bank‘s layout. This detailed map showed the depth of
preparations made by the bandits. The newspaper articles also reported that the Citizen
Bank employees told police that prior to the robbery an unfamiliar gentleman questioned
them about bank employees and operations. This inquiry made the employees
uncomfortable, but they failed to alert Tupelo‘s police officials.40
The search for the bandits centered in Memphis. Police believed the bank robbers
had ―given the loot to the [three] women [who were believed to be in the second getaway
car], who rode back through Tupelo on to Oxford and thence to Hernando and
Memphis.‖41 Police in Birmingham also looked for the criminals in their city. The ploy
of the decoy maps worked. Police grasped at any clue and reported that citizens in
Memphis spotted Pretty Boy Floyd in the city. They believed he led the Tupelo bank
robbery. ―. . . two detectives were detailed to watch the place where Floyd was reported
staying. Floyd slipped through the police trap.‖42 Inspector Will Griffin of Memphis told
reporters that he knew the names of the bank robbers but declined to reveal their
identities. He never made an arrest in the case.43
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Soon after newspapers reported that police suspected Pretty Boy Floyd in the
Tupelo bank robbery, the editor of the Memphis Commercial Appeal received the
following letter:
Hot Spring
December 1, 1932
Editor of Memphis
Daily Commercial Appeal
Dear Sir:
The piece published about me or any of my men robbing a
bank in Tupelo, Miss. is a lie as I have been here in Hot Springs
for 10 days taking medical treatment for a gun-shot in my left
shoulder.
Traps or no traps, the man who killed my man Birdwell
will never be alive to see Christmas - and I know who shot him. If
I did one-half the crimes laid to me I would deserve to be killed,
but there are three men I am going to kill and then show some of
these bad laws just how dam bad I can be when I am forced to
protect my life.
Yours truly,
Charles Floyd
Address me
Sallisaw, Okla.
P.S. I have 5 men with me and will be over in Oklahoma, my own
home state for to spend Christmas with my folks, and don‘t think I
will not get even with any law that messes with me as I am dam
sick and tired being lied on and hounded like a wild animal.
Charles Floyd44
This letter certainly touched the hearts of the public who saw Pretty Boy Floyd
and the other social bandits as victims of the times and law officials. It also showed the
ineptness of police officers. Newspaper articles reported that police thought they knew
exactly whom they sought and where those culprits would be found. Yet evidence
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proved the police wrong. Detectives succumbed to decoys set by the bandits, and bank
robberies went unsolved. The populace rooted for winners, and, in most cases, the social
bandits became the champions in the public‘s eye.
Kelly admitted to very few bank robberies, but he took credit for the Tupelo job.
He made this admission after officers arrested his partner, Albert Bates, with money from
the robbery in his possession on August 12, 1933 in Denver, Colorado. Eddie Doll,
another one of Kelly‘s accomplices, admitted to the robbery and implicated Kelly and
Bates in the robbery as well when officers arrested him on February 12, 1934 in St.
Petersburg, Florida.45
Federal agents suspected Kelly of participating in many other bank robberies in a
multitude of states across the country including Kansas, Missouri, Louisiana, Illinois,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Washington.
Police organizations at all levels failed to solve most bank robberies of the time period.
Prisoners refused to discuss bank robberies in prison in order to avoid prosecution upon
release. Even though Kelly asserted that representatives of law enforcement agencies
across the nation credited him with many bank robberies in which he did not take part, he
refused to confirm the number of bank robberies in which he did participate. He claimed,
though, that he only robbed ten to fifteen banks per year and never made less than
$125,000 annually.46
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These agencies listed Kelly as a suspect in a mail robbery in Chicago on
September 22, 1933. The culprits shot and killed Miles Cunningham, a police officer,
during the robbery. The suspects escaped in a Hudson sedan but crashed into another car
during the getaway. The criminals quickly hijacked another car from the scene of the
collision. Witnesses identified Kelly‘s close friend, Verne Miller, as the man who shot
Cunningham with a machine gun. A check of license plate numbers revealed that a J. J.
Rosenberg, of 3818 West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, Illinois, owned the Hudson. Police
checked the address and found that no Rosenberg resided there. A witness from the car
dealership that sold the car identified the man claiming to be Rosenberg as George
Kelly.47
Kelly denied involvement in this mail robbery. Because of his close relationship
with Verne Miller, it is possible he participated, but it is more likely that the witness was
mistaken about the true identity of J. J. Rosenberg. After all, according to Kathryn, as
she proudly stated regarding the style of living she and Kelly maintained, ―Kelly never
owned a Hudson anything-he only drove Cadillacs.‖48
It is also unlikely Kelly participated in the mail robbery because on the date it
took place, he and Kathryn were occupied with a new venture. Even though Kelly‘s
claimed annual income of $125,000 was far above the average Depression era income of
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$1,500, he became bored and wanted more. Bank robbery was also becoming a very
common occupation. Kelly probably agreed with the statement made by fellow bank
robber, Alvin Karpis,
It seemed that every two-bit unemployed bum in the United
States with the cash to dig himself up a pistol was taking a crack at
the robbery business . . . Crime was the last profession in
American in the 1930s that still attracted crowds of applicants.49
Even though his career in bank robbery was going well, Kelly was considering a
scheme which would result in money enough to allow him and Kathryn to live in luxury
without even the effort of robbing banks. He made his first attempt at this new career on
January 27, 1932. He and Eddie Doll kidnapped Howard Woolverton, the 52-year-old
secretary-treasurer of the Malleable Steel Range Company in South Bend, Indiana. The
fact that Woolverton‘s father was a bank president in South Bend, supported the
assumption that the family was very wealthy and could easily pay the $50,000 ransom
demand.50
In separate cars, Kelly and Doll followed Woolverton and his wife to the theatre
in South Bend, Indiana. They waited for the show to end and then followed Woolverton
and his wife as they drove home. Kelly forced the Woolvertons to the curb. He left his
car, got into the Woolverton‘s back seat, and ordered the two not to look back. He told
Florence Woolverton to get out of the car. As she complied, Kelly handed her a note that
49
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demanded a $50,000 ransom. The note instructed the family to place the money in a
package and leave it at a designated location. The note also gave the family 24 hours to
fulfill the demands. Kelly then demanded Woolverton drive to the outskirts of the city.
Doll followed in the other car. Once outside the city, Kelly ordered Woolverton to stop
the car. He confirmed Woolverton‘s identity and then blindfolded him. Kelly then led
Woolverton to the second car and forced him into the backseat.51
The kidnappers drove around northern Indiana waiting for the ransom to be paid.
Woolverton continued to tell Kelly and Doll that his family did not have the money to
pay the ransom. Kelly and Doll became very frustrated and after two days finally
accepted the fact that the ransom could or would not be paid at that time. They wrote a
promissory note, which Woolverton signed, stating that he would pay the ransom as soon
as he raised the funds. The kidnappers released him, unharmed, outside of Michigan
City, Indiana. He never paid the ransom even though Kelly periodically contacted him
asking for the note to be honored.52
As Kelly‘s first attempt at kidnapping proved to be unproductive, he returned to
bank robbery, but kidnapping grew quickly as the new vocation of other Depression Era
social bandits. Captors kidnapped Nell Donnelly, a clothing firm owner from Kansas
City but released him without a ransom being paid. Another group kidnapped Charles
Pershall, an Illinois banker from Granite City. Pershall was released unharmed after
family members paid a $40,000 ransom. Another kidnapper took Fred Blumer, a brewery
owner from Monroe, Wisconsin. His family paid the demanded ransom, and his captors
51
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released him as well. Other kidnappings took place in Colorado, Minnesota, Arizona,
and Illinois. According to information reported by the St Louis, Missouri chief of police,
there were 279 victims of kidnapping from twenty-eight states in 1931.53
Like bank robbers of this time period, kidnappers faced little challenge from law
enforcement agencies. Local agencies had no jurisdiction once the criminals crossed
state or county lines. The nation accepted local law enforcement as a tradition and
expressed no desire for cooperation among agencies or localities. One man, J. Edgar
Hoover, advocated the idea of a federal police force, but he received no support for this
idea from the government, law officials, or the public.54
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Chapter Eight
J. Edgar Hoover

Like George Kelly, J. Edgar Hoover matured in a southern city, reared by a
middle class family. Unlike Kelly‘s childhood experience, Hoover‘s close-knit family
extended to aunts, uncles, and cousins who lived in the same Washington, D.C.
neighborhood. Both families and their friends celebrated the marriage of Hoover‘s
parents, Dickerson N. and Annie M. Sheitlin. Guests filled the church to capacity with
some attendees forced to remain on the steps because of a lack of space. Hoover
described the wedding in a family history he composed during the summer of 1912. He
wrote, ―. . . it was the largest wedding Capitol Hill ever had.‖1
Hoover lived in the same modest, two-story stucco house at 413 Seward Square,
five minutes from the Capital for forty-three years. Located in a white, Protestant,
working middle class neighborhood, most of the residents served as lower to mid-level
civil servants. Unlike many cities of the era, Washington, D. C. proved to be a good
place to rear a family. During Hoover‘s childhood, an effort to beautify the city
enhanced it as a safe place to live, grow, and explore. 2
Hoover, like Kelly earned his own money at an early age. Unlike Kelly, Hoover‘s
move into entrepreneurship was legal. The local market did not hire delivery boys, but
Hoover found that if he waited outside and offered to help customers carry their load,
they willingly gave him tips. He earned the nickname ―Speed‖ during this period in his
life. He quickly learned that the more customers he helped, the more money he made.
1
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He accompanied each customer home carrying the groceries and then ran all the way
back to the market and found his next customer. He reported to the market every day
after school and on Saturdays from 7:00 in the morning to 7:00 that evening. Hoover
averaged about $2.00 a day in tips from delivering groceries.3
Hoover‘s family took an active role in the Sunday School Movement. This
conservative movement romanticized the America of the past as a homogeneous land in
which citizens obeyed laws and appreciated peace. The curriculum in Sunday school
promoted the ideas of conservatism and nativism, impling that immigrants and Catholics
caused most crime and disruption in society. In 1911, the International Sunday School
Convention established a Department of Purity. This group promoted what it called the
―white life.‖ Hoover became a part of this movement as a child. He attended and taught
Sunday school, an experience that greatly influenced views he held as an adult.4
Hoover attended the prestigious Central High School, Washington D.C.‘s first
white school where he graduated as class valedictorian. The young elite of the city
graduated from Central, many of them becoming local doctors, lawyers, and diplomats.5
Unlike Kelly‘s father, Dickerson Hoover, Sr. involved himself in his children‘s
rearing. He wrote openly of his feelings for his young son when on a business trip to St.
Louis. The note stated, ―I sleep in your little bed and wish you were here so I could fight
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you in the morning.‖ He also reminded the young Edgar to wear his overcoat and closed,
―With a big kiss.‖6
Hoover spent most of his extracurricular hours with the school debate team.

He

learned his debating skills well and used these skills to present his side of arguments as
truths. He often used a technique he learned in debate to disarm his critics. Hoover
utilized the basic fundamentals such as faith and morals to force his opposition to forget
reason and comply with his views. He also spent his extracurricular time as a member of
the Central High Cadet Corp. As a senior, Hoover took and passed the examination
required to serve as an officer in the Cadet Corp. This experience greatly influenced
Hoover as a man. From this experience he learned that he liked being in command of a
team of young men. He also learned how to motivate, organize, and lead that team. It
reinforced his idea that he belonged to the American elite, therefore it became his
responsibility to lead others in the protection of what he saw as American values: the
elite, white, middle-class Protestant belief system in which he grew and flourished.7
Hoover began his career in government service while enrolled in night classes at
George Washington University working toward his law degree. He first served as a
junior messenger for the Library of Congress and quickly advanced to cataloger and then
clerk. He learned the Dewey decimal system, a concept he used to number FBI files.
―Each file would begin with a number denoting a specific federal statute, followed by an
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abbreviation indicating which field office was in charge of the case, followed by a
sequential number assigned to the particular case.‖8
Hoover joined the Library of Congress as it began the process of becoming the
nation‘s main research facility. Herbert Putnam, the man in charge of this process,
demonstrated an expertise in library sciences and proved to be the ultimate bureaucrat.
He knew how to manipulate Congress to the Library‘s benefit and attained job security in
a system that changed appointments with leadership. Putnam achieved these things by
maintaining a reputation for efficiency and by handling requests made by members of
Congress with swiftness and precision. Hoover learned this process well and used this
strategy to gain funds and power for the agency he would develop.9
Hoover passed the District of Columbia bar exam in 1917 and became a member
of Washington‘s permanent residents who believed that a job in the government‘s
bureaucracy provided the most secure and civic minded way to spend one‘s career. For
this reason he accepted an offer to serve as a clerk for the legal staff of the Justice
Department instead of taking a more prestigious and profitable position at a private law
firm. A job in the Justice Department gave Hoover a sense of security and exempted him
from the draft.10
Hoover began his service in the Justice Department as a file clerk, but his
superiors quickly promoted him, placing him in charge of a small unit in the Enemy
Alien Registration Section. Hoover delved whole-heartedly into his assignment to review
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and summarize cases concerning German and Austro-Hungarian aliens who requested
permission to remain in their homes or be freed from internment during World War I. He
then made recommendations to his superior, John Lord O‘Brian. The promotion itself
most likely came more from nepotism than Hoover‘s abilities and hard work. Hoover‘s
cousin, William Hitz, a judge in Washington, D.C. and close friends with Hoover‘s
superiors certainly mentioned his cousin in the right circles. However Hoover gained the
promotion, he worked hard to ensure that he not only maintained the position, but gained
future promotions as well.11
The war ended and the government liquidated the Alien Enemy Bureau. Hoover
remained with the Justice Department as the head of the Radical Division and special
assistant to Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer. This position placed Hoover on the
organizational chart of the Bureau of Investigation formed by Theodore Roosevelt on
July 26, 1908. Roosevelt had created the bureau to fight the unscrupulous practices of
big business and the theft of western public lands. Prior to the formation of the BI, the
Justice Department relied on the Treasury Department‘s Secret Service to investigate
individuals and cases. This presented problems such as a lack of professionalism and
accountability among the agents on loan from the Justice Department. The agents
refused to follow protocols set by the Justice Department and continued to report to the
Secret Service Chief. The BI had no real authority during its early years. Department
heads hired agents to fulfill political obligations instead of appointing the most qualified
for the job. With federal level offenses limited to tax fraud, custom violations,
smuggling, crimes on the high sea, and a very few others, few saw the need for truly
11
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qualified agents. Government officials also failed to see a need for a federal police
force. Most officials believed that the responsibility of policing the citizenry belonged to
local agencies.12
The Mann Act, passed in 1911 and more commonly known as the White Slave
Law, made the transporting of any female across state lines ―for the purpose of
prostitution or debauchery, or for any other immoral purpose‖ illegal.13 This law reflected
the ideology of the Progressives‘ as their work began to change the attitude regarding the
responsibility of the federal government and its control over crime. Reinforcing this
change in attitude, Congress passed the Dyer and Volstead Acts in 1919, further
increasing the federal government‘s involvement in law enforcement. The Dyer Law
made it a federal offense to drive or transport stolen cars across state lines; the Volstead
Act was the mechanism needed to implement the Eighteenth Amendment. It established
guidelines for the enforcement of prohibition, provided specific definitions regarding
intoxicating beverages, and set taxes for allowable beverages containing 0.5 or less
percent alcohol. The federal government, so intent on the success of Prohibition, formed
a Bureau of Prohibition to serve as its enforcing agent instead of trusting this job to the
unproven and poorly viewed Bureau of Investigation.14
As head of the Radical Division of the Justice Department Hoover strongly
supported Palmer and his Red scare tactics. Hoover even appeared before Congress to
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advocate the passage of a peacetime sedition act. He and his division set up a system to
record information on suspected radicals in America. This file system contained over
450,000 index cards. Each card contained information that was gained from the daily
reading of over 625 newspapers as a means of looking for radical activity. Freedom of
speech meant nothing. The division considered beliefs as dangerous as acts. Fact, rumor,
or hearsay, Hoover helped record it all and use it to validate the Palmer Raids.15
The Palmer Raids resulted from a crackdown aimed at alleged communists,
socialists, radicals, anarchists, or anyone not ―100 percent American.‖ Led by Attorney
General A. Mitchell Palmer, the division arrested 5,000 to 10,000 people for antiAmerican activities between November 7, 1919 and January, 1920. Palmer and his
assistants orchestrated these raids to occur nationwide on set dates. They held detainees
in cramped and dirty makeshift prisons where officers refused them lawyers, denied
access to their family, and brutalized them repeatedly. After months of captivity, the
government released these people with no explanation and without ever charging them
for a crime.16
The public lost interest in the hunt for communists and enemy aliens as they
entered into the age of jazz, Babe Ruth, speakeasies, and the new silver screen.
Government officials felt relieved to have the raids out of the public‘s focus after a small
group of lawyers publicly denounced the raids before a Senate committee charged with
investigating the actions of Palmer.17
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Harry M. Daugherty replaced Palmer as attorney general and named William J.
Burns the director of the Bureau of Investigation. In his drive to remain in his position,
Hoover quickly renounced his former views on radicalism by stating to his staff, ―There
is no federal statute against entertaining radical ideas, and we are wasting no time
collecting information that we cannot use.‖ Hoover, who did not claim a political party,
made his files on the newly-elected Warren G. Harding‘s opponents available to the new
attorney general. Hoover not only remained with the Department of Justice, he became
the assistant chief of the Bureau of Investigation.18
Scandals dominated the Harding administration. When investigating the Teapot
Dome incident, BI agents wiretapped phones, opened private mail, and broke into homes
of senators suspected of being involved in the scandal. Government insiders often
referred to the BI as the Bureau of Easy Virtue because of its tactics and lack of
professionalism. Hoover rarely told anyone exactly where he worked. He merely said that
he worked for the government. At this time, the Department of Justice considered
transferring the BI functions to the Secret Service because of its poorly executed
activities.19
When Calvin Coolidge found himself pressed into the presidency following
Harding‘s death, he sought to end the scandals of that administration. He charged Harlan
Fiske Stone with cleaning up the Department of Justice. Senator Herbert Hoover
suggested J. Edgar Hoover as a replacement for Burns. The two Hoovers belonged to the
same Masonic Lodge. Fiske accepted the recommendation and made J. Edgar Hoover
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the acting director of the Bureau of Investigation. When Stone offered him the position,
he stressed to Hoover,
The Bureau of Investigation is not concerned with political or
other opinions of individuals. It is concerned only with their
conduct and then only with such conduct as is forbidden by the
laws of the United States. When a police system passes beyond
these limits, it is dangerous to the proper administration of
justice and to human liberty, which it should be our first
concern to cherish.20
Stone noted concerns with the methods Hoover had used in the past that included
intimidation and retribution even in his earliest years in the Justice Department. The
young Hoover opened a ―file‖ on lawyers who complained to the Department regarding
rights violations and recommended some be disbarred. Stone gave Hoover strict orders
that ―Activities of the bureau are to be limited strictly to the investigations of violations
of law, under my direction or under the direction of an assistant attorney general
regularly conducting work for the Department of Justice.‖21 Stone also told Hoover to
reduce staff, fire all incompetents, and to focus on hiring men with legal training. All
new hires required approval by Stone.22
Hoover undertook his new responsibilities with zeal. He reorganized the Bureau
and specifically defined the functions and responsibilities of each division. He created a
Manual of Investigations which outlined his rules for investigations and included
instructions on the proper process for investigating cases. He closed unproductive field
offices and fired ineffective agents. He gave the special agents in charge of the field
offices more structure in their responsibilities and told them, ―I look to you as the special
20
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agents in charge as my representative, and I consider it your duty and function to see that
the special agents and other employees assigned to your office are engaged at all times
upon government business.‖23
After seven months Stone made Hoover Director of the Bureau of Investigation.
Hoover continued to refine the BI, imposing strict discipline and a rigid order of
command. The agents investigated cases that fell under the Bureau‘s jurisdiction, but
with limited federal laws, few cases required investigation. Regulations did not allow BI
agents to carry weapons or arrest suspects. When agents apprehended a suspect, a local
police officer or federal marshal had to make the arrest. Hoover wanted more. His
Bureau, satiated with young men with pristine reputations and trained in accounting or
law, did not have the respect of the government or the public that Hoover believed it
deserved. Congress refused to pass legislation giving the Bureau more power, and the
public and media continued to look to bank robbers as heroes.24
On March 1, 1932, Bruno Richard Hauptmann kidnapped the toddler son of
Charles Lindbergh. Hoover knew that this case could provide the catalyst to begin the
process of changing the perception that the public, the media, and the government held of
the Bureau and the role the Bureau had in law enforcement. Hoover tried to persuade the
president to order the BI to take charge of the investigation. Instead, President Hoover
ordered all federal law enforcement agencies to assist the New Jersey police force in
apprehending the kidnapper. Unable to achieve command of the investigation, Hoover
ensured his press releases reached the press first when a major story broke and that he
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appeared each time photographers took pictures related to the case. This led the public to
believe that his Bureau of Investigation was, in fact, in charge. Unfortunately for
Hoover, his ploy to gain power and recognition through this very public case did not
produce the positive effects he desired. The Bureau received major criticism for mistakes
and blunders made by all agencies involved. The fact that it took law officials over two
and one half years to catch the kidnapper also reflected badly on the BI. It made the
public see it as a bumbling and ineffective agency.25
Hoover‘s ploy to gain the public‘s confidence as a trusted federal police force
failed. But, as a response to the public outcry that resulted from the kidnapping of the
Lindbergh baby, Congress passed the Federal Kidnapping Act of June 27, 1932 (18 U.S.
Code 1201 (a) (b)). The law read in part:
That whoever shall knowingly transport or cause to be transported,
or aid or abet in transporting, in interstate or foreign commerce,
any person who shall have been unlawfully seized, confined,
inveigled, decoyed, kidnapped, abducted, or carried away by any
means whatsoever and held for ransom or reward shall, upon
conviction, be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for
such term of years as the court, in its discretion, shall determine. .
.26
In addition the law also decreed that the use of the U. S. Postal Service or the
telephone for communicating ransom demands or conditions of a release became a
federal offense. This gave the BI another crime for which it could take the lead in
investigations. It also began a major shift in American law enforcement. Traditionally
very little cooperation among the various local agencies occurred because each county
25
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had its own authority and rarely did these groups coordinate efforts to capture criminals
who, due to the automobile, could easily travel from one jurisdiction to another and avoid
capture. Creating a federal law beyond white slavery and auto theft and allowing federal
agents to intervene and cross demarcation lines to gather evidence and pursue villains
gave the depression era criminals a new realty to which they would have to adjust.27
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Chapter Nine
The Kidnapping
Kelly and Kathryn continued to look for that big job that would allow them to live
the lifestyle they both craved and felt they deserved. Bank robbery required too much
travel and the payoff could be very unpredictable. They wanted a real payoff, one that
would allow them to remain idle for an extended period of time. Many of the Depression
Era criminals who began as bootleggers and moved to bank robbery began to turn to
kidnapping to fulfill the quest for easy money. This caused a surge in kidnapping during
the early 1930s that even the passage of the Lindbergh Law failed to deter as criminals
embraced a goal of using others to meet their aspirations for easy money.
Vern Sankey committed one of the first notable kidnappings following the
passage of the Lindbergh Law. Sankey, the son of German immigrants, worked as a
successful railroad engineer when he began bootlegging as a means to earn extra income.
He soon realized that bootlegging provided a far more profitable endeavor than working
for the railroad. As with many bootleggers who did not wish to join the powerful
syndicates of organized crime, Sankey soon turned from bootlegging to bank robbery and
eventually left the railroad entirely.1
Sankey kidnapped Haskell Bohn during the evening hours of June 30, 1932.
Arriving at the family‘s garage, Bohn and his chauffeur were met by two armed men who
gave the chauffeur a ransom note. The kidnappers taped Bohn‘s eyes, took him, and sped
away. They originally demanded $35,000 in ransom, but settled for the $12,000 paid a
week later. Once Sankey and his partner received the ransom payment, they released
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Bohn. The kidnappers did not take their victim across state lines so the crime did not fall
under the authority of the Lindbergh Law and federal law enforcement.2
Several other high profile kidnapping cases followed. Walter McGee kidnapped
Mary McElroy and released her unharmed after her family paid a $30,000 ransom. Fred
Barker and Alvin Karpis kidnapped St. Paul brewer William Hamm. They released him
after receiving a $100,000 ransom. John J. O‘Connell, Jr., August Luer, and an Atlanta
banker were also kidnapped during the summer of 1933.3
No federal jurisdiction existed in these cases because none of the kidnappers took
their victim across state lines. Never-the-less, Hoover inserted himself and his agency
into the investigations in an attempt to assert control over all high-profile crimes. The BI
scientific methods failed to prove superior to those utilized by local officials, and the BI
agents often sought the wrong criminals. For instance, a few weeks after the Hamm
kidnapping, Hoover announced that he and his agents had ―put together a solid case
against Touy‘s boys,‖ a group of brothers well-known by the Minnesota law enforcement
community. Hoover‘s scientific method pointed to the Touys when in fact Alvin Karpis
and Fred Barker had carried out the kidnapping. And none of these cases created the
perfect storm that elevated him and his BI to national hero status. If agents caught the
kidnappers, it was with uneventful chases and little fanfare. The felons they sought and
captured lacked the qualities to captivate the attention of the public and the media. No
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myths existed behind the criminal, no hyped-up nicknames added excitement to the
criminal, and the captures involved no bloody stand-offs.4

Based on his earlier and unsuccessful attempt at kidnapping, George Kelly knew
that it was not the easy grab and demand he first believed. Kelly realized that a profitable
kidnapping required at least as much groundwork and preparation as bank robbery. Kelly
also knew that he needed a dependable and capable partner. He chose Albert Bates.

Born in Illinois in 1892, Albert Lawrence Bates dropped out of school at fifteen
and turned to petty crime to support himself. Bates‘ first arrest occurred in Memphis in
1911. Convicted of burglary, he received probation. Bates joined the army, but soon
went AWOL; the military then convicted him of desertion. He quickly returned to his life
of burglary and petty crime. Nevada courts convicted him of safecracking and ordered
him to serve one to fifteen years in prison but released him after only two years. Bates
served time in Utah and Colorado for burglary and escape from prison. After being
released from the Colorado State Prison in 1930, Bates teamed up with George Kelly.
Together they robbed banks in Tupelo, Mississippi; Colfax, Washington; and
Arkadelphia, Arkansas; among others.5
Kelly and Bates worked together to rob the bank in San Marcos, Texas in late
May, 1933. They also began to research a few men they considered to be viable
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kidnapping targets. Kelly deemed it less than gentlemanly to kidnap a woman or a child.
They considered a Texan banker, a brewer from Missouri, a bank president from
Oklahoma, and an Oklahoma merchant, finally settling on oilman Charles Urschel as
their target. In Kelly‘s mind, a ransom of $200,000 would be such an inconsequential
amount to the family that it would be paid and forgotten with the return of Urschel.6

Charles Urschel was born into a farming family in Fostoria, Ohio. After college
and a stint in the army, Urschel found work with Thomas Baker Slick, owner of the
world‘s largest independent oil operation. After marrying Slick‘s younger sister, Flored,
he became Slick‘s most trusted partner. Slick died unexpectedly at only forty-six years
of age; his sister died shortly afterwards. Two years later, Urschel and Slick‘s widow
married and began their life in the Slick home in the Heritage Hills section of Oklahoma
City, at 327 Northwest 18th Street.7

Early in 1933, Kathryn Kelly visited the sporting goods and firearms store, Wolf
and Klar where she inquired about purchasing a machine gun. Klar showed her a used
gun. Uncertain, Kathryn placed a call to the Shannon farm and asked if the gun would be
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useful. Reassured by her husband, Kathryn made the deal and purchased the machine
gun for $250.00.8

Albert Bates met Kelly and Kathryn in Oklahoma City several times during the
spring of 1933. They studied Urschel‘s upscale neighborhood, observed the family‘s
activities, and recorded its daily schedules. Bates and Kelly exchanged telegrams
throughout the season. Bates telegrams were sent to R. G. Shannon, Kathryn‘s step
father, but also the alias most often used by Kelly. The most telling of the messages was
sent from Kelly to Bates stating, ―WRITE ME AT SAME ADDRESS GIVE FULL
PARTICULARS IF AND WHEN DRILLING IS TO START.‖ Considering Urschel
was in the oil business, and knowing that Kelly often used code in his correspondence, it
is certain the drilling discussed in this telegram was in fact a reference to Charles
Urschel. 9

The telegrams and telephone calls continued into July as Kelly and Bates made
arrangements for the execution of their crime. Kelly and Kathryn received the last of
these communications at the Shannon farm where they remained while Boss and Ora
traveled through Texas to visit his daughter and an old friend. Armon, Boss‘ son, ran the
farm during their absence. The Depression had made farming even more difficult, so
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Armon quickly said yes when Kelly offered to pay to him for the use of his house.
Armon assumed Kelly needed a storage place for some whiskey.10

Betty Slick, Berenice Urschel‘s 16 year old daughter, noticed a dark blue sedan
with Chicago plates one evening as she returned home from Tulsa. She saw the same car
in the neighborhood later in the week as Kelly and Bates watched the Urschel family.
The family was very aware of the rash of kidnappings across the nation, having received
several threatening letters concerning kidnapping as late as March, 1933. In a
preventative measure, Urschel hired a night guard to protect the family. Still Betty
dismissed the possible danger.11

Kelly and Kathryn made their way to Asher, Oklahoma to visit Kathryn‘s
maternal grandparents on Friday, June 23. Albert Bates joined them the following day.
As the family and guests ate dinner, Kathryn discussed her plans to move her ailing father
to a new hospital once she got some money. True to his loquacious and boastful nature,
Kelly responded to this statement by saying that they would have plenty of money soon
and added that a kidnapping would occur in Oklahoma City that very night. Kelly and
Bates left the Coleman home about two o‘clock.12
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The Urschels and another couple, Walter and Clyde Jarrett, shared a quiet dinner
that same Saturday. The two couples retired to the screened-in porch for a friendly game
of small-stakes bridge. Mrs. Urschel checked the doors of the house to be sure they were
locked before she sat down to play. Betty came in the porch door from an evening with
her friends and went to her room. The two couples heard a car stop near the driveway
about 11:20, but did not sense danger, assuming their chauffer had just returned in the
family car. At 11:25 p.m., the unlocked screen door suddenly opened, and two armed
men entered. Albert Bates led the way carrying a machine gun. George Kelly followed
with a very large pistol. As he entered the room, Kelly immediately began making the
customary threats for cooperation and quiet. He demanded Urschel identify himself.
Neither man responded so Kelly stated that both men would be taken. Kelly took the two
men out the door while Bates kept his machine gun pointed toward the women. As Bates
left, he ordered the women not to move ―until we get out of the driveway.‖13
With the two men in the back of a Chevrolet sedan, Kelly drove while Bates sat
on the passenger side and held the machine gun in his lap. He aimed the pistol at the two
prisoners and ordered them to remain quiet. They drove quickly to the outskirts of the
city where they crossed a small bridge and stopped at an intersection. Kelly and Bates
ordered the two men out of the car and checked their wallets for identification. Once
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they identified Urschel, Kelly took fifty dollars from Jarrett‘s wallet leaving ten dollars
for cab fare to return home. Kelly, who considered himself to be honorable, asked Jarrett
if he were a man of honor and would promise not to talk about the direction they took or
the location of his release. Jarrett assured them he would not give any information to
officials and they released him.14

Meanwhile, Berenice Urschel and Clyde [Mrs. Walter] Jarrett disregarded Bates‘
warning. They rushed to the upstairs bedroom, locked the door, and called the county
sheriff and the city police chief. Both officials promised immediate roadblocks. Chief
Watts of the Oklahoma City Police Department rushed to the Urschel home; he and Mrs.
Urschel contacted J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Bureau of Investigation. Mrs.
Urschel and her husband had read an article in Time magazine that very afternoon that
instructed people to use the newly implemented national emergency phone line set up by
the BI to deal with the rising number of high-profile kidnappings. With the aid of longdistance operators, Mrs. Urschel quickly dialed National 8-7117. Operators transferred
this historic call, the first use of a national hotline number, immediately to the home J.
Edgar Hoover shared with his widowed mother.15
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Even though it was nearly 1:00 in the morning in Washington, D.C., Hoover took
the call and reassured Mrs. Urschel that everything possible would be done to find her
husband. Within minutes after the call, Sheriff Stanley Rogers and Ralph Colvin,
Department of Justice agent for the Oklahoma City office, arrived at the Urschel home.
Hoover ordered a federal agent be posted in the Urschel home twenty-four hours a day.16

After Jarrett left the car, the kidnappers ordered Urschel to lie down in the back
seat in order for him to avoid harm if shooting began implying they did not fear injury to
themselves. Jarrett walked most of the twelve miles back to the Urschel home and
entered the backdoor of the Urschel home less than two hours after the kidnapping.
Surprised at his release, police questioned him at length.17
He reported the kidnapper in the passenger seat (Bates) called the driver (Kelly)
Floyd several times. Like most people of the era, Jarrett read newspapers that
consistently reported stories of the criminal element of society complete with pictures.
The articles went beyond the crimes committed. Newspapers included human interest
stories about the daily activities of criminals or their families. When Pretty Boy Floyd
dyed his hair red, it made the press. When Bonnie Parker‘s sister received injuries in an
automobile accident, the country remained well aware of her condition throughout the
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ordeal. Therefore, not duped by the use of the name Floyd, Jarrett quickly said with
confidence that the driver ―no more resembled Floyd that I do.‖18
Officers took Jarrett to police headquarters and interviewed him at length. He
then accompanied a group of local police to the spot where the kidnappers released him.
They found nothing beyond a few footprints. The tire tracks left by the car blended into
previous tracks on the single-lane dirt road, so they proved to be of no help. As with his
bank robberies, Kelly had planned well and left very few clues. He also evaded the road
blocks that officers set up within minutes of the phone calls made by Berenice Urschel to
the various police agencies. Since the kidnappers did not hide their faces, investigators
held some hope of identifying them. Jarrett, his wife, and Mrs. Urschel scrutinized
hundreds of photographs that first night at the Urschel home. Jarrett immediately
identified one. He chose the mug shot of Bob Brady, an escapee from Leavenworth
Penitentiary and person of interest in the recent massacre at Union Station in Kansas
City, Missouri. 19

Just a few days prior to the kidnapping, federal agents escorted Frank Nash as
they tried to return him to Leavenworth Prison where he had escaped nearly three years
earlier. At this time BI agents had no authority to arrest suspects or to carry weapons, so
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an Oklahoma police chief accompanied them. Local police officers, requested by federal
agents due to the large criminal population that called Kansas City home, met Nash and
his sentries at the train station. This open city welcomed and often protected the criminal
element. As the group left the station and made their way to their car, an agent sitting in
the back seat saw three men bearing machine guns move toward the car. He panicked
and fired an officer‘s rifle; Nash‘s liberators returned fire. When the bullets stopped,
Frank Nash, one agent, and three officers were dead. The media quickly tagged this
violent incident as the Union Station Massacre.20
The level of violence displayed in this shooting was usually limited to that of the
organized syndicates that emerged through Prohibition. For the first time the generally
sympathetic public could see its Depression Era bank robbers as killers instead of
oppressed country boys trying to make a living. This was also a humiliating incident for
the BI. It demonstrated that BI agents could not even get a criminal to prison without
incident. This crime appalled the public because of the violence and death of the officers.
Hoover exploited this fear by pointing to the dangers all criminal activity brought to the
nation and reiterating that a federal police force was in fact a necessity for the safety of
all Americans. Unfortunately, Hoover and his BI could not solve the crime so the
government and the American public refused to see the value of Hoover and his agency.

After leaving Jarrett at the backwoods crossroads, Kelly and Bates taped cotton
over Urschel‘s eyes and placed cotton in his ears. Kelly told Urschel that they did not
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intend for him to see or hear anything on the trip; if he did, he would not return home.
The kidnappers ordered Urschel to remain prone on the backseat of the car and began a
seemingly circular and back-roads journey to their destination. In an attempt to further
intimidate their victim, Bates told Urschel they were hot and planned on shooting if
anyone tried to stop them. Kelly and Bates further threatened Urschel with a hypodermic
injection of a sleeping formula and chains if he tried to escape.21
They drove through the night; Kelly and Bates argued periodically about
directions. They stopped and Bates led Urschel into chigger-infested bush where they
waited while Kelly took the car for refueling. Kelly returned and, demonstrating his
generous nature, brought a bottle of Coke for each of them. Back on the road, Urschel
realized that dawn was about to break when he heard roosters crow. 22
Kelly and Bates stopped in Asher, Oklahoma to change from Bates‘ car to the one
Kelly had left at Kathryn‘s grandparents‘ home. Kelly bragged that he altered the interior
of the larger car to better accommodate a kidnapping victim. Even though Kelly had
prepared the car for the crime, he failed to realize the fuel tank needed refueling, so they
transferred gasoline from Bates‘ car to Kelly‘s. The kidnappers reapplied the tape that
held the cotton covering Urschel‘s eyes more neatly into place and put a straw hat and
glasses on Urschel. They continued to tell Urschel they did not want to harm him but
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would if necessary. They also told him to forget anything he heard. He heard everything
despite the cotton and remembered everything he heard.23
Mary Coleman woke when she heard the commotion in the yard. Kathryn,
already awake and working in the kitchen, readily told her grandmother that the two
Georges (the Colemans knew Albert Bates as George Davis) just returned with a
kidnapped man. Mrs. Coleman ordered the men off her property and threatened to
―scream loud enough to wake the whole settlement.‖24 They drove away and Kathryn
followed shortly saying that she had to return to Fort Worth to care for her father.25

Kelly stuck to the least traversed roads to avoid as much contact as possible with
other cars. With few paved roads in this area of the country during this time period, those
traveled by Kelly, Bates, and Urschel became muddy and extremely slippery that night as
it rained steadily. At one point, the car almost became stuck in the ruts of the back road
they traveled. Following the rain, Kelly stopped at a gas station. The attendant, a
friendly female, made small talk with the kidnappers. One of the kidnappers asked the
woman if she thought the recent rain might help the crops, a seemingly mundane
question. She replied, ―No, they are all burned up, but it may help the boom corn.‖26 At
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the time, this comment had little meaning, but added to the clues that later helped law
enforcement agents determine the location of Urschel‘s prison and the identity of his
captors.27

Boss and Ora Shannon worked in their barn Sunday afternoon as the kidnappers
and their victim pulled into Kelly‘s garage. Bates remained in the garage with Urschel
while Kelly went into the house to prepare sandwiches and coffee. Kelly, playing more
host than kidnapper, gave Urschel the choice of ham or roast beef. Ora came into the
kitchen as Kelly prepared the snack. He told her that a friend had accompanied him to
Paradise and was waiting in the garage because he had drunk too much during the trip.
This upset his mother-in-law, so he assured her the meal would sober the man. Kelly
returned to the garage and remained with Urschel while Bates joined the Shannons for
dinner. Still playing host, Kelly seemed unconcerned with hiding his identity and
removed Urschel‘s blindfold. This allowed him to eat more easily. Kelly then provided
him a blanket so he could nap on a large wooden box.28

Kathryn did not go to Fort Worth. Instead, she drove directly from her
grandparents‘ home to the farm in Paradise. She arrived early Sunday morning, before
Kelly‘s return, and invited Armon‘s young wife, Oleta, to accompany her to her Fort
Worth along with her teenage daughter and Boss‘ youngest child. This ploy took them
away from the farm during Urschel‘s captivity and kept Oleta and the girls in Fort Worth
27
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until Armon and his stepmother picked them up after Kelly, Kathryn, and Bates left the
farm.29
Once Kathryn returned to Fort Worth, she contacted a local city detective.
Because of her experience with corrupt police officers, she believed this detective to be
―on the take.‖ He stopped by her house, at her request, where she told him she had just
returned from St. Louis, Missouri. She added that Kelly would remain in St. Louis for a
few extra days. During the conversation Kathryn asked the officer about the Urschel
kidnapping. She inquired about any leads on the case or if the department listed any
suspects. The detective spoke elusively and generally and made no direct inquiries of
Kathryn for fear she might realize he suspected her involvement. The detective replied
that no information of value had been collected and that all agencies remained stumped.
To induce future cooperation, Kathryn offered to give the detective money to attend the
World‘s Fair in Chicago once Kelly returned home. In her boastful nature, she assured
the officer that he would have plenty of money upon his arrival. As the detective left
Kathryn‘s home he noticed that her Cadillac showed red dirt around its tires and an
Oklahoma newspaper lay on the front seat.30
This honest Fort Worth detective ignored Kathryn‘s offers and called the Special
Agent in Charge of the Dallas office of the Bureau of Investigation. He proffered the
information concerning the conversation with Kathryn Kelly. This local officer knew
Kelly and added that the kidnapping sounded like something he would do. The detective
29
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told the agent about the Shannon‘s farm in Paradise and suggested that Urschel might
very likely be found on this property. The agent made no effort to investigate and
disregarded the information. Several months later, the BI paid the detective $250.00 as a
reward for the information the organization ignored until much later.31

Once night fell Kelly led Urschel into the Shannon farm house and took him into
a room where the kidnappers moved furniture to make room for an added roll away bed.
Kelly, in his considerate nature, gave Urschel a pair of pajamas and told him to get ready
for bed. Bates, uncomfortable with Urschel‘s ability to watch them, helped Kelly
blindfold their hostage again. Kelly slept in the room with Urschel. The following
morning, he brought his victim a tray of breakfast and remained with him as he ate.
Bates ate breakfast with the Shannons, but Kelly‘s lack of an appearance caused Boss to
wonder about Kelly‘s actions. He voiced his curiosity, so Ora relayed the conversation
from the previous afternoon. She assumed Kelly stayed in the closed bedroom because of
his drunken friend.32

In Oklahoma City Mrs. Urschel met with the growing press crew on her front
lawn early Sunday morning. In order to mollify and assure the kidnappers, she made the
following statement,
I am in no way interested in your capture or prosecution. I
care only for the safe return of my husband. To facilitate this I
31
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have had police withdrawn from my house, and there is no one
here now except our family. We are sitting beside the telephone
waiting for you to call.
We, just our family, have made preliminary arrangements
to negotiate with you speedily and confidentially. Arthur
Seeligson, my husband‘s closet friend, will be in charge. You
can trust him. The welfare of my husband, and his immediate
return, is my only concern.33
Reporters included Mrs. Urschel‘s statement in their Monday morning
publications along with multiple stories concerning the kidnapping as provided by the
various police organizations including the Bureau of Investigation. Kelly read the
headlines and parts of stories in several newspapers as Urschel ate his lunch. Bates ate
lunch with the Shannons where Boss told him that he and Kelly needed to leave. When
Bates relayed the message to Kelly, they continued discussing the fact that their original
plans had to change since the Urschel family had notified federal authorities. This
exchange took place as an obvious attempt to demonstrate their annoyance and intimidate
their victim. The kidnappers stated that if officers became too active, they would move to
a less comfortable location about three hundred miles farther from Oklahoma City.34

The Associated Press provided the news of the Urschel kidnapping throughout the
nation. It also updated its readers on the case of Frank. A. McClatchy, a real estate
broker whom two men attempted to kidnap a few days before Kelly abducted Charles
Urschel. McClatchy fought his captors, and they shot him twice. McClatchy died from
his wounds a couple of days later. Other articles included in the day‘s news told the story
33
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of an escape attempt by Ray Hamilton, partner of Bonnie and Clyde and of a shootout
between law officers and a band of bank robbers. In another article governors meeting at
their annual conference asked the federal government to prosecute kidnappers to the
utmost. The following day, it was reported that a jury in Kansas City had given Walter
McGee, kidnapper of Mary McElroy, the death penalty. As the Depression Era bandits
became more violent, the media became less supportive of their adventures, and the
public became more wary of their antics.35

That evening, as Bates promised Boss, the kidnappers led the blindfolded Urschel
out of the Shannons‘ home to a waiting car. Boss watched from the porch as the men
placed Urschel between them on the front seat. With Kelly at the wheel they drove for
about fifteen minutes to the very small, almost dilapidated farm house that Armon
Shannon rented from his father in a sharecropping agreement. Nothing covered the bare
slat floors, and the walls were also mainly bare boards in this poorly-constructed, ratinfested house. As Urschel sat in the house during his captivity, he watched the fields
that lay outside by looking through a missing doorknob hole. Bates left shortly, leaving
Kelly and Armon to serve as guards.36
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Back at the Shannon farm, Boss told Ora that he saw Kelly and Bates lead a
blindfolded man away at gunpoint. When they received the Monday edition of the Fort
Worth newspaper by mail on Tuesday, they became aware of the Urschel kidnapping.
They assumed their son-in-law and his friend were a part of this kidnapping. Kathryn
returned to the farm Tuesday and Ora related the story to her. Kathryn acted as if she
knew nothing and declared that she believed her husband and Bates must be crazy.37
Bates returned to Armon‘s home Tuesday with an Oklahoma City newspaper. The
kidnappers talked with Urschel while he ate breakfast, telling him that they wanted a gobetween not connected with the law to handle the transfer of the ransom money. They
discussed a number of possibilities, settling on John Catlett, a close friend of the
Urschels. Kelly led Urschel to a chair in the corner of the small bedroom. He removed
the blindfold and the cotton from Urshel‘s ears, being careful to remain behind him and
out of sight. Urschel saw Kelly‘s hairy hand and the gold ring with a ruby inset that he
wore when he handed Urschel a tablet and a pencil. The kidnappers told him to write two
letters, one to John Catlett and one to Mrs. Urschel. Using his knees as a desk, Urschel
composed a letter to Catlett, Urschel concluding it by advising Catlett ―not to attempt to
raise it [the ransom] but let it go and it would be OK with me.‖38
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This letter angered the kidnappers, so they destroyed it and dictated their desired
text to Urschel. After he completed the two letters, the kidnappers told him that they did
not decide the ransom amount. Even though Bates seemed to be the man in charge, they
claimed someone else gave the orders and controlled the ransom part of the job. They
claimed that their contribution to the job brought Urschel to this house; they merely
followed the orders of another. Bates left again while Kelly remained and served as
guard. 39

Using the two letters written by Urschel, Bates initiated contact with Urschel‘s
family on the Wednesday following the kidnapping. Very early that morning he stopped
a delivery boy outside of the Western Union office in downtown Tulsa and Bates offered
him a silver dollar to deliver a large brown envelope to local oilman John Catlett. As the
delivery boy rode his bicycle to the home of Catlett and made his delivery, Bates
disappeared again.40
Catlett opened the package and found a typed letter, two envelopes and some of
Charles Urschel‘s personal cards. The envelopes contained the letters handwritten by
Urschel. One was sealed and addressed to Urschel‘s wife, Berenice; the other envelope
was unsealed. It was addressed to E. E. Kirkpatrick and contained two letters. One was
the ransom letter, and the other letter was for Catlett. It told him to deliver the letters in
person and not to communicate by telephone. It further stated that Urschel feared for his
39
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life and appealed for Catlett take every precaution. The letter also requested that
authorities be ―kept off the case.‖ 41
Kelly composed the ransom letter during one of his short absences from his time
spent guarding Urschel. He typed it using a typewriter located in the Shannon home and
addressed it to Ernest Kirkpatrick and Arthur Seeligsonan. 42 The letter read:
Sir:
The enclosed letter from Charles F. Urschel to you and the
enclosed identification card will convince you that you are dealing
with the Abductors.
Immediately upon receipt of this letter you will proceed to obtain
the sum of TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($200,000.00) in GENUINE USED FEDERAL RESERVE
CURRENCY in the denomination of TWENTY DOLLAR
($20.00) Bills.
It will be useless for you to attempt taking notes of SERIAL
NUMBERS MAKING UP DUMMY PACKAGE, OR
ANYTHING ELSE IN THE LINE OF ATTEMPTED DOUBLE
CROSS. Bear THIS IN MIND, CHARLES F. URSCHEL WILL
REMAIN IN OUR CUSTODY UNTIL MONEY HAS BEEN
INSPECTED AND EXCHANGED AND FURTHERMORE
WILL BE AT THE SCENE OF CONTACT FOR PAY-OFF AND
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IF THERE SHOULD BE ANY ATTEMPT AT ANY DOUBLE
XX IT WILL BE HE THAT SUFFERS THE CONSEQUNCE.
As soon as you have read and RE-READ this carefully and wish to
commence negotiations you will proceed to the DAILY
OKLAHOMAN and insert the following BLIND AD under the
REAL ESTATE, FARMS FOR SALE, and we will know that you
are ready for BUSINESS, and you will receive further instructions
AT THE BOX ASSIGNED TO YOU BY THE NEWSPAPER,
AND NO WHERE ELSE SO BE CERTAIN THAT THIS
ARRANGEMENT IS KEPT SECRET AS THIS IS OUR FINAL
ATTEMPT TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU, on account of our
former instructions to JARRETT being DISREGARDED and the
LAW being notified, so we have neither the time of patience to
carry on any further lengthy correspondence.
RUN THIS AD FOR ONE WEEK IN DAILY OKLAHOMAN.
FOR SALE-160 Acres Land, good five room house, deep well.
Also Cows, Tools, Tractor, Corn and Hay. $3750.00 for quick
sale. TERMS. Box # ________
You will hear from us as soon as convenient after insertion of
AD.43
Kelly and Armon waited in Paradise serving as Urschel‘s guards and victualers.
They used corn cobs as fuel for cooking fires in order to avoid smoke so neighbors would
think Armon was not at home. The captors fed Urschel well and provided him water from
a well outside of the house. The pulley and rope made a considerable noise each time
they drew water. Urschel used a dipper made of tin to drink the strong mineral-tasting
water. All of these details were later used to prove the identity of those charged with the
crime.44
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The daily work of a farm continued for Armon though he occasionally made time
to play the violin for Urschel. Again, Kelly attempted to make Urschel comfortable as he
moved Urschel in the afternoons from the room in which he slept where the sun shone
through a window and the heat became oppressive. Kelly also showed kindness and true
affection for Armon as he complimented his ability as a guard and warmly referred to
him as Charlie Potatoes. Boss delivered groceries, ice, and a newspaper to the house
each evening after dark. Kelly read various articles and stock market quotes to his
captive.45
Kelly kept a machine gun handy even though he did not attach its stock. He
talked incessantly as he guarded Urschel. He spoke about his machine gun and the
stoutness of its spring. Kelly openly discussed his experiences as a bootlegger, hauling
liquor north from Florida and New Orleans. He also recounted his experiences in the
Tulsa race riot of 1921, bragging that he had received $80.00 a case for a delivery made
during that incident. Kelly related information regarding the house in which Urschel
spent his first night. He called it a stopover that he used during his years as a bootlegger
and more currently as a bank robber. Kelly confided that he told his bank robbing friends
about the place and ―that they would come there after pulling a job and cool off for four
or five days and divide the money; that they would always give these folks [the
Shannons] three of four hundred dollars; that they were glad to get it.‖46
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Urschel and Kelly discussed automobiles. Kelly talked about the Ford plant. He
knew enough about the plant that Urschel determined that Kelly had spent time in
Detroit. Kelly talked about his preferences for Chevrolets and Cadillacs and impressed
Urschel with his knowledge of cars, especially the mechanics of their workings. Kelly
laughed freely as he regaled Urschel with stories about participating in bank robberies
and told him that he had been stealing for twenty-five years.47
Kelly continued talking about banks and how they should be built in order to
prevent them from being robbed. He called the Barrow brothers ―cheap filling station
and car thieves‖48 and added that neither he nor any of his partners would ever touch a
stolen car. Kelly proudly stated that they bought the cars they used in their work. He
told another story about a couple of bank robbers in Arkansas. The sheriff rode on the
running boards of a car and shot at the bandits over the top of the car. Kelly told the
story with such zest and described it so vividly that Urschel assumed his involvement in
the incident.49
Kelly shared his Lucky Strike cigarettes with Urschel as the two men talked about
Urschel‘s family and home. Either his chain smoking or the dusty atmosphere of
Paradise, Texas affected Kelly‘s respiratory system. Throughout the waking hours in
which he and Urschel spent talking, Kelly continually sniffed and cleared his throat.
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Kelly said he knew all about Urschel‘s children and could identify the cars they drove.
Proof of the planning for the kidnapping became apparent when Kelly spoke of a trailer
that Urschel‘s sons used for camping that sat in the backyard for several days. Urschel
became comfortable enough to ask Kelly whether he considered himself lucky to find the
back door unlocked. Kelly replied that a locked door would not have made any
difference; he and Bates went that night to take him even if they had to remove him from
his bed. They knew in which bedroom he slept.50
Kathryn and Boss came to the house Wednesday evening. Kelly asked Urschel
what size shirt and hat he wore. Again showing his generosity and the fact that
appearances were very important to him, Kelly planned to buy Urschel a new shirt and
hat for his anticipated release. Kelly left with Kathryn; Boss remained to serve as guard
with Armon.51

The family and friends of Charles Urschel placed the ad in the newspaper in
accordance with the instructions received in the correspondence. Seelisger went to the
First National Bank in Oklahoma City and made arrangements for the ransom money
with Frank Johnson, the bank president. The ad appeared in the Thursday edition of the
Daily Oklahoman and assigned box No. 807 for the drop. At least six offers to purchase
the land arrived the next day. One offer, placed in an airmail special delivery envelope,
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arrived from Joplin, Missouri. Officers later proved this offer was typed on the same
typewriter as the earlier letters. All of the information had been typed except for the box
number, which someone had added in ink, indicating that the envelope and its contents
had been prepared in advance at the Shannon farm. Albert Bates had waited for the ad to
appear and then added the box number and drove to Joplin to mail it. Addressed to
Kirkpatrick, the typed letter gave specific instructions on how to pack the ransom, which
train to take, and where to sit on the train. It also warned Kirkpatrick against
communicating with authorities. The instructions for delivering the ransom proved to be
quite complicated.
You will ride on the OBESERVATION PLATFORM
where you may be observed by someone at some Station along the
Line between Okla. City and K.C. Mo. If indications are alright,
somewhere along the Right-of-Way you will observe a Fire on the
Right Side of Track (Facing direction train is bound). That first
Fire will be your Cue to be prepared to throw BAG to Track
immediately after passing SECOND FIRE.
Mr. Urschel will, upon instructions, attend to the fires and
secure the bag when you throw it off, he will open it and transfer
the contents to a sack that he will be provided with, so, if you
comply with our demand and do not attempt any subterfuge, as
according to the News reports you have pledged, Mr. Urschel
should be home in a very short while.
If there is the slightest HITCH in these PLANS for any
reason what-so-ever, not your fault, you will proceed on into
Kansas City, Mo. And register at the Muehlebach Hotel under the
name of E.E. Kincaid of Little Rock, Arkansas and await further
instructions there, however, there should not be, If YOU COMPLY
WITH THESE SIMPLE DIRECTIONS.52
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Kelly returned to Armon‘s house the following Friday. He brought a straw hat
and a tan colored shirt for Urschel. He also brought a wire link chain that he attached to
the handcuffs Urschel wore. At night they fastened the chain to the headboard of the bed
in which Urschel slept. During the day the captors connected it to a baby‘s high chair.
Kelly‘s goal to provide as much comfort as possible for Urschel was still evident. Again,
even though Kelly kidnapped Urschel, he could not resist his natural instinct to be a good
host and caregiver.53

Kathryn approached Boss as he sat on his porch Friday evening. She told him
that Albert Bates wanted to speak to him in the house. Boss went to the room that Kelly
and Kathryn shared where Bates waited, armed with a machine gun. He told Boss to
return to Armon‘s house and help guard Urschel because he and Kelly had to leave for a
few days. Kelly met Boss at Armon‘s door and reinforced the orders given by Bates.
Before Kelly left, he told Urschel that he would return the following Sunday morning to
take him home.54
Boss and Armon were not as diligent guards nor were they as threatening as
Kelly. This allowed Urschel the opportunity to lift his blindfold periodically and see his
surroundings. The three men discussed politics, hunting, farms, and the local people.
The conversation between Boss and Urschel turned to Kelly and Bates. Boss believed
that if law officials approached them there would be a gun fight. He referred to Kelly and
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Bates as ―very bad men‖ and added ―they were desperate and they were very hot and
would never be taken alive.‖55

Those at the Urschel home endeavored to fulfill the orders given in the ransom
instructions. Arthur Seeligson held a press conference in which he requested that all
newspaper men leave the vicinity of the Urschel home in hopes that the kidnappers would
contact the family. The news representatives willingly agreed to comply with this
request. Some even offered their outlets as a means to make contact. With the media
absent, the family continued to make arrangements for the necessary cash to fulfill the
ransom requirements. Against orders from the kidnappers, several employees of the bank
worked to record the serial number of each used federal twenty dollar note before the
currency was delivered to the Urschel home.56
E.E. Kirkpatrick and John Catlett boarded the ―Sooner‖ Katy-Limited, an M. K.
& T. train, for Kansas City as ordered. Each man took a suitcase. Kirkpatrick carried the
ransom while Catlett carried a grip containing magazines and newspapers equal in weight
to that of the demanded cash. They planned to use Catlett‘s grip as a substitute in case
someone knew their plans and attempted a robbery. 57
The instructions ordered Kirkpatrick to ride on the observation platform. This
proved to be possible only because the train company had added two extra Pullmans to
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accommodate the unusually heavy traffic headed to the World‘s Fair in Chicago. The
two gentlemen decided to sit on camp stools on the outside vestibule of their Pullman in
order to be alone. As the train made its way through each town, Catlett went inside while
Kirkpatrick stood under the light and smoked in hopes the kidnappers could spot his
effort to follow directions. No fires or flares ever appeared. The two men became
concerned that the kidnappers or someone else had deceived them. Hoping for the best,
the two continued to follow their instructions.58
The two men disembarked the train and headed toward the Muhlebach Hotel.
They thought of the Union Station Massacre, which had occurred just forty-three days
earlier. Kirkpatrick and Catlett both realized that Kansas City was a safe city - a city safe
for criminals and run by ―Boss‖ Tom Pendergast. Kirkpatrick revealed this concern years
later in a book titled Geese Flying South: A Collection of Poems wherein he wrote about
the experience.59
Relief for Kirkpatrick and Catlett came Sunday morning when they received a
telegram addressed to the cover name, E.E. Kincaid. It was sent from Tulsa, Oklahoma
and read,
Unavoidable incident kept me from seeing you last night. Will
communicate about 6:00 o‘clock.
(Signed) E.W. Moore60
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That same Sunday morning Urschel waited for Kelly‘s return and the fulfillment
of the promised liberation. It rained. Boss and Armon acted nervous and on edge. The
plane that flew over the shack each morning around 9:45 failed to make its run. This
went unnoticed by Boss and Armon, but Urschel made a mental note of that detail in
hopes it would help capture his kidnappers once they released him. Boss feared
something had happened when the time of Kelly‘s planned returned passed. He
speculated that law enforcement agents might have approached Bates and Kelly, sparking
a shooting. He added that if this happened, he and Armon would release Urschel and get
him home.61

Kathryn Kelly stayed at the Shannon farm that weekend. She received a
telephone call from Kelly on Sunday morning. He spoke in code, but she understood the
message. Kathryn walked to Armon‘s home through the heavy rain. She spoke with
Boss and told him that Bates and Kelly had failed to make their connection the previous
night. They blamed the failure on the rain and remained certain that the contact would be
made that evening so they would be home Monday. Boss relayed the news to Urschel
and added, ―It seems as if those men are taking some mighty big chances in using the
telephone like they have been doing.‖62
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Kirkpatrick and Catlett sat in their hotel room and waited. The telephone finally
rang Sunday evening. The voice on the other end identified itself as Moore and told
Kirkpatrick to take a Yellow Cab to the LaSalle Hotel. Moore (Kelly) instructed Kirkpatrick to
get out of the cab with the suitcase in his right hand and start walking west. Kirkpatrick replied

that he could not get away that minute because he was shaving and had just ordered
dinner. Kelly once again showed his considerate nature again as he told Kirkpatrick to
take his time and finish his dinner. Kirkpatrick set the meeting time at ten minutes after
six.63
Kirkpatrick readied himself to go. He placed the Colt 380 automatic that he
brought from Oklahoma under his belt. Acting as instructed, Kirkpatrick left the cab at
the LaSalle Hotel and began walking west. He took about twenty steps, stopped, and set
the suitcase down. He took out a cigarette, struck a match and lit it so that he could
inconspicuously scan the street. He noticed several men sitting in two large cars and
believed them to be the kidnappers. Then he noticed a large man walking toward him.
Well-dressed in the latest fashion and wearing a turned-down Panama hat, George Kelly
stopped about five feet from Kirkpatrick. He looked around nervously and demanded the
suitcase. Kirkpatrick hesitated, wanting to ensure this was the right contact. The
kidnapper insisted he was the right party and stressed the need for Kirkpatrick to release
the grip immediately. Kirkpatrick set the suitcase down on the sidewalk between his feet
instead of handing it to kidnapper. He made a request for a message for Mrs. Urschel.
Kelly replied that Urschel would be released and home within twelve hours. The money
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changed hands; Kirkpatrick returned to his hotel and called Mrs. Urschel to relay the
news.64

Catlett returned to his home in Tulsa that night while Kirkpatrick returned to
Oklahoma City. The kidnappers made their way back to Paradise. They arrived at the
Shannon farm Monday afternoon. Dirty and unkempt, they rushed around the house
changing shirts and shaving. Before he left, Kelly warned Ora to keep all of the recent
events to herself. Ora responded by telling Kelly to never return to her home again.
With that, Bates left, and Kelly and Kathryn followed within minutes.65
Bates went to Armon‘s house where Charles Urschel and his guards waited
anxiously. Boss heard the car coming and went into the bedroom where Urschel dozed.
Boss gently shook him and whispered nervously that a car had arrived. Once he entered
the house, Bates told Boss they got what they went after. He added that Boss and Armon
would be paid $1,000 each for their work guarding Urschel. Bates then entered the room
in which Urschel waited and gave him shaving supplies. Urschel shaved and dressed in
the new shirt Kelly had provided earlier, then sat alone on the old bed and waited. Boss
Shannon entered the room quietly and squeezed the hand of the kidnap victim. He told
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Urschel good bye and then added that he hoped Urschel ―wouldn‘t have any further
trouble.‖66
Bates entered the room and covered Urschel‘s eyes with short pieces of tape and
gave him dark glasses to wear. Bates then added the Panama hat Kelly purchased for
Urschel to further disguise the blindfold. He handed Urschel ten dollars to use for taxi
fare after they released him. Bates then led Urschel to the same small Chevrolet sedan
used to take him from his home and helped him into the front seat. They drove for about
an hour and a half traveling through a congested area of traffic before Bates spotted Kelly
and Kathryn who were driving a Cadillac. With Kelly and Kathryn in the lead, they
found a spot to pull off the road. Kelly left the lead car and walked back to the Chevy
whereupon Bates got out of the car, and Kelly took over as driver. Bates moved Urschel
to the back seat and got into the front passenger seat. The tonneau felt almost half full of
what appeared to be luggage. One bag lay on the back seat. Its crushed top served as a
prop on which Urschel leaned.67
Kathryn left in the Cadillac. Kelly and Bates began the drive to return Urschel to
his family, using much better roads than those they had driven the night of the
kidnapping. They talked little during the drive. At one point, Kelly told Urschel that
their meeting with Kirkpatrick in Kansas City had gone all right. They crossed a very
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long and bumpy bridge with many loose planks, and Urschel told the kidnappers that he
recognized it as the Lexington Bridge. One of his kidnappers confirmed his belief.68
The car stopped in the rain near a hamburger stand north of Norman on the
Oklahoma City-Norman Highway. The kidnappers gave Urschel a choice concerning his
release. Urschel declined the first choice, which was to be chained to a tree in the woods
and wait until someone found him. He agreed to the several stipulations listed for the
second choice:
1. he must promise not to make any phone calls from Norman,
2. he was not to reveal his identity as he made his way home,
3. he could take a service car and go straight home,
4. he must tell authorities that he was released from a light colored,
small coupe.
The kidnappers removed his blindfold and freed him without restraints. With this, Kelly
and Bates, $200,000.00 richer, went on their way, and Charles Urschel returned to his
family.69

Kirkpatrick went directly to the Urschel home after arriving from Kansas City
Monday morning, fully expecting to find Urschel there. However, the family was to wait
a little over twelve hours longer before Charles Urschel walked through the same back
door kidnappers had forced him to exit just nine days prior.70
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Chapter Ten
The Investigation and Chase Begin
The BI agent stationed in the Urschel home answered a late-night knock at the
front door and was shocked to see Charles Urschel waiting to enter. During interviews
with the BI, Urschel recounted every move associated with his kidnapping beginning
with the moment Kelly and Bates entered his sun porch on July 22. He described the
weather for each day of his captivity, the condition of the roads they traveled, his
treatment, and the sounds he heard while in captivity. J. Edgar Hoover confidently
announced to the news media that the detailed information offered by Urschel and the
Bureau‘s scientific method of research would result in the sift capture of the culprits. At
this point the BI determined that Urschel had never left Oklahoma and that his site of
captivity was within 100 miles of Oklahoma City.1
President Roosevelt answered the outcry of fear from the American public and
proclaimed kidnapping to be a national dilemma. Governors attending the annual
conference of state executives asked the federal government to pursue and prosecute
kidnappers with the utmost vigor. Attorney General Cummings proposed the formation
of a federal police force, assuring states it would not interfere with state laws but would
complement the work of local agencies. He also assured the public that the Bureau of
Investigation planned to increase its staff of trained investigators, and other law
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enforcement agencies would do the same. President Roosevelt stated his confidence in
Hoover and the Bureau of Investigation ―to wage a reinforced war on kidnapping . . .‖2
According to later testimony, Kelly and Bates split the ransom money. Bates
gave the major portion of his money to his wife Clara and her son, who hid the cash in
Dunsmuir, California and Medford, Oregon. Kelly preferred to keep his money close.
Certain that the BI had issued a list of serial numbers from the ransom money which
could be monitored by every bank in the country, Bates fled to Minneapolis where he
knew men willing to exchange ―hot‖ money for clean bills, paying .80 on the dollar. 3
Kelly and Kathryn planned to meet Bates in Minneapolis. They drove through
New Orleans to Biloxi, Mississippi for a short stay and then continued to Memphis,
Tennessee where they spent the night in a local rooming house. They left the following
morning, stopping again in Omaha, Nebraska for the night, and then made their way to
St. Paul, Minnesota before finally reaching Minneapolis. Clearly, the gravity of his crime
did not occur to Kelly as he failed to change his alias during his journey to meet Bates.
Kelly‘s use of his in-laws‘ names, R. G. and Ora Shannon as aliases throughout the
journey proved that he did not expect a serious pursuit by police. Once they arrived,
Kathryn, ready to spend Kelly‘s bounty, went shopping. Kelly turned 7,000 dollars over
to a money launderer who invested it in a Canadian liquor deal. He also deposited about
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2,000 dollars in a bank. This allowed him the ability to withdraw money at a later date
that could not be traced to the Urschel kidnapping.4

While Bates and Kelly traveled covertly across the country, officials searched for
what they believed to be a gang of kidnappers led by a ―big time racketeer with plenty of
smart men working for him.‖5 News of kidnappings dominated the newspapers along
with stories about law officers‘ efforts to locate the Barrow gang. Articles depicted
heroic efforts of police officers utilizing the modern technology and machine guns while
painting criminals as bumbling and often dumbfounded at capture. The media portrayal
of criminals changed from the adventure-filled stories of the social bandits written just a
year earlier.6

One thousand dollars in ransom money first showed up at the Hennepin State
Bank in St. Paul on August 5, 1933. St. Paul police arrested four men - Edward Berman,
Peter Valder, Sam Kozberg, Clifford Skelly, Isadore Blumenfield, Charles Wolk, and
Sam Kronick - in connection with the conspiracy to kidnap Charles Urschel.7
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Bates stayed in Minneapolis. Kelly and Kathryn drove to Cleveland, Ohio on
August 7, 1933, to finish a car deal made in June. They also wanted to discuss another
purchase with the dealership. They registered at the Hotel Cleveland under the names of
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon. Again, the failure to change aliases, and the fact that Kelly and
Kathryn went out that evening and met some friends at a local cabaret, demonstrate
Kelly‘s continued failure to grasp the gravity of his predicament.8
Kelly and Kathryn visited the Cadillac Factory sales branch in Cleveland the next
afternoon. They paid the balance on a Cadillac purchased June 3, 1933 and made a down
payment on another. After returning to their hotel, Kelly read in the evening paper that
government officials found money from the Urschel kidnapping in Minneapolis. The
couple left Cleveland the following morning for Chicago where Kelly stored the new car
and bought a less conspicuous coupe. For the first time Kelly faced the reality of his
situation. They drove to Des Moines, Iowa where they met Louise Magness, a close
friend of Kathryn‘s. Here they read about the August 12 raid on the Shannon‘s farm in
Paradise and of the arrest of Albert Bates in Denver.9
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Fort Worth detectives provided BI agents with information regarding the Shannon
farm and put forth the strong possibility that Kelly had kidnapped Charles Urschel. True
to form, J. Edgar Hoover failed to mention this fact when he reported to the media that
his agents utilized scientific methods of investigation to determine the location of
Urschel‘s confinement. Hoover took the spotlight even though the law required local
police agencies to be included in the search of the Shannon farms. BI agents did not have
the authority to make arrests.10
BI agents and local police from Fort Worth, Paradise, and surrounding
communities accompanied by Charles Urschel arrived at Boss Shannon‘s farm early in
the morning on Saturday, August 12, 1933. Agents surrounded the farm and encountered
Boss almost immediately. In the backyard they found Harvey Bailey asleep on a crudely
assembled cot. Agents delighted in this unexpected coup.11
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Harvey Bailey had escaped from the Kansas State Prison at Lansing on Memorial
Day, 1933. Even though guards shot him during his escape, Bailey recovered quickly
and commenced robbing banks again with a machine gun borrowed from George Kelly.
After robbing two banks, Bailey headed back to Paradise to return the borrowed machine
gun.12
Agents found thirty-four ransom bills in Bailey‘s possession. Bailey claimed that
Boss Shannon had given him the money in an envelope as repayment for an earlier loan
Bailey had made to George Kelly. Officers arrested Bailey and handcuffed him to a fence
post with Boss. Ora soon joined them. Believing the media hype surrounding George
Kelly, agents continued to look for the machine gun they presupposed would be found on
the premises. Boss and Ora continued to deny any knowledge of a kidnapped man even
though Urschel maintained his recognition of the area. Bailey remained quiet.13
As one group of officers searched Boss Shannon‘s farm, another group went to
Armon Shannon‘s home. They found Armon‘s home and farm to be just as Urschel had
described. The layout of the house and its furniture matched the illustration he‘d
provided agents. The well water tasted of strong minerals, and the pulley squeaked as the
bucket was raised. The animals on the farm were as Urschel had reported. They found
the chain used to constrain Urschel lying in the front yard. The local officers arrested
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Armon, and he became very cooperative after his wife, Oleta, pleaded with him to tell the
truth. He admitted that George Kelly had used his home to hold Charles Urschel.14
Officers took Harvey Bailey, Boss, Ora, and Armon Shannon to the Dallas jail
where they were processed on charges of kidnapping Charles Urschel. Prison officials
considered the Dallas jail one of the most secure in the Southwest; therefore, officers
remained unruffled when reports surfaced that attempts would be made to free Bailey. In
an interview with national media, the sheriff even described in detail the obstacles one
would face in such an attempt.15

Kelly, Kathryn, and Louise Magness left Des Moines for Brownwood, Texas after
reading news reports about the raid and the arrest of the Shannon family. Once there,
Louise purchased a car which Kelly asked her to keep and have ready when he and
Kathryn needed it. George Kelly now realized that law officials considered his crime
serious, and his evasion of their search required more than merely laying low for a few
weeks.16
From Brownwood, Kelly and Kathryn drove to her uncle‘s home in Coleman,
Texas. Once there, Kelly, with the help of Kathryn‘s uncle, buried most of his portion of
the ransom money in a field. They spent the night with Kathryn‘s uncle. Nervous, Kelly
14
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slept outside in an attempt to hide from the law. Louise brought the newly purchased car
to them the next morning. Kathryn left for Dallas to retain a lawyer for her family while
Kelly remained in Coleman and camped in the field near his hidden bounty.17
Within a couple of days Kelly rented a small farm house but remained too
nervous to linger. He left a note with Kathryn‘s uncle and drove to Biloxi, Mississippi.
He stayed there several days, changing hotels each day. Growing more anxious, Kelly
drove to Memphis, Tennessee where he contacted his ex-wife, Geneva Ramsey. She
asked her younger brother, Langston, to meet Kelly and find him a place to stay. Ramsey
took Kelly to Al Tichenor‘s home at 1408 Raynor Street.18

Feeling more comfortable in the city of his youth, Kelly went to Ramsey‘s home
where the sons he had not seen since his divorce in 1926 were visiting. The boys did not
recognize him. Ramsey introduced Kelly to them as an old family friend. He impressed
the boys with the gun he carried in a shoulder holster. Kelly, the consummate braggart,
told them he worked for the B.I and was currently assigned to a very secret mission.
Kelly instructed his sons not to tell anyone they saw him. Through their conversation he
discovered the boys did not have bikes. Kelly then displayed his two most prominent
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traits. As the boaster, he flaunted a roll of bills and gave them twenty dollars. As the
generous man who gave freely to those around him, he instructed the boys to buy bikes.19

Back in Coleman, Kathryn‘s temper flared when her uncle gave her a note from
Kelly stating that he had gone to Biloxi and would return in a week. Her anger rested in
the fact that she had no money. She stated that she intended to go and find her husband
but instead spent three days driving through Texas. She traded her car for an old pickup
truck in Waco. In Itasca, she picked up a family of hitch hikers. The Arnolds, Luther W.,
Flossie Mae and their daughter, Geraldine gladly accepted a ride from the stylish woman
behind the wheel.20
Kathryn introduced herself as Mrs. Montgomery, a rancher from near
Brownwood, Texas and treated her passengers to cold drinks at a roadside stand.
Instead of driving to Fort Worth as promised, Kathryn turned toward Cleborne, Texas
where she rented a couple of cabins at an auto camp. That night after dinner, Kathryn
asked Arnold if he would like to make some money. Being unemployed, he quickly said
that he would do anything to feed his hungry family. Kathryn then asked Arnold if she
could trust him. He responded that she certainly could. She followed that response with,
―What would you think if I told you I was Kathryn Kelly, Machine Gun Kelly‘s wife?‖21
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Arnold claimed he knew nothing of Machine Gun Kelly, therefore, this
proclamation by Kathryn meant little to him beyond the chance for some quick cash.
He assured Kathryn that he could be trusted to keep her secrets. He also agreed go to
Fort Worth to ensure that the lawyer she had retained received the money she sent and to
ask him how her parents were being treated in jail. She also requested that he find out if
the government would accept her and Kelly in exchange for the release of the Shannons.
She told Arnold to take the Chevrolet Coupe from her house and drive to Oklahoma City
to retain another lawyer for the Shannons.22
Kathryn gave Arnold two hundred and fifty dollars for the trip. Kathryn, Flossie
Mae, and Geraldine left in the old truck. They returned to Coleman, Texas so Kathryn
could leave word there for Kelly that she planned to be in San Antonio. Once there,
Kathryn rented a house using the name Montgomery. In an apparent attempt to guarantee
their loyalty, Kathryn took Mrs. Arnold and Geraldine shopping for new clothes.23

With Kelly in Memphis, Kathryn in San Antonio, and the Shannons in the Dallas
jail, Albert Bates remained incarcerated in Denver. Reports emerged that attempts would
be made to free Bates even though the media printed pictures of heavily armed guards at
his cell door. It was further reported that officers found weapons near his cell that had
been placed there by Bates‘ associates. Newspapers also reported that Bates sent word to
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his wife to contact George Kelly so he would ―hurry to his rescue.‖ The court added to
this sense of menace when it set up an improvised courtroom inside the jail to arraign
Bates. Articles such as these alarmed with the public. Again, citizens and the media
now saw these former heroes as a danger and threat to community and individual
safety.24
Adding to this anxiety, an article appeared announcing the availability of a new
kidnap insurance policy from Lords of London printed amid stories of the search for
kidnappers which certainly increased public anxiety. The article claimed that many had
purchased the insurance, but the names remained a great secret. The policy coverage for
children was limited to $50,000 due to ―the greater risk in the case of children.‖25
As criminals became increasingly feared by the public, the Bureau of
Investigation issued a warning to them. The BI stated that it planned to increase the
number of its agents in order to ensure that laws were enforced and that criminals would
receive the most severe punishment possible. It wanted the public to know that criminals
would be unable to evade the net of the Bureau of Investigation. With this, BI agents
began to fill the void of the public‘s need for heroes.26

The media coverage in Denver mirrored the hype in Dallas as the Shannons and
Harvey Bailey faced arraignment. Front pages pictured them in shackles and under
heavy guard while entering the courthouse and in the court room. After the arraignment,
24
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officials flew the Shannons to Oklahoma City. An army of heavily armed officers met
them as their plane landed. Bailey remained in the supposedly very secure Dallas jail.
Even though he maintained his innocence of the kidnapping charges, Bailey knew his
chances for a fair trial were slim. He also realized that if he failed to be convicted in the
kidnapping, the government remained ready to charge him for the Union Station
Massacre, a crime for which he was truly innocent.27
With this in mind Bailey took advantage of the opportunity to escape when a
deputy left a gun and a hacksaw blade under his pillow. Bailey sawed through just
enough of the bars to his cell to allow him to squeeze out and then waited in the hallway
toilet. When an officer delivered his breakfast the following morning, Bailey took the
keys and shoved the officer into his former cell. He made his way down the elevator and
through seven doors. Once on the ground floor, Bailey took a hostage and headed out the
back door. The two made their way across the street where Bailey stole a police car and
headed for the Cookson Hills.28
Officers recaptured Bailey just four hours after he broke out of the escape-proof
Dallas jail. BI agents rushed to Ardmore and formed a caravan to transport Bailey to the
county jail in Oklahoma City. Officers there worked to reinforce their fortress. They
placed a heavy chain through the cell door that underpinned the lock. Jailers coordinated
schedules to ensure that six officers guarded Bailey‘s cell at all times. Two federal and
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state agents supervised each team of officers. Three other officers guarded the various
entrances of the jail. All officers in charge of guarding Bailey carried machine guns. The
security procedures continued until the trial began.29

Kelly returned to the Coleman farm hoping to find Kathryn, who remained in San
Antonio waiting for the return of Mr. Arnold. Her uncle sent a telegram to alert her of
Kelly‘s arrival. Kelly remained in Coleman and waited nervously for Kathryn instead of
continuing to drive a car that might be recognized. When Kathryn returned, Geraldine
Arnold came with her. Kelly, Kathryn, and Geraldine traveled together back to San
Antonio in the old pickup Kathryn had bought in Waco.30

Arnold traveled to Oklahoma City to complete his task and then made his way to
San Antonio. He found his family living in a house with George and Kathryn Kelly.
The two families lived harmoniously together for a few days. The Kellys demonstrated
affection for one another and appeared very happy to be together after almost two weeks
apart. True to his need to impress others, Kelly openly admitted his involvement with the
Urschel kidnapping. Kathryn, guilty about her parents‘ predicament, spoke even more
freely about the crime. She repeatedly declared her family‘s innocence and regretted
causing her mother‘s imprisonment.31
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Kathryn asked Arnold to return to Oklahoma City and offer an exchange of
herself and Kelly for her family‘s freedom. Kathryn‘s desire for her mother‘s release
from jail is apparent in that she gave all of her money except three dollars to Arnold for
trip expenses and as an incentive to the lawyer to work for the see that the exchange
agreement. Kathryn rarely put the needs of others before her own. 32
Kelly planned to return to Chicago. Kathryn drove him to Coleman to retrieve the
car he‘d left with her uncle. Geraldine Arnold rode with them. Geraldine‘s mother
expected her daughter to return that afternoon with Kathryn, but they did not return that
afternoon. In fact, they never returned to the house in San Antonio.33
During the drive to Coleman, Kathryn told Geraldine to accompany Kelly to
Chicago. A father and daughter travelling would be less suspicious as officers looked for
Machine Gun Kelly and Kathryn Kelly. She instructed Geraldine on proper conduct for
the trip and promised her that she would be back in San Antonio with her mother in a few
days. Instead, officers arrested Mrs. Arnold just three days later. Officials transported
her to Oklahoma City where BI agents released her after she promised to help them find
and arrest George and Kathryn Kelly.34

Mr. Arnold left for Oklahoma City the same day Kelly, Katherine, and Geraldine
left San Antonio. He took two women with him. Someone from the hotel contacted the
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BI and reported that a man claiming to be George and Kathryn Kelly‘s lawyer visited
Arnold‘s room. The BI set up a surveillance of the room, but bungled the installation of
the equipment so it gathered no evidence on the kidnapping. Local officers arrested
Arnold on charges under the Mann Act, commonly called the White Slave Act. Arnold
immediately told authorities what they wanted to know about Kelly and Kathryn, and,
with sudden parental concern, added that his daughter traveled with them from San
Antonio. Arnold was placed in protective custody; his wife soon joined him. 35

Kathryn planned to visit her cousin in Coleman while Kelly and Geraldine
traveled to Chicago. Upon her arrival, Kathryn discovered that officials were looking for
her at her uncle‘s. Kathryn‘s cousin told her that agents knew she drove an old pickup.
Unable to retrieve Kelly‘s car, they traded vehicles with her cousin. Scared to remain in
proximity to these agents, Kathryn joined Kelly and Geraldine on their trip to Chicago.
Kathryn wrote a letter to Mrs. Arnold as they drove. The letter explained that they would
not return as planned and instructed her to pack all of the clothes in the rented house and
go to Oklahoma City. Officials arrested Ms. Arnold before she received the letter.36

Kelly hoped traveling as a family would help them avoid detection. Once in
Chicago, Kelly finally began using new aliases for himself and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
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Charles L. Johnson from Memphis, Tennessee. Kelly immediately tried to reach
associates to help him evade the law. His contacts refused to see him because of the
fervor surrounding him and his crime. Realizing the deepening gravity of his situation,
Kelly bleached his hair in an attempt to change his appearance. 37
Finding no comfort in Chicago, the following morning the trio traveled to St. Paul
where Kelly knew people whom he believed would help. He also knew the police were
obliging and usually ignored the presence of known criminals, but Kelly found no help in
St. Paul. Officers had already arrested seven men accused as money changers for the
Urschel kidnapping money and transported them to Oklahoma City for trial. Kelly‘s
usual contacts knew that BI agents were watching them and their city very closely. No
one agreed to meet with Kelly. The trio returned to Chicago. The unsuccessful trip
added even more stress to the couple‘s already high level of anxiety. Their family was in
jail. The law seemed too aware of their movements. And the trial of Albert Bates and
their family members was about to begin.38
This frustration resulted in a surge of letter writing from the unnerved couple.
Kelly sat in the breakfast room of their rented apartment and wrote a letter to Charles
Urschel that threatened him for talking as Urschel had promised his kidnappers he would
remain silent and not tell law officials about his kidnapping experience. Kelly signed the
37
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letter, ―your worst enemy‖ and added his fingerprints in ink to the letter‘s closing to
convince Urschel it was truly from him and no prank. He wrote additional letters to the
judge sitting on the Bates‘ and Shannons‘ trial and to the assistant attorney general in
charge of the prosecution. Kelly also wrote a letter to the Daily Oklahoman in which he
proclaimed the Shannons‘ innocence. This letter might be interpreted as Kelly‘s loyalty
to family and his view of justice. 39
Even though Kelly robbed banks and participated in kidnappings, he maintained a
distorted, but certain view of justice and honor. This can be seen in his comparison of the
Shannons‘ innocent victimization to that of Charles Urschel.
Dear Sirs –
You will please publish the enclosed in your paper as I
want the Shannons to be sure to read it. Yours truly, G. Kelly.
Gentlemen:
I desire the public to know that the Shannon family are
innocent victims in the Charles F. Urschel case the same as
Urschel was.
I understand that they are now government witnesses also
defendants, and I don‘t want them convicted, for I desire to settle
with them in my own way and with no assistance from the
government.
Mr. Urschel and the government prosecution know that the
Shannons had no part or no intention of aiding in the matter and
were forced to do so the same as Urschel was forced to leave his
home.
Why didn‘t Urschel call the law to Norman when he was
released, instead of riding a cab peacefully into the city and
waiting a given time to call them? Fear, gentlemen, fear, the same
that dominated the Shannons.
I hate and despise the government for their crooked
dealings and do not wish them to convict people as innocent of that
crime and guilty of one thing – talking to me. I can take care of
39
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my end and will the way I want to. You might state for Mr.
Keenan‘s benefit that he never come anywhere near to catching
me, although I have even been in Oklahoma City four nights and
uptown each day.
We will see how the trial progresses and can adjust our end
accordingly. I am putting my prints on this so you will know it is
genuine.
Yours truly,
Geo. R. Kelly40
Kathryn began her own letter writing spree. She wrote to Mrs. Arnold informing
her of the whereabouts of her daughter and to the prosecuting attorney in charge of the
case against Albert Bates and the Shannon family. Kathryn proclaimed her own and her
family‘s innocence. Leaving the letter unsigned, Kathryn placed the entire blame on her
husband, adding that she was no longer with him. She also offered to provide information
for the capture of numerous wanted criminals and implicated Walter Jarrett, Urschel‘s
friend and business partner, as the ―finger-man‖ for the kidnapping. 41

While Kelly and Kathryn waited nervously in Chicago, officers moved Harvey
Bailey and Albert Bates from the Oklahoma City county jail to a heavily barred room on
the eighth floor of the federal building. Officials installed this secure unit to avoid the
possibility of an escape during the daily transport between the jail and the court house. It
became Bailey‘s and Bates‘ home for the duration of the trial. They remained in
handcuffs and leg irons even while locked in this room and under constant surveillance.
The less threatening Shannons remained in the county jail, and officers transported them
in a Federal Reserved armored truck to the court house each day. Officers armed with
40
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machine guns encircled the truck as it traveled the short distance to prevent any possible
―interference from the underworld.‖42
Federal agents and local officers met witnesses for the prosecution and assigned
sentries to each one as they arrived in Oklahoma City throughout the day before the trial
began. The government also provided around-the-clock guards for the lawyers and the
judge. Rumors abounded that ―scores of underworld characters had been drawn to
Oklahoma City for the trial.‖43
The Honorable Edgar S. Vaught called the proceedings to order on day one of the
trial. It took only six hours to choose twelve jurors and two alternates from the 135
citizens summoned. A new federal law allowed the use of two alternates to prevent a
mistrial due to the death or illness of a regular jury member. Judge Vaught declared it
advisable to take advantage of this new law due to the nature of the case. After all, it was
―the first court battle under the new ‗Lindbergh‘ kidnapping law.‖44
Judge Vaught added that he intended to ―put teeth‖45 into the recently passed kidnapping
statute. The law, passed on June 17, 1932, made the transporting of a kidnapped victim across
state lines a federal offense. Even though multiple kidnappings occurred after the passage of the
law, Machine Gun Kelly became the first to take his victim across state lines. He committed the
crime that J. Edgar Hoover needed to position his agency and its men in the public‘s spotlight.
42
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Now, Judge Vaught intended to ensure that his interpretation of the Lindbergh law encompassed
the full scope of the statue. Vaught stated, ―This is absolutely a revolutionary measure.

Congress passed it for one reason alone-to try to stop kidnapping. . . No more vicious
character in this country exists than one who kidnaps and holds him for ransom.‖46

The court allowed observers, but required them to present a pass signed by a U.S.
Marshal each time they entered the court. As a precaution against unwelcomed observers,
mechanics programmed the elevators to stop at the floor below the assigned courtroom.
However, this inconvenience along with a security search of each person did not prevent
the courtroom from being filled to capacity. 47
Harvey Bailey sat attentively as lawyers questioned possible jurors, his expression
never changing. Albert Bates, less attentive than Bailey, refused to allow newspaper
photographers to snap his picture. Boss and Armon Shannon sat together and never
spoke. Ora Shannon remained alone. The seven defendants from St. Paul and
Minneapolis appeared to be quite at ease and bored with the process. Charles Urschel sat
in the front row and took notes throughout the process of jury selection. 48
Opening statements began the following morning. The court charged twelve
individuals with conspiring to kidnap Charles Urschel. These included Albert Bates,
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Harvey Bailey, R.G. Shannon, Ora Shannon, Armon Shannon, and the seven money
changers from Minneapolis-St. Paul: Edward Berman, Peter Valder, Sam Kozberg,
Clifford Skelly, Isadore Blumenfeld, Charles Wolk, and Sam Kronick.49
Testimony began with Gay Coleman, cousin of Kathryn Kelly. Ora Shannon‘s
mother, Mrs. T. M. Coleman followed Miss Coleman. The elder Mrs. Coleman suffered
from a long term illness and she testified from a reclining wheelchair. The courtroom
remained silent as she spoke quietly but firmly of the early morning incident when
George Kelly and Albert Bates stopped at her home with their victim. Lawyers asked her
to identify the man who visited her home with George Kelly the day of the kidnapping.
She raised her head from her pillow and pointed to Albert Bates.50
Court recessed after Charles Urschel recounted step by step the story of his ordeal
and then reconvened the following morning. Urschel returned to the stand followed by
those who delivered the ransom payment in Kansas City. Kirkpatrick gave a detailed
account of the ransom exchange. He testified that the man who took the money was not
in the courtroom, but identified Kelly‘s photograph.51
Prosecutors read the ransom notes to the jury as evidence of proof that the
defendants‘ intent was kidnapping for ransom. They followed this with testimony from
the various officers and agents who had participated in the raid on the Shannon farm.
Prosecutors used this evidence to tie Bailey and the Shannons to the alleged conspiracy.
49
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During the questioning of one of the local officers, the prosecuting lawyer asked about
any conversation heard between Ora and Armon Shannon, a line of questioning that led
to objections from the Shannons‘ lawyer. In response, the Court told the jury that until a
conspiracy was proven, the statement would be binding only to the one who made it. The
questioning continued. The officer revealed that during the raid Ora Shannon demanded
that Armon ―keep his damned mouth shut.‖ According to the prosecution this implied
the Shannons knew more than they now claimed.52

The Daily Oklahoman published the letter Kelly wrote while in Chicago on the
front page of its Wednesday edition, adding even more drama to the spectacle to the court
room and demonstrating the media‘s shift to boosting the public‘s fear of the criminal.
The front page also included a picture of Charles Urschel, altered to demonstrate how
Kelly and Bates blindfolded and disguised him with dark glasses. Editors added a special
column entitled ―They Said,‖ highlighting the most vivid quotes from the testimony.
Statements cited included, ―This gentleman, Bates, kept the machine gun on Urschel and
me after the kidnapping,‖ ―That‘s the man (Bates) who said, ‗There‘s going to be a
kidnapping in Oklahoma City,‖ and ―Bates said, ‗We‘ll be in the money after a
kidnapping.‖53
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As the trial continued, the number of observers grew larger and more disruptive.
By the fourth day the crowd became almost completely out of control. Observers
occupied every available chair. Citizens who desired to witness the trial that symbolized
America‘s changing view of its criminal heroes filled the benches that served as seats.
People leaned in the doorways and stood in the aisles. Several times during the day the
judge halted proceedings and asked unseated visitors to return to the halls outside the
courtroom. Crowding became such a problem the court revoked all passes except those
held by officers, reporters, and witnesses.54
The raucous crowd proved to be only one of the disruptions suffered by the court
that day. As Judge Vaught called the court to order, Fred and T. M. Coleman, Kathryn‘s
uncle and grandfather, made their way to the judge‘s bench. Fred Coleman appeared
very disturbed. He looked as if he had not slept the prior night. He pleaded with the
judge to speak with him for five minutes. The judge refused. Coleman replied, ―More
depends on it than any other five minutes in the world.‖55
The bailiffs took Coleman into custody. He continued to beseech the judge to
listen, declaring the matter one of life and death. The bailiffs removed Coleman from the
courtroom. He refused to speak with anyone except the judge, so officers led Coleman to
the judge‘s chamber once the court recessed. There Coleman began his story. He told
the judge that Kelly had appeared at his door the previous night about midnight. Kelly
threatened to kill him and his father, T. M. Coleman, because of the betrayal of Kelly
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contained in their earlier testimony. Coleman left the judge‘s chambers accompanied by
a federal agent newly assigned to protect the Coleman family.56
The court reconvened. Prosecutors made reference to Bailey‘s earlier escape
from the Dallas jail to which the defense objected. The judge ruled in favor of the
defense. Judge Vaught also stated that it appeared the only connection between Bailey
and the crime was his presence on the day of the raid on the Shannon farm, a statement
the jury would fail to heed in their decision regarding Bailey‘s guilt. Prosecutors then
called Pansy Collins, Chief Operator for the Southwestern State Telephone Company, to
the stand. They questioned her about a telephone call made to H-1606 F-11, the
Shannon‘s phone number. Collins testified the call took place on July 30. She confirmed
that the caller stated that he was delayed due to muddy roads. Collins calmly refused to
admit she recognized Kelly by his voice. She only substantiated that a call was made to
that number on that date and stated her positive personal opinion of Kathryn and the
Shannons.57
The afternoon session proved to be no less eventful. The prosecution began
reading statements made by the Shannons following the raid on their farm. The defense
attorney continually raised objections to the content of the statements, turning the
proceedings into what the papers called a ―haggling, hectic affair.‖58 Following the
reading of the Shannons‘ statements, the prosecution began the identification of the
money found on Bates at the time of his arrest. It intended to tie the money to the ransom
56
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paid for Urschel. The defense continued its unremitting objections. Frustrated, the
prosecutor asked the defense attorney to take the stand, which the judge refused to allow;
he believed it would create an even more circus-like atmosphere.59

That same day, The Daily Oklahoman published the letter written by Kelly to
Charles Urschel with the headline ―See You in Hell Kelly Tells Victim.‖ Editors placed it
strategically next to a story entitled ―Floyd No Longer So Tough as Kelly Legend
Increases.‖ This article related a story about another kidnapping in which one of the
suspects claimed to be Machine Gun Kelly. Editors placed an article reporting yet a third
kidnapping adjacent to a picture of the Shannons as they sat in the courtroom. The
newspaper included several stories from across the nation in which records listed the
offender to be Kelly. The barrage of kidnappings and reports of Kelly sightings from
across the country made readers imagine that danger lurked in every neighborhood and
that Machine Gun Kelly prowled every street.60
In that same paper, under bold headlines that read ―URSCHEL DEFIES DEATH
THREATS,‖ editors included an illustration of the payoff. They placed a photograph of
the LaSalle Hotel on the front page in which artists had drawn arrows to show the
direction in which Kirkpatrick drove to reach the ransom exchange spot. They also
added figures to show what appeared to be the exchange of the satchel containing the
59
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ransom money. Another large arrow pointed to the assumed getaway car. Artists had
dipicted the car to include occupants, implying that Kelly had not acted alone. The
illustration made the reader feel as though he or she could have actually been at the
location to witness the ransom exchange. It added to the fascination the public held for
the crime, the chase, and the trial.61

Witnesses against the seven St. Paul defendants took the stand last. As
prosecutors questioned the witnesses, each defendant readily stood to be identified when
called to do so. An agent from the St. Paul Department of Justice testified that the story
of each of the seven defendants had been in procession of bills from the ransom paid for
Urschel‘s release. Each of the St Paul defendants then took the stand and confidently
explained how he came to be a holder of the money in question. Following their
testimony, their lawyer filed a demurer to have the charges against them dropped due to a
lack of solid evidence before court adjourned. Judge Vaught denied the demurer, stating
that since the St. Paul defendants had gone to such great efforts to transfer the ransom
money numerous times, it was evident they were trying to conceal something. He
conceded that they may have been unaware that it was ransom money from the Urschel
kidnapping, but their actions proved they knew it was ―hot money.‖62
The prosecution closed after a week of attempts to persuade the jury to see the
Urschel kidnapping as a conspiracy that included Albert Bates, Harvey Bailey, the
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Shannons, and the seven defendants from St. Paul. The defense opened its case with a
myriad of character witnesses for the Shannon family. The defense lawyers objected
when prosecutors cross-examined a teenager from Paradise. Prosecutors tried to establish
that Boss Shannon received his nickname because of his political power in Paradise and
the surrounding county. Even though the judge sustained the objection, the prosecution
continued this effort with each witness brought to the stand in defense of the Shannons.63

That evening an event at the Central High School auditorium in Oklahoma City
culminated with the installation of 600 school boys as junior police. City leaders
presented these young men badges and instructions on the execution of their
commissions. Organizers invited the public. Special guests included the police chief, the
city mayor, the president of the Kiwanis Club, and the city manager. Organizers sent
parents a special invitation. Publicity encouraged younger boys to attend and observe the
actions of their older peers. This attempt by law officials to mold young boys to follow
the path of police and agents led by J. Edgar Hoover added to the campaign to replace the
Depression Era social bandit as hero.64
The following morning‘s newspaper reminded Oklahoma City residents of the
drive to raise funds to provide a reward for the capture of Machine Gun Kelly. Retired
police chief Charles F. Colcord led the campaign. His plans included more than raising
money. He created a committee charged with assisting the government in the
apprehension of Kelly. The article reported on the project‘s progress and included an
63
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interview in which Colcord reminisced on his days as a peace officer in the late 1800s.
He recalled the swift justice of former days, adding that all citizens of that day assumed
responsibility in the punishment of criminals. This encouraged the citizenry to stand
against offenders and implied laws and law enforcement agencies were in need of reform
and stronger leadership.65
J. Edgar Hoover wholeheartedly supported the reward offered by Colcord though
he added that the reward would have little effect on the activity of his Bureau of
Investigation because his agents refused to accept rewards. Another article reinforced this
depiction of the integrity and determination of the BI agents. It reported that the BI
provided the court prosecution with ―every word and every movement of everyone
connected with the kidnapping from the earliest days of the planning of the crime until
Urschel was safely back in his Oklahoma mansion.‖66
The article continued:
Only the machine gun terrorist, George Kelly, and his wife,
Kathryn, escaped the labyrinthine trap set by the department of
justice, extending over half a dozen states. Agents are confident
they will not long be at large.
Regardless of the outcome of the case, observers now declare the
finest tradition of the federal service has been upheld. States and
counties may be too poor, too awkward, or too timorous to deal
with machine gun thugs and kidnappers, but the United States,
sooner or later, gets its man.67
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Such exaltation of the Bureau of Investigation and its agents combined with a multitude
of articles concerning three additional kidnappings across the nation, a massacre, a police killing,
the robbery of a mail truck and a train, and a prison escape naturally impacted the readers of this
newspaper. Crime appeared to be rampant, and the heroes became those who always got their
man. Criminals made innocent people suffer. An example lifted by the newspaper described
how wary police officers almost arrested an innocent hunter. The man had left his shotguns
exposed in his car while he attended to mundane errands. Police greeted the man with guns
drawn as he returned to his car. Readers undoubtedly inferred that law abiding citizens now must
consider every action they made. These criminals required police to be constantly vigilant and
suspicious of everything and every person they observed because the criminal element appeared
to be taking over their communities.68

Reporters interviewed merchants in the area around the home of Kathryn Kelly‘s
grandparents. The store owners recounted the lavish spending by Kelly, Kathryn, and
Bates. The local druggist stated that the trio maintained the appearance of being quite
wealthy as if they were oil tycoons. These articles pointed to the fact that criminals lived
what many considered the good life while farmers and workers struggled to make ends
meet, almost certainly adding to the changing public opinion toward those living outside
the law. At one time many readers had wished to live the life enjoyed by George and
Kathryn Kelly. Now the public resented its social bandits profiting from its citizens.69
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Court reconvened with Boss Shannon‘s testimony. The prosecuting attorney
questioned Shannon relentlessly on his level of knowledge concerning the business of
Kelly, Bates, and Bailey. Shannon testified that he, his wife, and son knew nothing of the
kidnapping of Charles Urschel. He placed the blame squarely on the shoulders of George
Kelly, Albert Bates, and his stepdaughter, Kathryn.70
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Chapter Eleven
The Capture and Trial
Kelly finally made contact with an associate, Joe Bergl, in Chicago who agreed to
help him. Bergl arranged to store the car Kelly had driven to town and found another car
for him to buy. He also gave Kelly some money and a quart of whiskey. Kelly left
Chicago with Katherine and Geraldine in tow. They drove to Indianapolis and on to
Memphis and his haven at 1408 Rayner where John Tichenor rented Kelly a room for the
duration of the week and sold him a small pistol.1
Langford Ramsey visited his former brother-in-law every day and Kelly
eventually revealed his identity as Machine Gun Kelly. Ramsey laughed because he
knew of Kelly‘s braggart ways. As the conversation continued, Kelly asked Ramsey to
go to Coleman, Texas to give a message to Kathryn‘s uncle, Cass Coleman. Kelly
wanted Coleman to meet him five miles west of Macgregor, Texas on Highway 7 at
midnight the following Thursday. Kelly certainly wanted to set the meeting in order to
arrange the recovery of a portion of the ransom money. Kathryn also wanted Ramsey to
get her furs and Pekinese dogs, which remained in the care of her cousin in Coleman, and
then drive to Oklahoma City to retrieve her clothes from Mrs. Arnold. They planned for
Geraldine to accompany him so that she could see her parents whom Kathryn believed
waited for her in Oklahoma City.2
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Ramsey agreed, but in Coleman, Kathryn‘s uncle Cass refused to talk with
Ramsey because the police watched his home so closely waiting for Kelly‘s return.
Ramsey left and stopped in Fort Worth to telegraph Kelly in Memphis for further
instructions. While Ramsey waited for the reply, Geraldine convinced him to send her
ahead of him by train to visit her parents in Oklahoma City. He conceded to her wishes
and took her to the station while he waited on Kelly‘s reply. Kelly soon answered, ―Go
on as instructed.‖3
Geraldine‘s father met her at the train station and took her directly to the
apartment of federal agent Ralph Colvin where she told the whole story of her travels
with the Kellys and their whereabouts in Memphis, Tennessee. Once Ramsey arrived,
the Arnolds claimed they sold Kathryn‘s clothes to pay for their hotel room. They met
with Ramsey without revealing that they now worked for the BI who provided their room
and board. Geraldine refused to return with him so he returned to Memphis alone.4
BI agents quickly took the information Geraldine Arnold had given them and
planned their strategy. Two agents flew into Memphis from Birmingham, Alabama in
the very early hours of September 26. A local BI agent and six city police officers met
them at the airport. Together they drove by caravan to 1408 Rayner. Still unable to carry
guns and make arrests, the BI agents needed local police officers to conduct the raid. The
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men circled the house while one of the agents and one of the officers walked to the front
porch.5

Kelly and Kathryn continued to live a somewhat normal life during their days in
Memphis. They went to see ―Doctor Bull,‖ a Will Rogers comedy, at the Lowe‘s State
Theater. They ate dinner at Charlie‘s Café on Hernando Street and the Blue Ribbon Café
in downtown Memphis. They drank a great deal of gin and whiskey. Kelly slept during
the day and sat up at night. He believed any attempt to capture him would come during
the late night hours. Monday night, September 25, was no different. Kelly stayed awake
all night drinking and smoking Lucky Strikes almost continuously. When the morning
paper arrived, he unlocked the front door, picked up the paper, and read the headlines.
As he glanced over the front page, he read that his father-in-law had testified that Kelly
and Bates had forced the Shannon family to guard Urschel. Shannon had added that he
had acted in fear of his and his family‘s lives. The article also reminded Kelly that he
was the object of a nation-wide search. He put the paper down and went to the bedroom
where Kathryn slept. He undressed and lay down beside his sleeping wife.6
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Two of the lawmen found the front door unlocked and walked in with their guns
drawn. Kelly heard the door open and the men enter the bedroom in which Tichner and
his brother-in-law slept. He got out of bed and quietly walked to the bathroom at the
back of the house. Resigned to the fact there was no escape, Kelly walked into the hall
and met the officers as they entered it from Tichner‘s bedroom. Dressed only in his
underwear, Kelly quietly surrendered. As the officers handcuffed him, he said, ―Okay,
boys, I been waitin‘ all night for you.‖7
The remaining agents and officers entered the house. They woke Kathryn and
roughly ordered her to dress. True to Kelly‘s protective nature toward women, he
protested this treatment. Clark warned Kelly to hush and he acquiescenced. Kathryn
refused to be as agreeable and demanded the officers give her enough time to dress
properly. Kelly possessed almost $100,000 buried in Coleman, Texas, but circumstances
forced him to ask Kathryn for a quarter as officers led him from the house.8
Once at the police station, three officers guarded Kelly and led him through the
booking process with their weapons directed toward him. The chief deputy, a schoolmate
of Kelly‘s, walked into the fingerprinting room; Kelly turned, recognized him, and spoke
to his old friend. The officer returned the greeting using Kelly‘s former name, Barnes.
This greeting and that of many former classmates and friends confirmed the bleachedblonde Machine Gun Kelly was, in fact, George Francis Barnes, Jr. from Memphis. The
jail became the site of an impromptu reunion with so many of Kelly‘s acquaintances
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turned curiosity seekers visiting that he suggested officers ―. . . set up a big hamburger
stand. You oughta make a lot of dough.‖9
Kelly loved to talk and spoke with reporters and old friends with congeniality and
openness. He told one reporter to ―Tell the world that I will be out of this jail before
long. They got me, but keeping me is another matter.‖10 Kelly made this comment loud
enough to taunt the many officers who stood guard within and around his cell and cell
block. He jokingly told the police chief that it, ―looks like there might be a war
somewhere around here. I could use that [one of the machine guns], but it‘s a rather old
style, you should have some of the new guns.‖11
His mood changed dramatically when officers forced him to don the provided
prison garb and his only audience became the police and BI agents. He turned moody
and sullen and refused to talk with them. If he answered their questions, he spoke smugly
and defiantly. He responded to most questions with a sly smile as he smoked his
cigarettes. Kelly finally told the police chief, ―You know, chief, I‘m not going to say
anything.‖12
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Kathryn arrived at the police station about twenty minutes after Kelly and
immediately opened up to the police and BI agents. She told officers that she planned to
leave Kelly and wanted to testify in Oklahoma City in order to save her family. Kathryn
spoke kindly of her stepfather and stepbrother and claimed to regret the trouble her
husband had caused them. She added that they were ―in this because I married him in the
first place.‖13 She assured officers that she would come clean and tell them whatever
they needed to know. When asked why she had failed to notify police earlier, Kathryn
played on the menacing façade the Hoover and the media had created for her husband
and replied, ―I didn‘t turn him in . . . I wouldn‘t have turned him in for anything. For one
thing, I wouldn‘t have lived 10 minutes after it for he has world-wide connections.‖14
Kathryn refused to allow photographers to take her picture in an effort to protect
her daughter from the embarrassment and worry of having her mother in jail. When
jailers refused to allow Kathryn to smoke in her cell, she coyly convinced the police chief
to not only allow her smoke, but to order her meals from a local cafe. She demurely
claimed that her husband never carried a machine gun or any other type of gun around
her and added that she maintained a true fear of guns. Kathryn almost blushed when
asked about her relationship with her husband. She told reporters about their second
anniversary party at the Frolics Café in Chicago and revealed the disappointment she felt
because her husband had failed to acknowledge their third anniversary two days before
their arrest. Kathryn Kelly instantly charmed reporters, but their articles reflected the
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general public‘s changing view of criminal activity and painted her more as a gun moll
instead of an innocent victim of her husband‘s actions. 15
Contrary to the picture she painted of Kelly for police officers, Kathryn told
reporters of her certainty that he planned to clear her name, adding, ―He loves me better
than anything else in the world.‖16 She denied that she knew anything about his business
beyond the fact that she believed him to be a gambler. Kathryn implied that she failed to
question her husband about his absences from home even though at times he was gone
for months. She added ―. . . he let me know he was boss – and he was.‖17 Kathryn also
refuted the reports that her husband was a braggart. She claimed the only time he
―bragged about anything [was when] he had been drinking.‖18 Kathryn also spoke of her
husband‘s kindness to those less fortunate. ―Twice last spring he gave money – a
hundred dollars each time – to a family that was starving.‖19
The court arraigned Kelly and Kathryn late that afternoon in the city jail. Kelly
remained in his cell; officers brought Kathryn to the corridor outside his cell for the
indictment. As the judge read the charges, a photographer flashed a picture. Kathryn
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showed her temper and scream, ―Wait a minute and I‘ll give you a good picture.‖20 They
both pleaded not guilty. Kathryn tried to speak to her husband, but officers quickly
pulled her from the corridor and returned her to her own cell.21
Under court order not to transfer the Kellys to Oklahoma City until the end of the
Bates trial, officers moved them to the more secure county jail. BI agents took every
precaution in the heavily guarded relocation. Still, they allowed access to media
representatives. Kelly used his hat to hide his face while Kathryn employed a
handkerchief. Still acting as protector of his wife, Kelly shouted a warning when she
failed to notice a photographer attempting to snap her picture talking with BI agents as
she waited to be taken to her cell.22

In Washington, D.C., J. Edgar Hoover made the most of the arrest of Kelly. He
referred to the arrest as a conclusive demonstration to would-be kidnappers that his
agents would find them and see them in jail. Hoover attempted to demonstrate his deep
understanding of the criminal mind when he explained,
Kelly‘s capture means something to the underworld that the
average person doesn‘t understand. The criminal fears death more
than anything else. At heart they are all rats, dirty, yellow rats. A
gangster will kill you, oh sure, if he has a machine gun and you are
absolutely helpless. They like to think they are above the law. But
they actually operate most of the time with one eye on the electric
chair. You see, the underworld doesn‘t like to feel that our men or
the police can reach in at a moment‘s notice and pluck its kings out
of bed – and that is just what we‘ve been doing. Doesn‘t it seem
20
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strange to you that most of these bold, bad killers are taken when
they are enjoying a little nap?23
Hoover continued, ―I gave only simple instructions. They were to get the man. I gave
them orders to shoot first if Kelly made a false move.‖24
One reporter interviewed Hoover on the capture of Kelly. The two met in
Hoover‘s office where phone calls, answered by the Director with efficient and
commanding responses, continually interrupted the interview. Hoover reveled that his
agent, whom he claimed ―led the party of federal agents and police (in the Kelly raid),‖25
was a mere 25 years old and a graduate of law school. Hoover painted a picture of
himself as a man in charge of a team of successful, astute, brave and in command young
men. Hoover determined that BI agents would be the new social heroes that young men
aspired to become and children to emulate. He failed to disclose the fact that Geraldine
Arnold, a 13 year old girl, gave BI the exact location in which to find Kelly and that
without the Memphis police officers, the arrest could not have been made.26

In Oklahoma City, Langford Ramsey read of Kelly‘s arrest. The article included
the assumption that Ramsey was involved in the crime and was being tracked by the
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police. He began the journey back to Memphis. That same afternoon, federal agents
went to the home of Kathryn‘s uncle, Cass Coleman. They took Coleman to his barn
where they sat him in a stall and questioned him extensively. Close to midnight, agents
revealed that officers had arrested Kelly in Memphis. When Coleman heard that news,
he finally yielded the information they wanted. He took them into the cotton field where
he and Kelly had buried the ransom money. They found $73,250 in two containers.27

Ramsey arrived in Memphis, at 5:30 a.m. the following morning, Wednesday,
September 27. He first called his mother and then went directly to the Memphis Police
Department in an attempt to straighten out the situation. Policemen immediately arrested
Ramsey. He confessed and admitted to going to Texas to retrieve the money for Kelly.
He denied believing that his former brother-in-law was, in fact, Machine Gun Kelly.
Officers charged Ramsey with harboring a criminal and held him in the county jail.28

Federal agents questioned Kelly relentlessly, but he refused to say anything that
tied him to the Urschel kidnapping. Agents also questioned him about his involvement in
a recent Chicago bank robbery in which the criminals had killed a police officer as well
as the Union Station shootings in Kansas City in which four officers and Kelly henchman
27
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Frank Nash had been killed. Late in the evening BI agents told Kelly of Cass Coleman‘s
confession and the discovery of the ransom money buried on his farm. They added
information gained from Langford Ramsey‘s confession. With that, Kelly finally
admitted his role in the Urschel kidnapping, stating, ―You got me on the Urschel
kidnapping, but not on the Chicago robbery or the Kansas City Union Station job.‖29 The
admission seemed to be a relief for Kelly. Once he confessed, he began to joke with his
interrogators about his messy fingerprints on the letter mailed from Chicago to Charles
Urschel, saying, ―I didn‘t have the right ink for making fingerprints.‖30
Up until this point Kelly and his wife had fought extradition to Oklahoma City;
they now requested an immediate transfer, waiving the right to a hearing in order to
hasten the move. Unlike the previous day, Kathryn refused to say anything beyond her
desire to testify to the innocence of her family in connection with the kidnapping and
became very angry when agents refused to arrange for a plane to make the journey
immediately.31
With Kelly‘s guilt clearly admitted and his trial pending, officers became more
fearful of an attempted escape. They shackled Kelly to his cot in addition to locking his
cell and posting an around-the-clock army of guards. Kelly‘s celebrity status seemed to
ebb as his old friends discontinued their visits, and the officers‘ awe faded. The county
jailors cut off the steady stream of reporters he‘d enjoyed while in the city jail and
29
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prohibited Kelly from buying soft drinks which, angered him further. When not being
questioned, he sat on his cot and chain smoked.32

Meanwhile, in Oklahoma City, Armon Shannon testified that he did not know that
Charles Urschel was a kidnap victim when Kelly forced him to guard Urschel. The St.
Paul defendants followed. Each one stated that he knew nothing of the Urschel
kidnapping and unwittingly used ransom money to complete financial transactions.
Harvey Bailey and Albert Bates did not testify. The defense rested, and after a brief
rebuttal from prosecutors, Judge Vaught dismissed court.33

The next few days remained quiet in the Shelby County jail. Officers held Kelly
and Kathryn incommunicado. Law officials curtailed visitation to other inmates to
reduce the amount of traffic in the jail. Kelly refused to answer further questions.
Kathryn did the same. In an attempt to avoid any chance of Kelly‘s escape during his
transfer to Oklahoma City, BI agents and Memphis law enforcement agents ordered a
special set of shackles from Chicago. BI agents refused to disclose the departure time or
date for this transfer to the media or local officials. The agent in charge maintained that
the BI had made no set plans; agents instead waited for orders from J. Edgar Hoover.
Officers, stationed at every entrance to the city, scrutinized all arriving travelers
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questioning and searching the cars of those who appeared suspicious. This nervousness
even reached the skies above Memphis when an American Airline pilot radioed into the
tower that a passenger on his flight possessed a concealed machine gun. Memphis police
officers met the passenger at the gate; he introduced himself as Inspector John O‘Brien of
the Department of Justice, in town to assist with the Kelly transfer.34

In Texas, the federal court charged Cass Coleman and Will Casey, a friend of
Coleman‘s, with conspiracy to harbor a criminal. These charges resulted from Coleman
helping Kelly bury the ransom money on his land and Casey renting Kelly a house during
his time as a fugitive.35

In Oklahoma City, lawyers made their closing statements in the Bates et. al. trial.
Prosecutors demanded the jury convict all of the defendants in the government‘s first
attempt to invoke the new Lindbergh law. Assistant U.S. Attorney General Joseph B.
Keenan equated the recent rash of kidnapping with the operations of the Tripolitan pirates
in early American history. He added that if the government could not protect its citizens,
they should stop paying taxes and begin paying tribute to criminals. This implied to the
jury that an acquittal would mean they preferred governments run by local bosses over
honest and fair government structures. He ended his closing arguments with an
endorsement of the federal police force promoted by Hoover. Kennan declared, ―A
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single state could not control such swift operations. The federal government was forced
to step in and take a hand. Now that government has been defied by these gangsters and
we have caught them red-handed.‖36 Lawyers for the defense called the evidence offered
and the prosecutions‘ arguments ―Piffle.‖37
As he left court following the closing arguments, Keenan told reporters that a
nation-wide search was in progress for the mastermind behind the Urschel kidnapping.
The government believed the letters written for the Urschel ransom and those sent by
George Kelly from Chicago during the trial were ―formulated by a legal mind.‖38
Clearly, Hoover wanted the public to believe his agency was up against the brightest
possible minds when, in fact, it had taken his men three months to capture Machine Gun
Kelly, a common criminal. He did not want the public to believe a run-of-the-mill villain
accomplished this alone. A more intelligent criminal architect was undoubtedly
involved.39

Jailors allowed reporters to visit Bates‘ and Bailey‘s cell as they waited for the
jury‘s verdict. The two men talked openly and cordially with reporters as they
commended their treatment during the trial, which included the medical attention Bates
received when his leg became infected due to blisters from his shackles. Bailey, who
fastidiously requested that his suit be pressed each night during the trial, said his only
36
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complaint derived from the fact that the jail-issued black blanket ruined his underwear.
Both men told reporters they enjoyed reading the newspapers and goaded each other
about the photographs printed. Bates commented that most of the articles in the
newspapers were all right but continued to remark that the whole story was a lot of bull.
He questioned how Charles Urschel managed to identify so many things on the
Shannon‘s farm when he admitted to being blindfolded the entire time. Bailey wanted
reporters to know that he felt his trial was fair except for the testimony of three witnesses
whom he declined to identify. He also wanted the prosecutors and the judge to know that
he held no animosity toward them. ―They are on one side of the fence and we are on
another. They‘ve got their job to do and we got no kick against them doing it.‖40
Bailey, in an act that helped explain why people had become so captivated by the
Depression Era bandits earlier in the decade, wanted the public to know that he and
Bates had not mailed a letter to United States Attorney Herbert K. Hyde, threatening him
and his son as newspapers had reported. Bailey emphatically stated, ―I want the public to
know that I never threatened anybody in connection with this case and that goes for Mr.
Bates, too. Why, everybody knows we didn‘t do any invisible ink stuff. I never heard
such hooey. We couldn‘t have done anything like that if we wanted to, and we wouldn‘t
want to.‖41
This side of Bailey continued to reveal itself when a reporter asked him about a
letter received by the Daily Oklahoman in which Bailey and four others took
40
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responsibility for a bank robbery in Black Rock, Arkansas. Bailey confirmed the
legitimacy of the letter and the signatures. He explained that each of the men who signed
the letters held long criminal records and did not want the three young boys charged with
the crime to ―take the rap for something they didn‘t have anything to do with at all.‖42

The following morning Judge Vaught gave the jury its instructions pertaining to
each defendant in the case United States v. Bates et al, summarizing the arguments made
by the prosecutors and defense. He told the jury explicitly what issues that it was to
determine in its ruling. He gave the case to the jury and dismissed court while it began
deliberations. In less than two hours the jury returned with its decision on the fate of ten
lives. The jury found seven of the defendants guilty of conspiracy to kidnap: Albert
Bates, John Harvey Bailey, Robert Green (Boss) Shannon, Ora Shannon, Armon
Shannon, Clifford Skelly, and Barney Berman. The jury acquitted Sam Kronick, Sam
Kozberg, and Isadore Blumfield, all of St. Paul. Judge Vaught scheduled the sentencing
portion of the trial for the following week.43
The defendants stood stoically as the court read the verdicts. Ora Shannon
touched her eye as if to wipe a tear. Clifford Skelly and Barney Berman looked shocked
as the court announced their guilty verdicts. The three St. Paul defendants who were
found not guilty bowed their heads with relief. R.G. Shannon laughed after the court
announced the verdicts. No other defendant made a sound until court was dismissed.
42
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Bailey then grinned broadly at reporters and said, ―It wasn‘t any surprise to me. I had
planned to plead guilty at first but every good intention, however remote, was gone when
they snapped this (pointing to his shackles) on me.‖44

In Memphis, jailors woke Kelly and Kathryn early the next morning. BI agents
scheduled them to leave Memphis by plane at 7:30 a.m. and fly to Oklahoma City to face
trial. True to their nature of apearing affluent and dapper no matter the circumstances,
Kathryn dressed in the suit she wore the day officers in Memphis arrested her. She styled
her hair and applied make up knowing photographers would surround her. Kelly
requested permission to shave. Reporters and photographers waited, ready with their
cameras outside the county jail. J. Edgar Hoover ordered his agents to reveal the time of
departure to the news media with the stipulation they not disclose the information to the
public. This maneuver ensured Hoover publicity in newspapers and movie reels without
risking major crowds of sightseers and attempts by comrades to help the Kellys escape.45
That morning, officers forced pedestrian traffic and non-media spectators to cross
the street and wait by the county courthouse. Kathryn Kelly soon appeared at the jail
entrance, handcuffed and escorted by four officers. She walked regally down the steps
and smiled at photographers. Officers led her to a waiting car where they placed her in
the backseat. Within minutes, George Kelly appeared at the jail doors, shackled and
manacled, followed by an array of armed officers. He walked slowly down the steps
because of to his restraints, but he smiled graciously for still and newsreel photographers.
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Agents led him to the back seat of a car filled with federal agents that was parked in front
of the car bearing Kathryn. A caravan of police cars and vehicles filled with reporters
made its way through the city accompanied by police motorcycles that stopped traffic at
each intersection. Another crowd of reporters and spectators met the convoy at the
airport.46
Upon arrival, agents immediately led Kelly to the airplane that had been chartered
for the flight. He climbed the steps and stopped before entering the plane. He turned and
faced the cameras once more, flashing his famous smile. Agents held Kathryn at the
bottom of the steps until Kelly entered the plane whereupon she was led up the steps.
Kathryn smiled and flashed her eyes around the crowd as she made her way to the plane
entrance. As she entered the plane, this being the first contact between Kathryn and Kelly
since their arraignment, Kathryn smiled at her husband and said, ―Hello, Sweetheart.‖ 47
The Bureau of Investigation agents accompanied Kelly and Kathryn on their
flight to Oklahoma City. Agents refused to allow them to speak to one another, but Kelly
talked freely with agents. He discussed airplanes with William Lester, a test pilot for
American Airlines who served as one of the pilots for the trip. Kelly knew many details
about the various planes and each type‘s advantages and shortcomings. Kelly also
impressed his guards with his knowledge of landmarks and towns spotted from the plane
during the trip.48
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The plane arrived just after noon in Oklahoma City to a phalanx of armed police
officers and federal agents. Officers had cleared the airport of spectators about an hour
before the plane arrived, fearing a possible coup by the unidentified mastermind J. Edgar
Hoover presumed to be in charge of the kidnapping. Kelly greeted agents and reporters
with a friendly, ―Hi, gang.‖49 Kathryn was just as friendly when she met agents with
―Hello, boys.‖ 50 As agents tried to rush him to a waiting car, Kelly, still shackled and
manacled, grumbled, ―I can‘t walk fast.‖51
A caravan of automobiles transported Kelly and Kathryn to the small Oklahoma
County jail where Oklahoma City police officers surrounded the facility and served as
guards. Jailors received the prisoners while BI agents called J. Edgar Hoover to report
that all went well. They placed Kelly in a segregated cell on the fourth floor alongside of
Bates and Bailey whom officers had moved back to the jail following their conviction the
previous day. Hoover gave orders that Kelly and Kathryn see no one except their
lawyers. Still, agents allowed Kathryn to visit her mother who remained in the jail
awaiting sentencing. The two cried and made every attempt to comfort one another
during their short visit. Kathryn told her mother, ―I‘ll get you out of this, Mom. You
were forced into this and I helped do it. If they will turn you lose, I‘m going to plead
guilty. If they don‘t, I‘m going to fight this case.‖52
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Back in Memphis, John Tichenor sought permission from federal agents to allow
his wife to open their home for tours. His wife planned to charge admission to the many
people who drove by and stopped in front of the house each day. The room in which
Kelly had slept remained untouched as Mrs. Tichenor planned to charge extra to those
who wanted to lie on the bed he‘d occupied. She placed an advertisement in the
Commercial Appeal. She and her sister intended to serve as tour guides and sell
postcards and pictures. Mrs. Tichenor even planned to add a concession stand as soon as
it could be built.53

The following morning the local justice of the peace arraigned George Kelly and
Albert Bates for the armed robbery of Walter Jarrett and Charles Urschel. It took place
with the two men standing in their cells, handcuffed to the bars. Oklahoma officials
wanted Kelly and Bates to stand trial for armed robbery because a conviction demanded
death by electrocution, whereas punishment for kidnapping under the federal ―Lindbergh
Law‖ required only life in prison. Attorneys for Kelly and Bates quickly objected to the
jailhouse arraignment. Federal prosecutors also objected, stating they knew nothing
about the action taken. The state refused to accept defeat in this effort so it set a new
arraignment date for the following week. However, the rescheduled arraignment failed to
take place after Kelly‘s attorney reminded the State of Oklahoma of a Supreme Court
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decision holding that a person convicted in a federal court cannot be charged in a state
offense unless the federal government paroled that prisoner. Oklahoma officials certainly
realized there would be no parole for Albert Bates, so the following week saw the Kellys
arraigned for the kidnapping of Charles Urschel. 54

On Saturday morning, October 7, 1933, people tightly packed into the Oklahoma
City federal court house for the sentencing of the Bates et al trial and the arraignment of
George and Kathryn Kelly. Entrance required a pass for each spectator, but still the
courtroom filled to standing room only and observers spilled out into the hallways.
Kathryn‘s and the Shannons‘ young daughters sat among the onlookers. The proceeding
did not disappoint the eager crowd. Court began with what the judge privately called a
double cross. Prior to the opening of court, George and Kathryn Kelly had spoken with
the judge and agreed to plead guilty to the charge of kidnapping, just as newspapers
reported all week. Kathryn even negotiated an arrangement with officials that allowed
her to remain in the Oklahoma County jail for ten days before transfer to a federal prison
in order to spend time with her mother and take care of her personal business. A guilty
plea made by Kelly would protect him from the armed robbery charges made by the state
of Oklahoma.55
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Judge Edgar S. Vaught called his court to order a mere 30 minutes after Kathryn
made her deal with the judge, and both she and Kelly had agreed to plead guilty. George
and Kathryn Kelly sat with their lawyers. Beside them, Albert Bates, John Harvey
Bailey, Armon Shannon, Robert Green (Boss) Shannon, Ora Shannon, Barney Berman,
and Clifford Skelly sat waiting their sentencing. Judge Vaught stated that he understood
that the two defendants desired to make an announcement concerning their pleas.
Kathryn jumped up immediately and declared, ―My plea is just like it was. I still plead
not guilty.‖56 Kelly then rose more slowly and mumbled, ―Not guilty.‖57 A stir ran
through the courtroom and out into the halls.58
Judge Vaught moved without delay into the sentencing portion of the
proceedings. He asked the defendants to rise. In rapid order, the judge sentenced Bates,
Bailey, and Mr. and Mrs. Shannon to the federal penitentiary for the rest of their natural
lives. Bailey muttered, ―Phooey,‖ and Bates stated, ―The judge‘s handsome appearance
on the bench is exceeded only by his generosity.‖59 Mrs. Shannon‘s eyes misted, but she
remained strong and turned to Kathryn and winked.60
Judge Vaught then turned to the sentencing of the St. Paul defendants. Prior to
announcing that sentence he declared, ―There are times when duty requires the court to
assume full responsibility of its office. This is such a time. Something more is at stake
than the mere punishment for this crime. The question before the American people is to
56
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decide whether crime is an occupation and a profession.‖61 With this, the judge
sentenced Barney Berman and Clifford Skelly to five years.62
Judge Vaught then looked at the very nervous Armon Shannon. The prosecuting
lawyers and each of the jurors had asked the judge for clemency in his sentencing. This
considered, Judge Vaught sentenced Armon Shannon to ten years and immediately
suspended the sentence. Relief seemed to overcome the young man, and he hung his
head and smiled. Judge Vaught then ordered Armon held incommunicado in the
Oklahoma County jail until the end of Kelly and Kathryn‘s trial. The prosecutors
intended to rely on his testimony as they had in the previous trial. The judge also granted
R. G. Shannon a sixty day stay of execution to return to his farm and set matters in order
so that Armon could farm the land in his absence. Ora Shannon was given permission to
remain in the Oklahoma County jail for ten days to complete personal business.63
Judge Vaught set the kidnapping trial of George and Kathryn Kelly for October 9,
1933 in the District Court of the United States for the Western District of Oklahoma,
refusing judge a request made by the defense to postpone the trial. As Kelly was led
from the court room, he turned to Charles Urschel, drew his index finger across his
throat, and said, ―You sap. You‘ll get yours soon.‖64 As punishment for this threat,
jailors placed Kelly on a bread and water diet. Unable to charm others to get his way as
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he was usually able to do , Kelly displayed his anger at the rigid diet by him stomping on
his food plate.65

The judge called court to order in the kidnapping trial of George and Kathryn
Kelly on Monday morning, October 9, 1933. Few spectators attended the opening of
court, but by noon the crowd grew to standing room only. Federal agents led Kathryn
and Kelly to the courtroom. An agent shoved Kathryn when she stopped at the elevator
to kiss her father on the cheek. Kathryn slapped the agent as she snapped at him, hissing
that she was hurrying. The agent slapped Kathryn in reprisal, whereupon Kelly raised his
manacled hands in what the agent interpreted as an aggressive act. The agent took his
gun by the barrel and struck Kelly‘s head twice as other officers and guards drew their
guns. Kathryn screamed, ―Don‘t! Don‘t!‖66
Kelly entered the courtroom grinning with a large lump on his forehead and blood
dripping down the back of his head. Kathryn flashed her smile as well. The morning
began quickly as the attorneys swiftly chose jurors. The trial opened immediately
following the noon recess. The first witnesses seemed unable to remember pertinent facts
which frustrated the prosecution greatly. Kelly shuffled in his chair and leaned forward
on the counsel table, laughing almost loudly enough to disturb the court and then grinned
victoriously at the lawyers for the prosecution. Kathryn cried when her grandmother took
the stand in her wheelchair; Kelly, true to his nature, immediately handed her his
65
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handkerchief. Her tears continued for the entirety of her grandmother‘s testimony.
Kathryn acknowledged her daughter‘s presence during the trial; she smiled at her and
blew her a kiss.67
Kelly smiled throughout the day as people testified against him. He gave Urschel
a defiant stare, punctuated with smirks and grins as Urschel calmly identified Kelly as the
man who threatened to blow Mrs. Urschel‘s head off the night of the kidnapping. Mrs.
Walter Jarrett even left the witness stand and walked to the defense councelors‘ table to
point into Kelly‘s face when she identified him as the kidnapper. Armon, wearing a suit
that George Kelly had bought him the previous year, testified against Kelly, telling all
about Urschel‘s captivity.68
Federal agents led Kathryn and Kelly from the courthouse that evening. Close to
a thousand people waited and hoped to catch a glimpse of the infamous duo as officers
hustled them into the police wagon for the ride to their cells. Another crowd, just as large
and just as curious, waited outside the Oklahoma County jail. Jailors placed Kelly and
Kathryn in their cells. Bates and Bailey no longer remained on the cell block; they now
resided at Leavenworth Federal Prison. Nor was Boss Shannon in the county jail; he now
worked in Paradise getting his personal business in order before his sentence began. So
Kelly sat alone, closely guarded, without dinner. The tantrum he‘d thrown in response to
being served bread and water for breakfast resulted in the withholding of his evening
meal.69
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The same agent led Kathryn to her seat the following morning. The two talked
and laughed, seemingly forgetting the incident from the prior morning. The testimony of
the day included that of D. C. Patterson, a purported handwriting expert, who testified
that Kathryn Kelly wrote the threatening letters received by Judge Vaught, Charles
Urschel, and the prosecuting attorney. The most condemning testimony came from
Geraldine Arnold, the young girl whose presence was used by the Kellys as a device to
avoid arrest during their travels. She wore a red woolen dress purchased for her by
Kathryn Kelly. The young girl spoke in a clear and unhurried tone as she told about the
trip to Chicago, conversations between the Kellys, and the trip to Memphis. Her gift for
observation and detail was remarkable considering her young age. Even the cross
examination failed to unnerve her. When Kelly‘s lawyer questioned her about receiving
the $15,000 reward for information leading to the capture of Kelly and his wife, she
quietly responded, ―They can give it to me if they want to. I did not know of any reward
when I first talked to the officers.‖70
The court gasped several times during Geraldine Arnold‘s testimony as she
admitted the kindness shown to her and her family by Kathryn Kelly. The audience‘s
fascination continued as her mother and father testified. The testimony of the three
Arnolds even caused Kelly and Kathryn to drop the positive façade they maintained
during the first day of court. They no longer smiled and grinned at witnesses and
prosecuting attorneys. The atmosphere of the court intensified when a lead BI agent took
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the stand. He revealed information pertaining to the capture and arrest of Kelly and
Kathryn as well as details, such as Kelly‘s confession, from a series of extended
interviews with George Kelly. The Kellys realized there was no hope of acquittal.71
Kathryn took the stand the following day. She smiled at the jury as she took
mincing steps to the witness stand. She sat, crossed her legs, and began answering
questions, beginning her testimony calmly and demurely. At one point, when the
prosecution raised an objection and the judge overruled it, she smiled at the judge and
coyly asked if she should proceed in answering the question. Kathryn told her version of
the incidents surrounding the kidnapping of Charles Urschel and tried to explain her
actions. Her eyes grew misty at the appropriate moments during her story, and she
continually declared her love for Kelly although she added that she feared him and no
longer trusted him.72
Kathryn‘s demeanor changed under cross examination by the prosecution. She
quickly lost her smile, and her tears fell more freely. Her voice shook, and her answers
became less certain. The prosecuting lawyer pointed out each statement she made that
contradicted those made under oath by her mother and step father. He asked her if they
were liars. She denied that they had lied, but added that they might have been confused.
He mocked her by using an insincere sympathetic voice when he asked her about her
past. She tried to avoid admitting her earlier conviction for robbery, but the prosecuting
71
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lawyer would not let it pass, so Kathryn answered with honesty and attempted
justification.73
Kathryn denied any knowledge of Kelly‘s illegal activities beyond his
bootlegging past but showed her temper and almost shouted her denials when the
prosecution accused her of making contacts with men and robbing them during her
younger years. She remained on the stand over four hours, crying most of the last hour,
before the judge called for an afternoon recess. She returned to the witness stand,
unnerved and strained, to face a few final inconsequential questions, including ―You
never did surrender to the police, did you?‖74
The trial closed without Kelly taking the stand. In effect, he allowed Kathryn to
place the entire blame upon himself, an act that demonstrated his love for her.
Concluding remarks clearly foretold that Kelly would certainly face punishment. The
fight between prosecution and defense lay with the fate of Kathryn. The prosecutors‘
statements made clear that the government intended to see both Kelly and Kathryn in jail
with closing remarks focused on Kathryn‘s part in the kidnapping. They referred to her
as ―the arch-conspirator in this whole case,‖75 and declared Kathryn had driven her
husband to commit crimes to supply her with the luxuries she demanded. The closing
statement reminded the jury of Kathryn‘s past and of her actions prior to and during the
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kidnapping and pointed to the fact that Kathryn‘s testimony refuted that of her mother‘s,
implying Kathryn would betray anyone to save herself. Kathryn listened intently and
grinned when the prosecuting attorney referred to her satirically as ―this sweet smelling
geranium.‖76 He ended by stating, ―She is just as guilty as her husband. . . I hesitate to
say which of the two is more guilty. . . I will not burden you with a reiteration of the
facts. The evidence is overwhelming against both of them.‖77
Closing remarks by Kelly‘s lawyer signified that Kelly intended to take the
complete responsibility for the kidnapping, leaving his beloved Kit a life of freedom.
The lawyer omitted any argument that Kelly should receive leniency or that he was
innocent. Instead, he focused totally on Kathryn and her defense, denouncing the
prosecution for pointing to her past life to portray her as a woman gone wrong and
asserting that she had ―nothing to do with any kidnapping conspiracy.‖78
Before Judge Vaught released the jury for deliberations, he made several
statements of his own. In his instructions to the jury, he stated it was his opinion that
Kathryn was in fact involved in the conspiracy to kidnap Urschel. He pointed to the
numerous phone calls received by Kathryn from the kidnappers. He added that these
calls and the delivering of water to the hideout where they held Urschel were overt acts
that involved her with the conspiracy. He then added that the jury could disregard the
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opinion of the court. Kelly‘s lawyer quickly objected and stated that these comments
served as a directed verdict against Kathryn Kelly.79
The trial lasted just three days with 26 witnesses for the plaintiff and only three
for the two defendants. Arguments ended, and the court gave the case to the jury in
Oklahoma City on October 11, 1933, at 5:45 p.m. After just one hour of deliberation, the
jury reached its decision. The nation and, indeed, Kelly himself expected a guilty verdict,
and the short deliberation time appeared to confirm that jurors were resolute in their
assessment of Kathryn‘s involvement.80
The court reconvened the following morning, October 12, to hear the verdict read.
Kathryn sat nervously next to Kelly; neither of the two smiled. At 9:36 a.m., the court
clerk announced that the jury found George and Kathryn Kelly guilty of the kidnapping
of Charles Urschel. Attorneys for the couple immediately filed motions for new trials.
Their appeal attacked the Lindbergh law as ―indefinite, uncertain and unconstitutional.‖81
Judge Vaught promptly overruled the pleas, emphasizing the purpose of the law
in stamping out kidnapping and his duty to see this occur. The judge then ordered the
defendants to stand. Kathryn stared at the floor; Kelly chewed gum and whispered
something to Kathryn from the corner of his mouth as they waited. Judge Vaught asked,
―Do either of you have anything to say before I pronounce sentence?‖82 Kelly shook his
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head, and Kathryn replied with a quietly spoken, ―No.‖83 With that, Judge Vaught said,
―The jury has found you guilty and the court concurs in their verdict. It is the judgment
and sentence of this court that each of you be taken to the federal penitentiary, there to
remain for the rest of your lives.‖84
Kathryn tried to smile as she sat down after the sentencing, but the fear and
disappointment showed in her face. Officers led the subdued couple from the courtroom.
Kathryn‘s smiled returned as she spoke to reporters on her way down the steps of the
courthouse. She commented, ―My Pekingese dog would have got a life sentence in that
court.‖85 Kelly made no comment before entering the patrol car that took them back to
the county jail to await transfer to a federal penitentiary.86
Kelly did not wait long. The next morning jailors led him to Kathryn‘s cell for a
last good-bye. Kathryn kissed him through the cell bars and told him to be a good boy.
With that, an army of police officers and federal agents armed with machine guns
escorted him to an armored, bullet proof, steel barred railroad car. Eight agents boarded
the car with him. Railroad employees then attached the specially built car to an M-K T
passenger train, which left the station and headed to Leavenworth Prison. When the train
stopped in Kansas City, Missouri to refuel, city police officers stood the length of the
train on both sides in an effort to prevent an incident such as the massacre that had
occurred at Union Station earlier in the year. Newspaper reporters approached the coach,
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but officers refused to allow them to board. Agents told the media that Kelly bragged he
would be out within eight days. The train continued its trip, and the next time officers
opened the doors, Kelly found himself in the courtyard of Leavenworth Prison where he
joined Albert Bates and Harvey Bailey.87
Following Kelly‘s transfer and prior to her move, Kathryn wrote Kelly a letter
that she gave to her lawyer, asking him to deliver it to Kelly. In the letter, Kathryn
mentioned two other men whom she infered were a part of the kidnapping. Even though
Kelly attempted to name Walter Jarrett as the finger man, or the man who ensured
Urschel would be in a certain place at a certain time, officials made no charges against
him. It is certain that even if these two other men existed, Kathryn‘s actions showed she
knew the kidnapping had taken place and that she had aided Kelly and Bates during the
time Urschel was in captivity.88
Sat. Morn.
My Dear Husband:
No doubt you are back at Leavenworth by now. I really
had my misgivings yesterday tho‘ it being Fri. the 13th. I was
sure the train would wreck, or you‘d get hurt. You know my
superstitious nature. I have a much worse cold today. Have just
sent after some Vicks Vapor rub and I really feel sick, but will be
all right soon I hope. I will be awfully glad when I leave here.
Anything for a change however, two of the jailers here have been
awfully kind and nice to me, the others, hate me, I suppose.
It is much more lonely, for me Dear, since you left. Just
the thought of you here in the building was worth a lot. I do
hope, I can be with mother, to cheer her up. I am going to try my
best to be a model prisoner if with her, and perhaps she can make
parole, if I can‘t later, as for me personally, I‘d jus as soon, be
87
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inside as out, without you, and you know that, so don‘t worry
about me Honey. My life is so wrapped up with you I wouldn‘t
enjoy my pleasures outside without you anyway Dear.
I do hope you will try to be a good prisoner sweetheart.
The cards are stacked against you, so be man enough to realize it
and don‘t give them a chance to murder you, that‘s what they
want. I know how good, and sweet you are Dear, and I will
always adore you, and that‘s all that really matters. You have
been and will always be, the one great love, of my life, and if it is
God‘s will to separate us forever, that cannot destroy our love,
and I don‘t believe that is his will, for he alone realizes, that you
and I never harmed anyone, and that we‘ve helped hundreds, of
the needy, and I think we will again be together in the future.
None of the accused have been given Justice here. You know,
and a very bad picture has been painted of us, and poor old sweet
mother but honey, the public doesn‘t know, so don‘t feel hard,
about it. I am glad, you were man enough to keep the other two
fellows out of it. Nobody likes a squealer, and altho‘ they
deserved it, Let the smart guys figure it out, if they can. They
could have cleared me, but rather than talk, I‘d rather be here.
Think of me Sweetheart, and I shall be thinking of you,
constantly. Try to e satisfied and don‘t worry. Just remember the
happy hours we‘ve enjoyed together, nobody can take those
away, and we have been happier in the past three years, than most
people have thro‘ a life time Darling.
With a heart full of love, and a big Kiss, until death us do
part, your very own,
Kathryn.‖89
Kathryn petitioned to be placed in the same penitentiary as her mother, pledging
to serve her sentence as a model prisoner if authorities granted her request. She stated,
―I‘ll go stark raving crazy if they separate us. If they send us to the same place where I
can watch over my mother, I‘ll be good.‖ Then she added, ―They know I‘ve got plenty of
friends who will come and get me if I say the word. But if I‘m with my mother I won‘t
want to escape.‖90
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During the night of Monday, October 16, agents quietly removed Kathryn and her
mother from the Oklahoma county jail. Agents escorted the two women to the train
station where they boarded the Rock Island train with two federal agents, two federal
marshals, and two assigned matrons. The train stopped in Little Rock where officers
locked the doors to the train car to keep reporters at bay. It stopped again in Memphis‘
Grand Central Depot where local officers took charge of Ora Shannon, who was to serve
her sentence at the Shelby County Penal Farm. A horde of reporters and the local B.I.
agent met the train.91
The two women deboarded the train with their sentries in tow. Kathryn
recognized a local agent from her stay in Memphis and greeted him warmly. Once they
reached the steps of the depot, Kathryn and her mother said good-bye. They cried, and
Kathryn wiped her tears with one of her husband‘s handkerchiefs. Kathryn kissed her
mother‘s cheek and pled with the agent to ensure that her mother received the best
treatment possible. He assured her the Shelby County Penal Farm was a model
institution, and Mrs. Shannon would be given every necessary treatment.92
Kathryn continued into the station with her escorts who made arrangements for
tickets to Cincinnati where Kathryn would serve her sentence. As the agents purchased
the tickets, Kathryn talked with reporters and reiterated her mother‘s innocence. She also
told reporters that Kelly‘s threats to Urschel during the trial were foolish and that
prosecutors had coached Geraldine Arnold in her testimony. She added that Kelly had
91
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told her nothing of his two children or that his name was actually Barnes until after their
arrest. She admitted that she still loved him and kept his handkerchief as a reminder of
him. The ―all aboard‖ call sounded, and the group moved toward the train. Kathryn
graciously posed in the car. She then lowered the window and asked, ―Why did Kelly
come to this town, anyhow?‖ 93
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Chapter Twelve
The Crime that Made the FBI
Having begun in a menial position in the Justice Department, J. Edgar Hoover
worked diligently up through the bureaucracy while surviving leadership changes to
create an autonomous federal police force, independent of the Department of Justice. His
position as leader of what would become the Federal Bureau of Investigation gave
Hoover political clout and fame even though the FBI gained jurisdiction over about only
one percent of the serious crimes committed in the United States. Historically, even the
FBI‘s famed Top Ten Most Wanted criminals have rarely been a menace to society as a
whole. They were and continue to be usually highly mobile individuals who commit
crimes against institutions.1
When Hoover became chief of the Bureau of Investigation in 1924, very few laws
fell under federal jurisdiction. The Mann Act, also known as the White Slave Law, was
passed in 1911 making it illegal to transport women across state lines ―for the purpose of
prostitution or debauchery.‖2 In 1919, Congress passed two more federal laws. The
Dyer Act made it a federal crime to drive a stolen car across state lines. The more
infamous Volstead Act served as the enforcement tool for the Eighteenth Amendment,
which prohibited the sale of alcohol anywhere in the nation. With so few federal laws,
government and citizens resisted the idea of a federal police force; they saw it as an
unnecessary cost and an overt claim for power by Hoover.3
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Once created, the Bureau of Investigation did not receive the power Hoover
sought. The established federal laws resulted from a drive for ―morality‖ and failed to
produce major support among the general population. Laws designed to control citizens,
not protect them, rarely sustain wide-spread and long-term patronage. Local police forces
handled most of the crimes such as prostitution and the sale of liquor that fell under these
laws, although they often did so by taking bribes and looking the other way. This
prevented Hoover from gaining public support as the champion against vice crimes such
as these. Most of the country watched the growth of these crimes with a so-what attitude.
Citizens felt that these criminals were no worse than the ―thieves in dinner jackets who
had been corrupting federal, state and local governments . . .‖4
The rise in bank robbery also failed to garner the public and governmental support
Hoover needed to create a federal police force. Even though bank robberies occurred at
a rate of almost two per day in the early 1930s, politicians and the general public did not
perceive this as a dangerous situation that necessitated new laws and the involvement of
federal agents in what were still considered local crimes. And, in the midst of the Great
Depression, many citizens failed to sympathize with the banks that were the face of
foreclosure and lost savings. They saw bank robbery as just rewards for the bankers they
perceived to be the ones responsible for the hardships and losses faced by them and their
neighbors.5
The Lindbergh kidnapping in March 1932 changed attitudes in America. The
public became outraged. This crime, unlike the sale of alcohol, prostitution, or bank
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robbery, focused on the individual. It provided a victim with a face. People sympathized
with the Lindbergh family, and the kidnapping caused fear among the public. Hoover
tried to take charge of the investigation, but without congressional and presidential
support, and without laws considered to be specifically federal, he commanded little
respect from local or federal authorities. What little attention the news media gave him
and his agents proved to be a liability when results from his department‘s investigation
were slow to come.6
Congress responded to the public outcry by passing the Lindbergh Kidnapping
Law in June 1932. It became a federal offense to take a kidnapped victim across state
lines. The law also made it a federal crime to use the U.S. Postal Service to send a
ransom demand or other kidnapping threat. Even though this law allowed Hoover and
his men to investigate kidnappings, other regulations still prohibited BI agents from
carrying weapons or making arrests. When agents investigated a crime, they remained
obligated to call in local forces to make arrests. In order to create his federal police force,
Hoover needed to gain the respect of the public so it would turn to the BI for protection
and demand that Congress provide the agency with the provisions and authority
necessary to ensure its safety.7
Even with the threat of violence and kidnapping, many groups and individuals
still feared the formation of a centralized police force. They believed that the Roosevelt
administration‘s measures to fight crime, including the federalization of law enforcement
agencies, were unconstitutional and constituted a threat to states‘ rights. Attorney
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General Homer Cummings offered assurance to the American public in speeches and
meetings with various groups that a federalized police force did not mean more federal
control or loss of local and personal civil liberties. He spoke to the American Bar
Association stating, ―our fundamental law is faced with no unusual stress or strain [due to
the passage of emergency legislation to keep with] the need of the times.‖8 In response,
the 600 lawyers in attendance pledged their support to the government‘s war on crime.9
The support of the legal community encouraged Hoover. He knew he now
needed another case that intensified the public‘s concern for its safety as the attitude of
the general public still seemed to be one of indifference. The fear aroused by the
Lindbergh kidnapping had waned. He needed another crime that would show the public
that the Lindbergh incident was not isolated, one that would help him change the public‘s
perception of criminals. Hoover wanted to replace the picture of thieves as Robin Hoods
who lived lives of adventure with one of his BI agents as media heroes. He needed a
crime that fell into the BI‘s new jurisdiction and that could capture nationwide
headlines.10
Hoover hoped to utilize the William Hamm kidnapping for his purpose.
Kidnappers took Hamm, a wealthy brewery owner, but returned him to his family just a
few days later. The captors never crossed state lines with Hamm and the crime failed to
garner extended national attention. Just days after the Hamm kidnapping, the Union
Station Massacre occurred wherein a hail of machine gun fire killed four law officers and
8
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bank robber Frank Nash. This event added to the public‘s fear but did not help Hoover in
his drive to create a federal police force. The BI investigated both crimes; Hoover hoped
to make the kidnapping a federal case, and the shooting involved federal agents. Both
investigations failed to gain any leads or to keep the crimes in the national spotlight.
Even the light media coverage added to the burden of proving the efficiency of the
Bureau of Investigation and its agents. There seemed to be no real answers as to who
committed these two crimes. Each time Hoover announced that his agents had deduced
the identity of one of the culprits, local agencies uncovered proof that exonerated the
accused.11
George ―Machine Gun Kelly‖ Barnes finally gave Hoover what he needed with
the kidnapping of Charles Urschel. The kidnapping made headlines nation-wide. Stories
concerning the kidnapping, the victim, the captors, the money changers, and those who
unwittingly found themselves involved filled front pages. Hoover used this crime as the
catalyst he needed to gain public support to push Congress into supporting his federal
police force.12
Machine Gun Kelly‘s arrest proved to be an invaluable psychological boon to J.
Edgar Hoover‘s war on crime and police force. As long as Kelly remained free, law
enforcement, including the BI, appeared to be less than competent and unable to protect
the public. Lacking public trust and confidence, Hoover knew his quest for a federal
police force would not come to fruition. Kelly‘s capture allowed Hoover to spin the story
to portray his agents as the heroes and protectors of the American way of life. His spin
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created heroes to take the place of the bootleggers and social bandits so admired by the
public during Prohibition and the early years of the Great Depression.13
Reporters followed Hoover‘s lead and did their part to villianize Kelly. For
instance, according to Urschel‘s statement to BI agents, Kelly and Bates helped him out
of the car in close proximity to a road side café and even gave him cab money for a ride
home. According to the mindset of Kelly and Bates, gentlemen released a kidnap victim
in this manner. Taking their cue from Hoover, however, reporters changed the story to fit
their desire to create a more vicious criminal. In a recap of the crime, reporters wrote that
Kelly ―shoved [Urschel] from a [moving] automobile.‖14
The headlines that for so long promoted bank robbers as American heroes now
supported Hoover‘s clean cut, all American young men and their scientific approach to
fighting crime. Newspapers printed stories that encouraged young men to study law or
accounting so that they, too, could become one of America‘s finest guardians of justice.
Reporters wrote articles that added to the mystique of the BI agent. They told of secret
messages and telegrams written in code that these bright young men managed to break.
For instance, when Kelly sent Ramsey to Coleman, Texas, Kathryn asked him to retrieve
her furs while he there. BI agents claimed the word ―furs‖ actually meant ransom money.
While in Texas, Langford Ramsey sent a telegram to Kelly in Memphis. It stated, ―Don‘t
want to bring home a sad tale.‖15 BI agents construed this to mean that Ramsey feared he
was being tailed and did not want to lead officials to Kelly. The Bureau of Investigation
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also claimed that Kelly sent a telegram in response that read ―. . . Mother is fine.‖16 BI
representatives interpreted this for the public, saying it meant Kelly was okay and
everything in Memphis was good. According to Ramsey and Tichenor, who actually sent
the telegram, it read, ―Go on as instructed.‖17 This fabrication created by BI agents added
an element of mystery to the story that was not actually there.18
Hoover fully utilized these stories and the media as an avenue of self promotion.
He gave interviews in which he appeared constantly busy and in charge of a force of men
stationed across the nation ready to find and capture any criminal element. His
supporters claimed the ―glorification some criminals were receiving and the need for
countervailing publicity‖ 19 forced Hoover into the position of publicity hound. Others
believed Hoover actively sought the media hype and worked with reporters, writers and
movie producers to create what Art Buchwald called ―a mythical person first thought up
by the Reader‘s Digest.‖20 Whichever the case, Hoover made the most of the publicity to
garner public and political backing for a powerful federal police force that possessed the
power to not only investigate crimes, but to make arrests as well.21
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In support of Hoover and his quest, Attorney General Homer S. Cummings
presented nine major crime bills to Congress, designing them to give the federal
government more power in the fight against the crime wave of the early 1930s.
Cummings told Congress, ―We need expansion of the federal penal statutes to include
control over the unlawful activities of those who deliberately take advantage of the
protection presently afforded them by state lines in perpetrating their crimes.‖22
Congress quickly passed these bills, and Roosevelt signed them into law during
May and June of 1934. The new laws increased the number of crimes that fell under
federal jurisdiction. It became a federal crime to assault or kill a federal agent, rob a
federal bank, flee from state to state to avoid prosecution, carry stolen goods in amounts
over $5,000 across state lines, use telephones and telegraphs for extortion, or kidnap
someone even when ransom was not the motive. These laws also enhanced the status of
BI agents by authorizing them to carry weapons and granting them the full powers of
arrest. Hoover had his Federal Bureau of Investigation.23

Hoover took the Urschel kidnapping and turned it into a victory for the Bureau of
Investigation. The capture of Kelly and his cohorts was lucky for Hoover and his agents
in that Charles Urschel‘s uncanny memory for detail during his captivity gave the BI the
perfect interviewee and witness. Kathryn Kelly‘s conversation with Fort Worth officers
gave BI agents the information needed to identify where Urschel was held. Geraldine
Arnold told agents where to find Kelly after almost two months in which they had been
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unable to locate him. Still, the spin of the publicity and stories the kidnapping created
allowed Hoover to become the hero in his future campaigns against criminals such as
John Dillinger, Alvin Karpis and the Barkers. It also garnered the public support Hoover
needed to gain government backing to create his federal police force, the Federal Bureau
of Investigation.
The kidnapping spurred the interest of Charles Urschel‘s stepson, Tom Slick. As
a freshman at Yale, Slick wrote a research paper on ―The Formation of A Federal Police
Force.‖ Unable to find information beyond the Wickersham Report, Urschel wrote to J.
Edgar Hoover and requested literature and pamphlets on the topic. Hoover replied
personally. He stated that the Division did not have any data dealing specifically with the
topic, but offered suggestions of references and their locations.24
Other players in the kidnapping were not as lucky. The Tennessee Bar
Association disbarred Langford Ramsey, the young Memphis lawyer and George Kelly‘s
former brother-in-law, and the court sentenced him to serve six months in the Shelby
County jail for harboring a fugitive and two years in a federal prison for conspiracy to
harbor a fugitive. John C. Tichenor, who rented Kelly the room in which he was
captured, received the same sentences.
The Bureau of Prisons assigned Kelly, Bates, and Bailey to Leavenworth Federal
Prison in Kansas, transferring them to Alcatraz when it opened in 1934. Bates died in
Alcatraz on July 5, 1948, of a heart attack. Officials transferred Kelly back to
Leavenworth in 1951. By then Boss Shannon had been paroled due to failing health.
Kelly died of a heart attack in Leavenworth on his birthday, July 17, 1954. He and
24
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Kathryn never saw each other after that day in the Oklahoma County jail when they said
good bye. They continued to exchange letters until his death. Kathryn requested that
Boss Shannon take charge of Kelly‘s burial. He buried his son-in-law in the Cottondale
Cemetery, just four miles outside of Paradise. No one purchased a headstone, but a
home-made marker was placed at the site. The name carved into the stone reads ―George
B. Kelley.‖
Boss Shannon died at his Paradise, Texas farm Christmas morning, 1956. The
family buried him alongside his first wife. Still in prison, Ora was not allowed to attend
his funeral. A parole board released Harvey Bailey from federal prison July 24, 1961, but
Kansas authorities arrested him immediately following his release for a 1933 prison
escape. On March 31, 1965, Lansing State Prison officials paroled him. Bailey, in his
eighties, found work in a furniture factory as a woodworker. He died on March 1, 1979
at the age of ninety-one.
Kathryn proposed a deal with the Bureau of Investigation in March, 1934. She
gave investigators what they considered very valuable information in exchange for radio
privileges and permission to correspond with her daughter. She offered to work to gain
further information in regards to the Kansas City Massacre. To accomplish this, Kathryn
requested a transfer to Milan, Michigan and asked to be assigned as a cell mate to Vi
Mathias, her good friend and Verne Miller‘s girlfriend.25
Bureau of Prison officials eventually reunited Kathryn and her mother in the
women‘s federal prison at Alderson, West Virginia. On June 16, 1958, an Oklahoma
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judge ruled that they were entitled to a new trial after their claim that the government had
presented false testimony against them. The court ordered them released on a $10,000
bond until the case could be heard. Hoover and his FBI refused to release records for the
defense to prepare a new trial; therefore, the new trial never occurred, and Kathryn and
her mother remained free. Kathryn visited Kelly‘s grave just once after her release and
then left that life behind her. She worked as a bookkeeper in Oklahoma to support
herself and her mother. She labored hard to maintain her privacy and visited only a few
select relatives, including her daughter Pauline who worked as a teacher in Nevada.26
George Barnes, Jr. adored his mother, but maintained a great disrespect for his
father and failed to sustain a close relationship with his sister. He matured in a city where
many people accepted crime as a part of life and resented the government‘s attempts to
control their drinking habits. He found that supplying the people with what they wanted
brought easy money. He refused to work hard until he met his first father-in-law, who
accepted him despite the quick marriage between his young daughter and Barnes. After
George Ramsey died in an accident, the young Barnes failed to succeed in the various
business ventures he tried. He finally returned to bootlegging, the profession he knew
when he began feeling as though he was becoming the failure he perceived his father to
be. However, the only things he gained were a divorce and a stint in federal prison.
There, the reinvented Kelly learned a new profession, bank robbery. He found success in
this endeavor, but, in a search for more money, advanced to the crime of kidnapping. His
skewed sense of honor prevented him from understanding that his victim would aid
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police in their search for him. Kelly was not a killer. He loved his wife and was very
generous towards her family. But, his perception of right and wrong also precluded any
idea that he, as well as those he loved, might go to prison for his crime.
J. Edgar Hoover was born in Washington, D.C., a city where graft was not as
open and apparent to its citizens as in many cities across the United States during the
early 1900s. He grew up adoring and adored by both of his parents. Hoover perceived
his childhood neighborhood as a wholesome community with pious values he grew to
cherish. The young Hoover enjoyed the benefits working brought and devoted the time
and effort needed to achieve the goals he set. Hoover gladly attended the schools and
participated in the activities that would prepare him for a job in the government
bureaucracy in which his family and neighbors worked. He performed at his highest
level of ability in each position he held from entry level clerk to director. Hoover learned
from each experience and his perception of right and wrong allowed him to utilize any
tactic conceivable to establish his federal police force.
Kelly and Hoover followed their separate paths to prominence with little regard to
those they hurt along the way. Those paths crossed with the kidnapping of Charles
Urschel. Kelly saw it as the big payday he coveted. Hoover saw it as the key to solidify
the power he craved. Kelly used his family in an attempt to reach his goal. Hoover used
the media to spin the story in his favor and ensured that not only Kelly, but also the
family he‘d involved in his criminal undertaking were seen as a threat to each and every
law abiding America citizen. Others in the criminal world would now read the
consequences of the newly altered public perception of crime.
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Machine Gun Kelly gave J. Edgar Hoover the federal crime he needed to draw
attention to the need for a federal police force. Hoover convinced the American public
that his BI agents solved the Urscel kidnapping case and made the streets of their
neighborhoods safer by doing so. The case allowed Hoover and his agents to become
America‘s new heroes as they became the federal police force charged with ridding
America of its public enemies, real or created.
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APPENDIX A
Historical Method of Research
I began my research by exploring secondary sources pertaining to the years in
which George Barnes lived. After gaining knowledge of events and culture of the time
period, I narrowed the focus to the cities in which Barnes spent the greatest portions of
his life. This quickly revealed that Barnes spent his childhood in cities much like the
ones in which he chose to dwell as an adult. These cities not only protected criminals,
but were governed by a system of corruption and patronage. I also relied on this
secondary source research to gain an understanding of the crime of the time period and
the manner in which people viewed these crimes and the men who committed them.
Once I compiled this information, I placed Barnes‘ life into context which gave the story
its meaning.
The essence of my dissertation depended on the gathering and analyzing of
primary documents. The most valuable information came from FBI files, Bureau of
Prison records, court transcripts, and newspaper articles. Interviews and letters from
family and friends of George Barnes and his wife also added insights unavailable in
public records. I examined these primary documents while remembering what I learned
through the study of the secondary sources about each individual. I considered the author
of the document and his or her point of view. Government officials‘ points of view
differed greatly from individuals involved in the criminal activity. I also considered the
character of the author. Clearly, these people were unknown to me personally, but
through comprehensive readings I developed character studies of the various individuals
which I utilized to determine the measure of truth in statements they made.
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In addition to these personal judgments, I compared the various accounts of
incidents containing the public views of the time period along with the motivations of
those providing the renderings. Once I analyzed each account of an incident or event,
taking into account the source and its validity based on personal judgment made after a
close study of each individual‘s character through various sources, I compared them in
order to determine the most factual and probable version. In addition, to ensure accuracy
and validity, I also cross referenced the versions of the various stories, looking at
locations, time factors, personalities involved, and outcomes to ensure that I composed
the most accurate account of Barnes‘ life.
The period of the Urschel kidnapping became the central point of the narrative.
To ensure accuracy, I created a timeline and map. As I analyzed information from the
various primary documents, looking at point of view, time and place, and validity of
sources, I coordinated Barnes‘ and his wife‘s spatial and time locations. By placing them
on the timeline and map individually or as a couple when together, I ensured a logical
and valid account of their journey during the time of the chase. I corroborated each entry
onto this timeline and map by locating at least two pieces of evidence placing them in a
specific location at a specific time. For instance, if a federal report noted that Barnes was
in Biloxi at a specific hotel on a specific date, I ensured that information was
substantiated by a witness‘ statement, a local report, or the business records of the hotel.
This allowed me to provide a more complete account and to counter stories such as the
one of the couple spending time in Mexico following Urschel‘s release.
The study focused on the society in which Barnes and Hoover came of age and
how the culture of the time period affected both men. In each phase of his life, Barnes
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fell into a life that mirrored the dissatisfaction felt by the American public. He became a
bootlegger when people fought prohibition; he became a bank robber when the banks
foreclosed on the common man; he served as a hero when the public had few. On the
other hand, Hoover defended Prohibition in a department that arrested those who broke
the laws associated with its implementation; he worked to make bank robbery a federal
crime; he created a federal police force to become America‘s new heroes. Both men
matured in the same society, but took different paths, which when they finally converged,
turned one into a forgotten Depression Era criminal and the other into one of America‘s
most powerful bureaucrats.
I focused much of my inquiry on primary documents provided by the FBI and
Justice Department archives. I gained access to these documents by writing what is
referred to as a FOIA letter. The agency responded with the requested documents,
usually with sensitive information concealed to protect individuals. To counter this, I
resubmitted a FOIA letter with further explanation of need and use of the information.
Some of the requested documents were resent with less information concealed; in other
cases I received a letter denying the request. At this point, I traveled to Washington, DC
and appealed in person and was allowed to utilize the archives for a limited period of
time.
Other data for this study came from a variety of libraries and archive from across
the country. I traveled to these and spent a great number of hours researching my topic.
Most of the data retrieved from the various libraries came in the form of newspapers. I
read these microfilmed papers, printing copies of the articles relating to the study. I also
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accessed city directories and police records in the local archives. Many of these archives
require permission in order to utilize their records and copy specific data.
Once I collected the data and organized my research, I had to determine which
was of the most value to the study. Since the apex of Barnes‘ criminal life was the
Urschel kidnapping and the ensuing BI chase that served as Hoover‘s springboard to
power, those documents substantiating Barnes‘ actions during this time were of the
upmost importance. Documents with information regarding the various players in that
kidnapping were also very valuable in developing the personalities of those players so
that the reader can infer either guilt or mere compliance in the crime. Other documents
of value were those that provided insight into Barnes‘ and his wife‘s personality. These
documents were taken as a whole and measured against each other to develop a holistic
picture of the couple. This better allowed me to bring them to life for the reader.
In my analysis of all data collected, I took a modernist view. I took into account
that many of the players faced jail time during their interviews with government agents,
and I compared each version measuring the accuracy and truthfulness based on the
person‘s character as I grew to know him or her. I had no access to diaries or other
materials in which a person layered emotions or veiled private thoughts. The most covert
thoughts I encountered were those of J. Edgar Hoover as he strategized his rise to power.
I combined information from secondary sources with newspaper articles about Hoover to
determine his objectives and the purpose of his actions. The other documents I utilized
are mostly government reports containing direct facts. I included factors such as point of
view and time and place when analyzing this data. Interviews of family members are
likely to be biased so I sieved those accounts to ensure accuracy and balance. I used the
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same process when utilizing government documents intent on convicting those charged in
a crime merely to pacify the public and satisfy the ambition of one man.
At every step I made every effort to corroborate facts by utilizing multiple sources
from multiple perspectives. I ensured that this study provides the most accurate account
possible of George Barnes, his life, his actions surrounding the kidnapping of Charles
Urschel, and the impact of his actions on the rise to power of J. Edgar Hoover.
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